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PREFACE 

 

 The following oral history is the result of a recorded interview with Mitchell Rosenthal 

conducted by Sue Kaplan on June 11, 26, and July 10, 2014, and by Caitlin Bertin-Mahieux on 

February 19 and April 15, 2015. This interview is part of the Phoenix House Foundation Oral 

History Project.  

 The reader is asked to bear in mind that s/he is reading a verbatim transcript of the 

spoken word, rather than written prose.
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Q: This is Sue Kaplan, interviewing Dr. Mitch [Mitchell S.] Rosenthal at Phoenix House on June 

11th, 2014. I wanted to start by asking, back in the mists of time, about your childhood. Where 

you grew up and what that environment was like. I know you came from a family of doctors. If 

you could talk a little bit about where that all began and some of the influences that shaped you 

and your professional life much later. 

 

Rosenthal: As a psychiatrist, an analytically-oriented psychiatrist, I appreciate the question. I was 

born in Brooklyn, but really grew up in Queens. I think we were out of Brooklyn early enough 

that I have no recollection of living in Brooklyn, or even in the first home in Queens. The house 

that I remember was a house I basically lived in from childhood until I went away to college. 

That was in Flushing, New York, not the Flushing of today’s Chinatown and Main Street, but the 

Flushing of Cunningham Park and Jamaica. I went to Jamaica High School. But the important 

thing about that household, which I think is relevant to future life, was that my dad was a doctor, 

and a general practitioner. He took out inflamed and infected appendixes. He did gallbladders, 

delivered babies, made house calls, made hospital rounds. There was an office attached to our 

house, so that having a sense of patient care and the way he was responsible for his patients. The 

whole mindset. 

 

Q: Very different style than we see as medicine today.  
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Rosenthal: Very, very different. He was taking care of third-generation patients. He had taken 

care of the grandmother, and then the mother, and then the daughter. He had comprehensive 

knowledge of those families and the stresses, the job stresses, the marital stresses, the illnesses. 

A visit was not a three-minute affair. Then, you saw people over long periods of time. Family 

practice, in those days, was really taking care of people like they were a member of your family. 

 

Q: Right, and in the context of their own families, understanding. Did that shape your view of 

how people are helped and cared for? Was that something, or when you look back on it now? 

 

Rosenthal: I think it gave me a sense of being comprehensively caring. If there’s something 

that’s true about the values of Phoenix House, it’s that we are comprehensively caring, and think 

about generations, and don’t look at drug abuse—we understand drug abuse as a symptom of the 

moment, if you will, but it doesn’t tell the life story. So understanding life stories was really very 

important. My father’s father was a physician, who had come to America at age twelve by 

himself. 

 

Q: From where? 

 

Rosenthal: From Russia. Then, as a candy-maker, put himself—in fact, he had one finger that 

had gotten burned off in a sugar vat. It was very noticeable to a kid, when you see a grandparent 

missing part of a finger.  
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Q: Was he very much part of your life growing up? 

 

Rosenthal: He was very much. I was the first grandchild, so I was now the first grandchild of this 

immigrant family. He had retired from his medical practice in Borough Park, Brooklyn. I saw my 

grandparents, on both sides, almost weekly. They were part of our life. They visiting us, we 

visiting them. Then my father’s two brothers were physicians. In this day and age, his sister 

would have been, too, but in that day and age, the sisters didn’t get the same break. My father 

was the first child of this immigrant family, and then he was the first doctor in that new family. It 

was all— 

 

Q: Kind of a mantle being handed down. Someplace, I had read that you talked a little bit—but 

I’m interested more in the influence of your family’s Jewish heritage on your outlook. 

 

Rosenthal: You saw an article that was published in Lifestyles, which is, essentially, a Jewish 

publication. That’s why it had as much of a twist. My father was an agnostic. His father, who 

came to this country early, was a religious Jew for a short time, and then became a scientific 

agnostic. When the youngest son, Dr. Charles Rosenthal, who was an ophthalmologist, died of 

subacute bacterial endocarditis, just on the cusp of penicillin becoming available—and had this 

all happened a year later, he would have probably lived on and on—that threw my grandfather 

just totally out of any religious consideration. But there wasn’t very— 

 

Q: So not a strong influence in your thinking and your philosophy. 
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Rosenthal: No. Now, my mother’s family kept a kosher home, went to the synagogue on 

holidays. I sometimes accompanied my maternal grandfather in that. So I had a sense of it. I was 

bar mitzvahed. But maybe more important, really, was the fact that my mother was a volunteer, 

and that a lot of her volunteerism was around women’s—she wasn’t religious, although she went 

to temple on holidays, in part because it was her family’s expectation. She worked at good 

causes connected to the temple. The other thing that the— 

 

Q: So are you saying, from her, you got somewhat of a sense of service? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, yes. She was definitely a service provider. Her family had extensive contacts, 

more than my father’s family, of people who were still coming in from Europe. Cousins and so 

forth. The transient housing. They were helped in those early months and early years to get 

employment, to get places to live. I grew up in a full service family. 

 

Q: That’s a wonderful way to think about it. 

 

Rosenthal: There’s one other element. One other element. I think, more important, there was 

always, from the time I can remember, a housekeeper who lived with our family in Queens. 

There were two in particular, who may have covered the time from when I was a very young 

child until I went off to school. We’re talking almost twenty years, and only two women had 

those posts, and they lived in the house.  
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Q: Oh, interesting. What was their background? Were they Eastern European or were they—I’m 

curious why you mentioned them. 

 

Rosenthal: I’ll tell you why, because it has to do with a later insight about this. They were both, 

by the way, great cooks. My mother, a thoughtful, loving person, was not physically affectionate. 

She wasn’t a toucher and a feeler and a hugger. I think I missed some of that from her. I was 

close to these two women. They provided a lot of— 

 

Q: The physical caretaking. 

 

Rosenthal: —physical. My mother, although she appreciated good food, and we always served 

good food in the house, these women were the cooks, and good cooks. I’m a foodie now, of 

course, and a cook. That all came from them. The next part, though, is that I was always a 

little—embarrassed is too—sensitive to the fact that they were the help, and that they didn’t 

enjoy all of the benefits. That, in a way, they were part of the family, but they were underclass.  

 

Q: Carrying that forward, kind of an appreciation or sensitivity to shared humanity across class 

lines, or the need to break down those— 

 

Rosenthal: Very much so. Very much so. I think that part of my passion in helping people in 

Phoenix House is definitely connected with those women.  
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Q: Did either of them, or anyone in that household, have substance abuse problems or mental 

health issues? 

 

Rosenthal: Miriam Escalante, the woman who was the first one, did not. Sedonia, who came 

from—I’m trying to think. Did she come from New Orleans or Atlanta or both? She definitely 

had Creole, because that cooking was Creole. She was not an alcoholic, but alcohol was a part of 

her life, and as she grew older even more so.  

 

Q: That wasn’t something that motivated you in this field? 

 

Rosenthal: No. The alcohol wasn’t a part of it. It was really in wanting to see those lives better. 

 

Q: And valued. 

 

Rosenthal: I remember clearly going to high school and feeling—my father drove a very nice 

car. I used to get out of the car a couple of blocks away so that I— 

 

Q: It wouldn’t be revealed about your family’s resources. Again, in one of the wonderful things 

that Caitlin [Deighan] has supplied, there was some reference to your sense, in your talking 

about your family life, of being quite private, and that one of your interests in psychiatry was 

kind of in unlocking some sense of—or understanding better—your family. Maybe I’m reading 

that wrong. Did your interest in psychiatry and the human dynamics— 
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Rosenthal: No, I think my interest in human dynamics and psychology and psychiatry came out 

of a couple of things. One, you want to figure out your own demons and figure out your own 

insecurities and so forth. I think part of it was trying to just understand better my own inner 

workings. Then, with psychiatry, I loved medical school and loved all the—science, I loved, and 

pathology. I loved pediatrics, I loved medicine. But psychiatry seemed to me to be the 

comprehensive discipline of integrating all this. It goes back to Father. 

 

Q: To your father’s practice. 

 

Rosenthal: Right, to dad’s practice, and the ability to connect with people, not just go in and 

figure out how to fix the pneumonia or get the diabetes under control and so forth.  

 

Q: Can you talk a little bit about your early education and some of the influences? You went to 

Lafayette College. I know you were in the Naval Reserve there, which later had implications in 

terms of your professional life. 

 

Rosenthal: You’ve done your homework, haven’t you? 

 

Q: What did you study as an undergraduate? 

 

Rosenthal: My major was biology. My minor was psychology. 

 

Q: You kind of knew where you were headed. 
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Rosenthal: I was a pre-med. I wasn’t sure that I was going to be a doctor. I was thinking a little 

bit about veterinary medicine. But the more I went on, the more it seemed that medicine was 

right. By the way, there was zero pressure from my father for me to become a doctor. I was an 

uneven student in high school, and I got better at my studies as I went along. I learned how to 

study. My father was first in his class in medical school. He was really good academically. 

 

Q: And ran early at it— 

 

Rosenthal: Because, in my earlier life, there were tensions between my father and I—although 

later in life we were buds—but in the early days, he was a bit dictatorial, a bit spoiled as the first-

born prince. 

 

Q: Was the tension over him as the powerful alpha male in the family, or was it around academic 

achievement and performance? 

 

Rosenthal: He wanted to be the boss on everything, and I didn’t want to be dominated, so it 

created— 

 

Q: Another form of sympathy with the underclass in some ways. 
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Rosenthal: Absolutely. My mother, who was quietly getting indigestion over all this, very much 

identified and saw me, too, as a bit of a victim, so we had a very close relationship. I think my 

father was, in a way, some ways, jealous of that. The family dynamics were— 

 

Q: Complicated. Your description of yourself as sort of learning how to learn and learning how 

to study and getting better over time, is that something that you think also influenced your view 

of how people develop and their potential and their opportunity for growth? That’s so much a 

model in Phoenix House as well, which is people—you aren’t who you are at a given moment. 

The opportunity for development. Do you trace any of that to your own experience? 

 

Rosenthal: I think that’s a good insight on your part and a good interpretation. I hadn’t thought of 

it that way. I’ve always, by disposition, been very optimistic. Sometimes I joke that I’m 

pathologically optimistic. I think, having a feeling that people can change—I got such 

reinforcement of that in Phoenix House. In the days when I was closer to the ground and 

treatment, seeing kids who would come in practically mute. Seventeen-year-old mute girl who 

six psychiatrists out of ten would have diagnosed as schizoid or autistic or something. Eight 

months later, here was a young woman now who was coming out of that and able to connect and 

relate. 

 

Q: It’s really an amazing legacy, that approach. 
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Rosenthal: That hopefulness about Phoenix House, about really staying with people and 

believing that they can change. Now, do we succeed in all cases? Of course not. But the fact that 

we’re willing to go the distance is very important. 

 

Q: You then went to medical school, and then— 

 

Rosenthal: I want to say something else about that. Just as in Phoenix House, if you speak to 

somebody who’s a graduate, they’ll sort of trace back with you not just Phoenix House and the 

generic, but they’ll identify particular people who were their guides. 

 

Q: Great. Who were your guides along the way? 

 

Rosenthal: I remember when I was having trouble in elementary school. I think it really 

happened around my father’s coming back from World War II, where he was overseas, and then 

there were a lot of tensions when he came back. 

 

Q: He had been gone for a number of years. 

 

Rosenthal: He had been gone probably, out of the country—it probably wasn’t more than a year.  

 

Q: But the reentry. 
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Rosenthal: Wars were not so long then. He went out of the country. My mother and sister and I 

were all together. She opened up a little blouse and skirt store and so forth in his offices. It was 

successful enough that she was getting a lot of pleasure and reinforcement. When he came back, 

he shut her down, because he didn’t think—his vanity. He didn’t think it looked right, or that it 

was a sign that he wasn’t a successful doctor. Why would the wife have to be working? Just like 

he had me fired. I was working as a delivery boy for the local pharmacist. He had me fired, 

because, again, he didn’t think it looked right. 

 

Q: If I remember the story correctly, he had you fired and you went out and got another job. So 

you were— 

 

Rosenthal: At an Italian supermarket, where he had no influence. 

 

Q: No influence, okay. So there was sort of his assertion of authority on return and your kind of 

underground rebellion. 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, yes. Thank God my mother sided with my independence. She had been 

insufficiently independent in her own youth, but she admired my independence and wanted me 

to fly.  

 

Q: What happened in elementary school? There was a flashpoint that— 
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Rosenthal: In elementary school, he comes back from the war. I think I’ve got the chronology 

right. I’m struggling a bit. It’s also big classes and so forth. I don’t even know how it happened. 

My mother found a small private school in Jamaica Estates. There was a fabulous woman, who 

was sort of the headmaster. That makes it sound too big. In some ways, it was a one-room 

schoolhouse that broke up. I don’t think there were ever more than thirty or fifty kids in the 

school. Class size was even smaller. I think her name was Maude Clark, was that woman. She 

was so empathetic. She was incredibly supportive, patient, and was one of those people who 

helped me to say, “I can do that.” 

 

Q: This is interesting. It’s such a level of emotion, and that’s a long, long time ago. So, very 

important person and experience. What did she model for you then— 

 

Rosenthal: Jim Burke used to say he cried at beer commercials. 

 

Q: First of all, in my family, we all cry, and the men cry more than the women. We just had my 

daughter’s wedding, so I’ve been crying for a month straight. This doesn’t faze me a bit.  

 

Rosenthal: I’m not embarrassed to cry. I’m just surprised at the level of emotion. Maude Clark 

was great, and she really prepared me so that when I graduated from Electra Academy, I went 

three blocks down and went to Jamaica High School, which was now five thousand— 

 

Q: And you were equipped to deal with it. 
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Rosenthal: Totally. Totally equipped and comfortable. Then I got better at it in Jamaica High 

School, too. I had one problem with language and was struggling a bit with Spanish. Got a 

fabulous tutor, who lived not far. Then she helped me master the Spanish, and I was flying along. 

 

Q: It sounds like your mother was very progressive in her approach. Very flexible, and kind of 

looking out for your needs. Not a kind of sink-or-swim type of person. 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, no. She was very thoughtful. Three days ago, she would have been a hundred. 

 

Q: Oh my gosh. But who’s counting? That’s wonderful. 

 

Rosenthal: My sister. 

 

Q: Sure. That’s wonderful.  

 

Rosenthal: Then I was lucky. In those days, city teachers—Jamaica High School was filled with 

heroes, who today would be on Wall Street or something else, but because of the Depression and 

job security and so forth, the cadre of teachers— 

 

Q: Just spectacular. 

 

Rosenthal: Amazing people. Really wonderful. They equipped me well for college. Then I got 

lucky. I went to a small college, Lafayette College in Easton, Pennsylvania. Again, there were a 
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handful of professors that I can remember as being enormously helpful in biology and 

psychology.  

 

Q: One of the hallmarks of the Phoenix House approach are the peer supports. Did you feel that 

you had that in your educational life? How did you come to recognize that, and when did you 

recognize that as being so central to people’s growth and development? 

 

Rosenthal: The special kind of peer support that is characteristic of Phoenix House, Alcoholics 

Anonymous, other peer self-help groups, is something that I only came to see really later. I’ll tell 

you about it during the Navy years. In college, I had good friends, I had roommates. I had— 

 

Q: Just the normal social network.  

 

Rosenthal: Yes. I didn’t run for any school offices. I resigned from the fraternity, because the 

food was so terrible, and I moved out of the dorm because the food was so terrible, and moved 

off campus with a fabulous guy who’s a successful artist, and really started to cook for myself, 

missing the meals that— 

 

Q: That you’d had growing up. 

 

Rosenthal: —that I had been accustomed to. 
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Q: You didn’t run for office at school. Where did you get your political savvy? Did it start back 

then, or is it something that also kind of came a little bit later?  

 

Rosenthal: I was comfortable socially in college. I was comfortable in high school. I did run for 

student office in high school. I don’t know. When we talk about politics in the Phoenix life, 

which is really what you’re talking about, I was prepared for it. I was prepared for it because of 

being exposed to the political dynamics that were around me in family and school and so forth, 

but I wasn’t active— 

 

Q: You weren’t an operator. 

 

Rosenthal: I wasn’t an operator. I was thinking creatively in my residency. I was doing things 

that were a little bit different.  

 

Q: What do you mean? 

 

Rosenthal: I remember, in college, needing extra money and getting an afternoon job working in 

a detective’s agency. Who would have thunk [sic] that? Then being involved in some—my 

biology professor also liked theater and was putting on some plays, and I did some of that, which 

was fun. 

 

Q: Having a kind of expansive social network, or ease in a lot of different environments early. 
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Rosenthal: I was easily exposed and comfortably— 

 

Q: And moving in lots of different worlds. 

 

Rosenthal: I never thought of it as preparing. While I was a sensitive kid, I don’t remember 

feeling socially uncomfortable. I was learning and taking advantage of friendships and 

relationships.  

 

Q: You went right to medical school after college? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: There, you also had a number of mentors that were very significant. 

 

Rosenthal: The head of the biology department was—it was fiercely competitive in those days 

for New York— 

 

Q: Are you talking about college? 

 

Rosenthal: For a New York Jewish kid in school to go to medical school. It wasn’t all that easy. 

A lot of them had to go out of the country. With the help of—what was his name?  Head of the 

biology department was Willis Hunt, and he prided himself on getting his pre-meds into medical 

school. He worked the politics with the admissions people in the medical schools very well. He 
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kept in touch with a group of, say, eight or ten deans of admission of medical schools, and he 

was trusted. If he said to them— 

 

Q: “This one’s a good one.” 

 

Rosenthal: —“You’re going to be proud of this kid,” they would listen to him. He was very 

helpful. Here’s a political operator. Seeing people who were good political operators, it was 

instantly clear to me what they were doing— 

 

Q: What that talent was. 

 

Rosenthal: —and how that worked. 

 

Q: What was your experience? Can you talk a little bit about your experience in medical school 

and your heading toward psychiatry? Child psychiatry, right, was the specialty? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. I think all of these, if you follow these out, all of those decisions and the 

pathways that I walked down were facilitated by individual people who I admired. I don’t want 

to say they took me under their wing. I admired, developed the relationship with, went the extra 

mile to be at their seminars, worked on a project that they would be interested in and could work 

on with me. In medical school, at Downstate [SUNY Downstate Medical Center] at that time, it 

had a remarkable department of psychiatry, and had an overlay of many European 

psychoanalysts who had left Europe during the war. It was an incredible group of humanists, 
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Freudian humanists. I was really taken with their brilliance, their originality, their warmth, their 

intellectual exhibitionism.  

 

Q: That’s a great phrase. 

 

Rosenthal: They were fabulous. They were a fabulous group of people. [interruption] I followed 

several different paths simultaneously. There was a brilliant pathologist named Gordon 

Hennigar. I think he may have been chairman of the Department of Pathology at Downstate. I 

took a summer—this is typical—I took a summer clerkship with him, and studied pathology and 

autopsy pathology. He was so inspiring. We don’t realize it, but thirteen percent of people who 

die and have autopsies, we still don’t discover what the cause of death was.  

 

Q: Even after the autopsy? 

 

Rosenthal: Even after the autopsy. It was shocking. Now, it may be better today, because we 

have so much greater technology. But following people like that. He’d do things like say, “This 

is Hennigar’s Rule. You do this at somebody’s bedside, and everybody will think you’re a 

genius.” He was always trying to give his students the edge, and the edge with knowledge, and 

his love of the science. It was infectious. 

 

Q: What was the patient population at Downstate then? 
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Rosenthal: Good question. It was before the university hospital was built, and Kings County 

Hospital [Center], like Bellevue [Hospital Center]. So it was— 

 

Q: Oh, so you were taking care of patients at Kings County?   

 

Rosenthal: At Kings County. 

 

Q: So these were basically poor— 

 

Rosenthal: These were basically poor. These were basically poor. In psychiatry, I was seeing 

alcoholic patients and some groups with alcohol, but all it did was sensitize me to how 

ineffective everything we were doing was at that time, in regard to addictive illness.  

 

Q: Substance abuse. Was it even on the curriculum? 

 

Rosenthal: No. I graduated medical school in 1960. In 1962, less than two percent of people in 

America were using illicit drugs. Twenty years later, by 1982, thirty-five percent of the 

population had used illicit drugs. So, there was this movement that was part of Vietnam, part of 

the flower children movement. Drugs were going to make people more peaceful, more sensitive, 

better lovers. 

 

Q: So this wasn’t a deficit in the curriculum at the time. There just wasn’t the disease to deal 

with. 
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Rosenthal: That’s right. The few addicts that there were at that time, if they were going for any 

specialized treatment, went down to the public health hospital in Lexington, Kentucky and got 

treatment there that didn’t help them very much. 

 

Q: That was the state of the art. 

 

Rosenthal: That was the state of the art. The other line that you have to trace through this is the 

Alcoholics Anonymous line. 

 

Q: Alcoholism was clearly a problem back then. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, but even the word ‘alcoholism’ as a disease didn’t exist before the mid-to-late 

1930s. In 1935, when AA [Alcoholics Anonymous] was born with Bill [William G.] Wilson and 

others, there were eight patients, or eight AA members, in Brooklyn Heights, and eight in Akron, 

Ohio. Think of where it has gone, to millions of people. The notion of people recovering and 

becoming sober and having long, sober lives after this illness—it really didn’t exist strongly back 

in the fifties. 

 

Q: I imagine it didn’t exist in the medical realm really very much at all, because Alcoholics 

Anonymous was not a medical model. Was this something— 
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Rosenthal: No, but it’s so interesting. Very early in this, Bill Wilson and some of the others in 

Brooklyn had some contact at Yale [University], and so Yale became very interested in 

alcoholism, and they, the psychiatrists at that time, believed that if they could teach somebody to 

drink normally, that would be the goal and the cure. Meanwhile, this wasn’t working at all. All 

these people kept falling down drunk. They sent them their early writings about how they were 

conducting AA and what this was about. A psychiatrist, whose name I don’t remember, was 

treating a woman—this was in about 1938—was treating a woman named Marty Mann, M-A-N-

N. Marty Mann was then in her mid-forties. She was the daughter of a very successful Vice 

President of WC Fields in Chicago. She had been a PR/marketing professional. She had been 

coping with her alcoholism, but it was taking her down. She, somehow, was in the psychiatric 

unit at Yale, and the psychiatrist got hold of this AA stuff and said, “This might be exactly what 

would help Marty.”  

 

So they took her to Brooklyn and introduced her to Bob and Lois Wilson, the founders, and Lois 

Wilson introduced her to the men of AA. They didn’t want to have a woman in AA. They 

thought it was going to wreck the place. How are we ever going to disclose in front of a woman? 

Or there will be romantic— 

 

Q: Sexual tension. 

 

Rosenthal: —undertones and sexual tension. So let’s not do this. But she got in, and then figured 

out that it was stigma, it was shame, it was secretiveness. It was all this, that people needed to be 

educated that this was a disease, because it was looked at as a moral failing.  
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Q: She had, you said, a PR background, right? So she was very sensitized to those issues. 

 

Rosenthal: She started to get spokespeople and famous people, the Betty Fords of her day, to 

speak up and talk about—and she created an organization called the National Council on 

Alcoholism. 

 

Q: Were you involved with this back then, or is this—no. It wasn’t on your radar screen. 

 

Rosenthal: Irony is, as we sit here today, I am the Acting Chairman of the Board of the National 

Council on Alcoholism.  

 

Q: Did AA and that model help inform your Phoenix House model? 

 

Rosenthal: Here’s what happened. 

 

Q: Is there a link? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Here’s what happened. In 1957, ’58, there was an alcoholic in AA, and sober, 

named Charles E. Dederich. Dederich, Chuck Dederich, was such a compulsive talker that AA 

threw him out, because he was— 

 

Q: He was taking up the meeting and all the air out of the room. 
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Rosenthal: He was sucking all the oxygen out of the room. He was living in sort of a garage one-

bedroom apartment in Santa Monica, California, and he had learned enough from AA that he 

knew he needed some fellowship and peer support. He started to invite neighborhood deadbeats 

who were coming out of prison, and who were struggling with their drinking problems, who 

weren’t in AA, and he started this stuff, these groups. One of the members of the group, early in 

all of this, said, “Hey, when are we going to have another one of them—” He was talking about 

seminars, but he said ‘synanon.’  

 

Q: It was the beginning of Synanon. 

 

Rosenthal: It was the beginning of Synanon, and Charles E. Dederich. So, there was the AA 

sharing. In AA, when people are sharing, they tell their stories, and they’re encouraged and 

supported in telling their stories, but nobody is going to say to them, “That’s bullshit. Tell the 

real story. Come on, Sam. I was there. I saw what went down with you and your friend, or you 

and your wife,” blah, blah, blah. Dederich took this, and then these people started to live together 

in a community. 

 

Q: Your path crossed with them when you were at the Naval— 

 

Rosenthal: In 1965, my path crossed with them. 
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Q: Because you had been in Staten Island and you went to California, to the Naval Hospital, and 

that’s when— 

 

Rosenthal: In Oakland. 

 

Q: We’ll get back to the Staten Island thing in a minute, but let’s talk about—so you go out to 

the Naval Hospital, and you’re taking care of—well, tell me the origins of that. 

 

Rosenthal: I go out to the Naval Hospital, and I am charged with taking care of people who are 

coming back out of Vietnam with alcohol, drug, and behavioral problems. They might have been 

called the ‘problem children’ of the fleet. They were Marines and sailors, and all men.  

 

Q: Did people at this time realize the extent of substance abuse that resulted from the Vietnam 

War? 

 

Rosenthal: People who were in Vietnam knew that this was a big problem, but they didn’t have 

the clarity that they had some years later, when they finally said, “Wait a second. We’re going to 

create policies. We’re going to test. We’re going to state that this is not allowed.” When I was an 

enlisted man in the Naval Reserve, it didn’t matter if you had a shot when you were on watch. 

Drinking and military life went hand in hand.  

 

Q: I’m sorry, I interrupted. You were saying you were seeing the folks coming back from 

service. 
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Rosenthal: The problem children of the fleet were coming back. At about that moment—I wasn’t 

in that department of psychiatry for more than two weeks—I went to seminars, sometimes called 

‘grand rounds’ in medicine. The two people that were going to speak that day were from 

Synanon. I’m trying to think. If I work on it, I’ll even come up with their names. They were 

living in the Synanon facility in San Francisco. I came across the Bay Bridge, and they told their 

stories and what had happened to them, and what Synanon had done. It was really quite 

remarkable. For somebody who had been exposed to unsuccessful drug treatments, this was quite 

dramatic. You could see the before and after in hearing their stories. 

 

Q: These were people who were very down and out, right? 

 

Rosenthal: They sure didn’t look down and out when I saw them. They were then in their 

thirties, and one was a woman and a very capable secretarial assistant, and the other guy, I don’t 

know whether he was a salesman or a car mechanic or something else. They went down to the 

street before they came back out. I don’t know whether he had done any prison time or not. I saw 

that. I said, This is fantastic. Within, I don’t know, twenty-four hours, I was at Synanon and 

introduced to the head of the facility. He was having a problem with his kids. I was a child 

psychiatrist. 

 

Q: People lived there as families, not just adults. 
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Rosenthal: They lived there singly, but then the staff, the unpaid staff of Synanon, the volunteer 

staff at Synanon, they could be married, they could have children, and so forth. At that time, this 

man, named Jack Hurst, was the president of Synanon. His wife, Terry Hurst, also became 

friends. We were bartering. I was giving them some counseling about kids’ issues, and they 

agreed to help me at the Naval Hospital. 

 

Q: This is Project Forty-Nine? 

 

Rosenthal: Project Forty-Nine. 

 

Q: So they helped develop— 

 

Rosenthal: Let me see if I can give you the backdrop, because it’s very interesting. 

 

Q: It is fascinating. 

 

Rosenthal: The Naval Hospital in Oakland was where the first therapeutic community was born, 

probably ten years before I got there. A psychiatrist, Harry [A.] Wilmer [II], who, like me, was 

stationed in Oakland, traveled to England or to Scotland to see the work of a psychiatrist named 

Maxwell Jones. Jones had said, “If we give the patients some voice in their treatment, maybe we 

won’t have to tie them all up in straitjackets, but we can talk some of them through this and use 

some of the social connectivity to help—" 
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Q: Was that a new approach at the time? That was pretty radical? 

 

Rosenthal: It was very radical. Wilmer came back to the Naval Hospital in Oakland and started 

to have a morning meeting where all of the patients and all of the staff would sit down in a big 

circle and talk a little bit about what was going on, who might be having some problems, and so 

forth. By the time I got there and it had gone through—because I never saw it originally—by the 

time I got there, it was pretty watered-down. It had been diluted and diluted and diluted. 

 

Q: In terms of the patient voice? 

 

Rosenthal: Patient participation and what they were really doing. In fact, if it was anything, it 

was just a nice thing, but it wasn’t terribly practical. There was one man, who was a social 

worker, who was old enough that he had been there in the first reel of the movie. Helped me get 

a little understanding, but by and large, patients were coming in. Ninety percent of them would 

be put out of the Navy through medical discharge. So we were, as psychiatrists, writing that this 

person was unfit. Diagnosis: unfit for military duty. Out.  

 

Q: And then out of the facility? 

 

Rosenthal: Out of the facility, discharged, home. I looked at this and said, a disaster. The Navy 

has spent a fair amount of money training these guys. They’ve been out. Why are we throwing 

them out? Most of them, if you look carefully, had had troubles even before they came in the 

Navy. Why aren’t we fixing it? We’re doctors, right? Then, seeing Synanon, and seeing people 
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fixing it, I said, why can’t we do a modified version of that here at the hospital and give these 

guys three to six months, or even a little more if they need it, and get them back to duty? Be 

good for— 

 

Q: Did they want to go back to duty? Was part of this a way to get out of serving in Vietnam? 

 

Rosenthal: Some of them did. In different ways, they were failing, they were stumbling.  

 

Q: Getting them to some functional— 

 

Rosenthal: They had become dysfunctional, but they didn’t see a clear path out. Then, by 

introducing them to an effective, dynamic group, where they were having to look at their 

behavior, hold themselves accountable for the behavior—behaviors that they had not paid too 

much attention to. They were saying, “This is self-destructive. This is stupid. I don’t want to 

continue to live like this. Because not only wouldn’t I be successful in the Navy; I wouldn’t be 

successful when I got out.” 

 

Q: It sounds like the focus was on behavioral issues, broader than substance abuse. It was on all 

kinds of issues, and substance abuse was just a piece of that for some and not for others. 

 

Rosenthal: Absolutely. I was always looking at substance abuse as a symptom of a whole host of 

underlying problems. It included everything. All sorts of things, when you got down. That 
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period, that year that followed, I was in Synanon on weekends and some nights during the week, 

participating in groups.  

 

Q: To learn and to watch, to see how— 

 

Rosenthal: To learn, to experience, to express myself in groups.  

 

Q: You were actually participating? 

 

Rosenthal: One of the things about— 

 

Q: Oh, you can’t. That’s a requirement. 

 

Rosenthal: One of the things about a Synanon group or a Phoenix House group in those days was 

you didn’t get any privilege. You didn’t get any privilege because you were the doc. You were in 

the room, you were fair game. The nine other people in the room could say, “Mitch, what’s 

really going on with you? You going to tell us the truth for a change?”   

 

Q: Is that the model at Phoenix House, too, that the staff and the professionals in the room are— 

 

Rosenthal: I would say it probably isn’t today, but it certainly was.  

 

Q: At the origin. 
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Rosenthal: It certainly was. 

 

Q: Were you comfortable in that role? It’s very pressured. 

 

Rosenthal: I was terribly uncomfortable in the beginning. Going into a Synanon group filled me 

with— 

 

Q: Terror. 

 

Rosenthal: —anxiety and terror. Remember that I had told you that I had come from a very 

private family, especially on my mother’s side, who didn’t want to talk about the fact that they 

had a cold. I had always been able to be private in the role as a psychiatrist. Psychiatrists— 

 

Q: You don’t reveal yourselves. 

 

Rosenthal: —are not trained to reveal their own anxieties.  

 

Q: If this isn’t too probing, as a psychiatrist, had you been through therapy yourself? 

 

Rosenthal: Sure. 

 

Q: You had? 
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Rosenthal: Sure, but it was private. It was private therapy. 

 

Q: One-on-one. 

 

Rosenthal: It was private therapy. Now, to sit down in a room with twelve or fifteen people who 

were ex-addicts and this and that, and to be absolutely exposed, was fabulous.  

 

Q: Fabulous? 

 

Rosenthal: It was a fabulous experience, because you learn that your—to use the expression— 

 

Q: Mishegas. I knew you were going to say that. 

 

Rosenthal: You learn that your mishegas is not so much different than anybody else’s, and that 

you can— 

 

Q: This was a very formative experience for you.  

 

Rosenthal: Right. Since I had, some years before as a psychoanalytic, psychotherapeutic patient, 

seen what could happen using the peer group system—because after all, if we’re in a group 

together and you hear me talking about my fear of my father and how it made me feel, it kicks up 

memories in you, and then you start to talk. So, one, it really facilitates—think in psychotherapy 
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how long it takes for somebody to become a patient and to learn how to be self-revealing in 

conversation. One of the great things about Phoenix House is we can teach somebody, in a 

matter of a few months, how to reveal openly, how to share secrets, and shed them the shame 

and the dread of all this.  

 

Q: Because you had been through it in the private setting, you had a point of comparison for 

watching what it looked like in the group setting? Is that what you’re saying? You could see your 

own experience— 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. I instantly said that with this group of people, who had little insight into their 

own behaviors, being able to feed back to them how they were acting, how they were coming 

across, how they were being irresponsible, was very aware-making. You take people who are 

absorbed in their own dysfunctional behavior, and suddenly you make them accountable. They 

learn just not accountability to the system, but they learn accountability to themselves. They see 

themselves differently than— 

 

Q: Because it’s residential, it’s their behavior not just in that group, but they’re accountable in a 

residential setting to their people that they’re living with.  

 

Rosenthal: Yes. If I’m depending on you to be in the kitchen, and then I’m going to eat decently 

that night, and you’re depending on me in the laundry to make sure that your pajamas are clean, 

and if I’m screwing up or you’re screwing up, it is going to affect me. Now, most of the time, 

you’re not in a position to say anything. But if you’re then able to say something, and you start to 
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connect it not just with that specific instance, but with the behavioral attitude, with social 

responsibility, with indifference, the origins of which are coming out of a range of situations that 

happened in childhood, then you start to connect the dots. So, the fabulous part of this treatment 

is you take people who were strangers to their inner lives and to their unconscious, and you make 

them aware of their emotional lives. That’s a psychiatric miracle. Because you think of people 

you know who have been in analysis for fifteen or twenty years, and yes, they’ve gotten some of 

it. I don’t mean to, in any way, denigrate. This kind of psychological work is much more 

demanding. It’s heavy lifting. 

 

Q: You went there, and then they came to the Naval— 

 

Rosenthal: I participated. You could say I was participating in personal training and— 

 

Q: And bringing that knowledge back. 

 

Rosenthal: —self-awareness, which was helpful to me. Then I was also in the groups with my 

Naval patients, and I had the benefit, I would have, twice a week, four guys and a couple of gals 

from Synanon come over to the Naval Hospital. Dederich was very happy to say, “We’re 

working with the Navy.” [laughs] 

 

Q: I bet. Project Forty-Nine, it’s forty-nine because that was the— 
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Rosenthal: That was the number on the ward. It was forty-nine. One other piece of information 

here, because you say, how the hell did a guy who had just went into the Navy establish a new 

program like this, which was a radical departure from what the Navy was doing? 

 

Q: How’d they let you get away with it? 

 

Rosenthal: The MO [modus operandi] there was to put people out and get them out, and here we 

were. By the time I got to serve on active duty, I was, A, a lieutenant commander, B, I 

appreciated what that meant in the Navy culture, and C, understood the politics that, if we were 

going to do this, we had to do it on a research basis to show that it wasn’t just my whim, my 

enthusiasm, but we had to have some data that said we were sending people back to duty and it 

was working effectively.  

 

Q: Which is in the interest of the Navy as well. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. Then we did a couple of other things politically. The psychiatric units at Naval 

hospitals were often called ‘Squirrel Hill.’  

 

Q: What does that mean? 

 

Rosenthal: Nuts. The people are nutty as a squirrel. That denigration of the mental patient is 

something that also happened in civilian populations. Mentally ill people were shunned to a great 

extent, and so there was a lot of contempt for these people. When I got there, all the patients 
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were in pajamas and robes. It was only if they were going out on a pass to visit that they would 

get in uniform. I ended that, and everybody was in uniform. 

 

Q: How did you know to do that? How did you have that insight about how important that would 

be? Was it just obvious to you? It does feel radical if you— 

 

Rosenthal: I think it was obvious. I think I wanted to defeat the kind of negativity and prejudice 

that was associated with that. 

 

Q: So you saw that as a tool. 

 

Rosenthal: We not only got in uniform. We had master sergeants and chief petty officers with 

twenty years of military experience. We used to have our unit go out and do calisthenics and 

march on the hospital grounds, as they would have at a military base. We were saying, This isn’t 

a bunch of squirrels. When people come and went to Phoenix House or to Synanon or to the 

Forty-Nine Project, you immediately got the pride and the ownership. This wasn’t Rosenthal’s 

program, or the Navy’s program. It was theirs. They owned it. The other thing we did was 

transform—the military typically has a coffee mess, where everybody’s putting a buck or two 

bucks a week. 

 

Q: Tell me about that, because this was the beginning of your sort of financial model, right? 

What did you do there? 
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Rosenthal: I very quickly said, If they value this treatment, they should put a little more money 

into the pot. Because if we had more money into the pot, we could improve the furniture, we 

could improve some of the food. We could take some pride in our home. And then I got the idea 

that we should pay back the hospital a little bit. We developed a little woodworking shop and 

began to make furniture for the hospital.  

 

Q: Oh, amazing. Talk about instilling pride and a sense of capacity and worth. 

 

Rosenthal: Then the senior officer at the hospital, the admiral—the guys are marching, they’re 

making furniture. It’s a transformation.  

 

Q: So that they basically started to value what you were doing. 

 

Rosenthal: It happened quickly. It was very dramatic. Those symbols are so powerful. 

 

Q: Do those symbols about presentation of self and expectation of how you comport yourself, 

those are part of the Phoenix House model as well, as you developed it? 

 

Rosenthal: Absolutely. Absolutely. For example, in the earliest Phoenix House, we were 

taking—the patients were all on welfare, so we pooled—it was now an extension of the Navy 

coffee mess. We pooled the welfare checks, and with those welfare checks, were then able to fix 

the buildings and eat better food and do all sorts of things more communally than we had done. 
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Q: But the model really started with— 

 

Rosenthal: And then say, wait a second, why do we have to pay a slumlord an exorbitant rent for 

this building? Let’s buy a building and fix it up ourselves. 

 

Q: There’s a great real estate history in Phoenix House. But just going back to Synanon for a 

second. What went wrong there, and did that kind of catastrophe taint— 

 

Rosenthal: There were three things. 

 

Q: How did it affect both your view of the model and the—I mean, potentially very damaging. 

 

Rosenthal: I was very lucky that I was present at Synanon in, I think, its best years. 

 

Q: It sounds like it. 

 

Rosenthal: Its best years. By the time I came back to New York in ’67, I think by—I’m not 

exactly sure whether it was ’67 through ’70—Synanon started to get crazy and corrupt. There 

were several things that happened. Dederich started to drink again. Dederich and some of the 

others were drinking and using pills. They then got paranoid and they started to do crazy things. 

Do you remember the story of them—there was a reporter in Marin County. They had a place up 

in—it was Tomales Bay, which is twenty miles north of San Francisco. Beautiful, beautiful 

country. They put a rattlesnake in—you remember that story? 
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Q: I’ve read about it recently. Rattlesnake in someone’s mailbox. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Then they got into a big lawsuit, because the San Francisco Examiner wrote this 

up. This was a Hearst paper. They had some people inside Synanon who were lawyers. They had 

their own law department within Synanon. They saw this as a great way to make some money, 

and so they went after the newspaper. The world is so small that, today, a member of our board, 

Frank Barron, who was then a young associate at Cravath, worked, I think, on the Hearst matter.  

 

Q: So you don’t feel that there is something inherently dangerous in the model? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, yes. Listen, like any powerful medicine or any powerful force misused. 

Synanon was trying to keep itself alive, and its goals were to keep the organization, at least as 

they saw it, strong. Their goal was not to fix the individual participant. Big, important difference. 

And, because Dederich was paranoid even before he started drinking again, he wasn’t taking any 

government money. He was, “Fuck the government. Who wants to be dealing with the”—he felt 

above being monitored and having any checks and balances in the system. It was going to be his 

way. His absolute power, in a way, corrupted. In the end, it took Synanon down. It’s an 

extraordinary story that has not fully been written, because at its high point, if you looked at the 

properties they owned, and the people who were there, and the schools that they had, it was quite 

a phenomenon. 

 

Q: Phoenix House didn’t get tainted by this in any way? 
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Rosenthal: I don’t think we did, although some of the practices of Synanon, some of which we 

used early and then moved away from, were jarring to some people in the mental health field. 

 

Q: Some of the confrontational practices? 

 

Rosenthal: Confrontational practices. Humiliation practices. People would get a public tongue 

lashing, called a haircut. Although there are people today who are sober who can say— 

 

Q: That’s what did it? 

 

Rosenthal: —“It was real helpful to me,” in a way, you could do that without all those fireworks 

going off. Then there was a period of a year, I think, in the beginning, where some of us who had 

derivations from Synanon also had people with signs if they did something. “I can’t be trusted.” 

“I’m a liar.” Something else. They’d wear a sign that said, “I’m a liar.” It carried too much 

negativity. Remember, in that culture, if you even looked at the military culture at that time, or 

the police training culture, humiliations, tongue lashings— 

 

Q: It was very much a part of it. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. It was a different culture. 
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Q: Right, absolutely. I feel like we skipped over your work in Staten Island. Could we just go 

back to that for a second? I know we’re flashing back. 

 

Rosenthal: That’s important. That’s very important, because my mentor— 

 

Q: That’s what I remembered, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: My mentor in Staten Island, the man I followed— 

 

Q: From Downstate, right? 

 

Rosenthal: —to Staten Island was a professor of psychiatry, of child psychiatry, at Downstate, 

named Richard Silberstein. Silberstein, when he went into the public health service, I guess in 

the fifties—instead of going to military duty, he served in the public health service. He was 

stationed at the public health hospital in Staten Island. He quickly saw that there were no child 

mental health services on Staten Island. With the help of a couple of rich people who he had met, 

he was the founder of the Staten Island Mental Health Society. He built it into a fabulous 

institution, which is up and running today. 

 

Q: The patients were sort of white, middle-class patients back then? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. White, lower-middle-class. Staten Island was fairly—there were some 

exceptions, but it was fairly blue-collar. A lot of people who were in the fire, police, sanitation 
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departments, other city workers, and so forth. I went to Staten Island in 1963, before the 

Verrazano Bridge, and was able to buy a house for today what you couldn’t buy a car for. I 

bought my first house. It was $7,500. 

 

Q: It’s probably under water now. 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, no. No, it’s— 

 

Q: Different part. 

 

Rosenthal: Silberstein was a good manager, good leader. He had this combination of being an 

academic, a good clinician, a humanitarian, and a smart political operative. 

 

Q: And a fundraiser it sounds like, too. 

 

Rosenthal: Sure, he was a fundraiser. He was very proud that I had exceeded him as a fundraiser, 

like any parent is proud that their child does better than they did.  

 

Q: You mean when you were at Phoenix House later? 

 

Rosenthal: Later. He’s responsible in large measure for me coming back and getting hired by 

John Lindsay. 
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Q: So that happened right after the— 

 

Rosenthal: I’m in the Navy, and I know, six months from now, I’m going to get discharged, and 

I’m planning to come back to New York, and I’m thinking, I can take what I’ve learned in the 

Navy of how to use groups, and I can bring it to child psychiatry. I could work with mothers in 

group and do corrective parenting work with mothers. That was a good idea. By the way, we do 

that at Phoenix House today, but at that point there was nothing like that going on. I went to see 

Silberstein about this. Came back to New York. He said, “No, Mitch, this is not a good idea.” He 

said, “You won’t get any funding for it. There’s no funding stream to do anything like this. But,” 

he said, “Rockefeller has just passed laws in ’66, creating the Narcotic Addiction Control 

Commission.” 

 

Q: So there was this kind of slight hysteria about drugs at that point. 

 

Rosenthal: Right, and there was big money. Rockefeller, starting from zero, started to put up 

$300 million a year to create drug treatment. A big subcontractor to that was the City of New 

York, which then created the Office of the Coordinator of Addiction Programs, OCAP. 

Silberstein was very connected with a guy who he knew from Staten Island who was the head of 

the liberal party, and that was important to Lindsay, and his name was Tim Costello, and Tim 

Costello was the deputy mayor.  Through Costello, it was arranged that I would come and meet a 

man that had been hired by Lindsay named Efrén Ramirez. Puerto Rican psychiatrist who’d 

started some programs in Puerto Rico. He now came as the first commissioner of the Office of 

the Coordinator of Addiction Programs. 
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Q: The division that you headed up was a division under that umbrella? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, there were then two divisions under that umbrella. One was prevention, and one 

was rehabilitation. Ramirez met me. He knew of Synanon, and he suddenly said, “Hey, here’s a 

psychiatrist who’s had direct, hands-on experience, who understands the rehabilitation model, 

and one that is, for me, the direction we should go.” Ramirez hires me to come back to New 

York and become his deputy for rehabilitation.  

 

Q: I wanted to go back to the Forty-Nine Project, both to talk about how it changed your sense of 

your role as a professional, but also to talk about—you said that the way you kind of snuck it 

past the door of the Navy was to have it be a study that was data-driven and outcome-driven. 

Looking at it—as a research project. Which also seems to be a hallmark— 

 

Rosenthal: The Naval Medical Corps had a long tradition of doing research. That’s not widely 

appreciated that they did research in all sorts of things. For example, if you were running a 

submarine corps and you wanted to know how long people could stay down, they did all this. In 

my earlier naval life, in medical school, when I was at the submarine base in New London, 

Connecticut, I was exposed to that kind of research, so I appreciated that the Navy loved data. It 

wasn’t so much that it was stuck fast, but here was a way to say, hey, this is a very serious 

experiment. We want to see if we can’t make the service better.  
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Q: But that also became kind of a hallmark of your subsequent professional approach to Phoenix 

House, right? Which was data-driven, collecting information about outcomes. So it was 

something else that was pretty formative in terms of your approach to the work that you were 

doing.  

 

Rosenthal: Right. Certainly, in the earliest times, as you’ll see in reviewing some of the Phoenix 

House studies, we started to do—Phoenix House started in ’67. By ’68, we were looking to see, 

can we do outcome studies? You’re going to see [George] De Leon. De Leon is on our list. We 

ought to get him early, because he’s not a kid anymore.  

 

Q: You started to talk before about your role as a professional, as a psychiatrist, shifting from the 

paradigm of a one-on-one relationship with the patient to this kind of sense of the incredible 

power in working in a group setting. Can you talk a little bit more about that shift and how your 

thinking changed? 

 

Rosenthal: I loved analytic therapy. I loved helping the patient to develop a narrative. But you 

were very dependent on the patient. Even if you were an active talker as a therapist, you were 

still dependent on the patient’s reporting. Patients report selectively, and you help them probe 

and get them to extend the boundaries of clarity and so forth. But using the group to help jog 

memories, using the group to be able to say to somebody, “That doesn’t sound right to me.” You 

can help clarify for somebody much, much faster. I was very taken with the fact that we could 

bring about somebody’s self-understanding and honesty so much faster.  
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Q: I guess I have two follow-up questions to that. One is, in the one-on-one setting, I imagine 

there’s a certain—to facilitate that kind of relationship and have it be productive, there’s a certain 

amount of self-awareness and sophistication that would help in that, whereas I imagine, in the 

group setting, you could have a less sophisticated, less highly educated—am I right about that? 

 

Rosenthal: Think of it. The patients who came to Phoenix House had not had very much in 

education at all. They were not particularly verbal. Most were not insightful. Most hadn’t read 

very much. You’re taking people who have had insufficient parenting, who have had insufficient 

social inputs, insufficient education, insufficient work history, and you’re starting to give them a 

language and a whole narrative about themselves. So they come in not knowing their histories, 

and you help them to piece it together. They knew where they grew up and they knew certain 

things, but the nuances of relationships. 

 

Q: The group works better, is very effective in that particular context for that kind of patient, do 

you think, than the one-on-one? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. The reason that you ask that question is you say to yourself, wouldn’t the group, 

because it can be harsh and it can be confrontational, wouldn’t the group sort of keep people 

bottled— 

 

Q: I don’t know. No, I was thinking the opposite, that it might actually create a setting where 

people can bounce off of other people and— 
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Rosenthal: It gives them permission. If I’m talking about a period of embarrassment, sexually or 

with parent or verbal, something that happened that was awful, and I tell it with anguish and 

everything else, it’s like watching great theater. It moves you. Now, in this instance, it moves 

you, and it’s also an imperative for you to tell the story. [interruption]  

 

Q: My other question about this shift from your role as a professional in a one-on-one setting to 

the group setting is, did that entail giving up some sense of the authority of the professional? The 

psychiatrist who sits there and is kind of in control, or— 

 

Rosenthal: I had no sense of losing control or authority at all. In fact, I felt I had gained, and that 

instead of playing the piano, I was really more conducting an orchestra. 

 

Q: That’s a great metaphor. 

 

Rosenthal: And that I had gotten all kinds of additional help, and welcomed that help. Also, think 

of the loneliness of the individual therapist, and the fact that, each time, he or she has to start to 

be the guide to take the patient over the mountain, and in a way, how exhausting that is. It’s 

always interesting, but it’s exhausting. Whereas you have fresh, enthusiastic people in the group 

who’ve just gotten their own insight and want to share their enthusiasm. They’ve discovered 

crème brulée and they want you— 

 

Q: I see a lot of food metaphors all throughout. [laughs] 
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Rosenthal: They want you to have it. They want you to have it, too.  

 

Q: It creates a sort of energy that you can tap into. 

 

Rosenthal: And power. And power. Because now, you have worked closely with ten people in a 

group. This group, in a way, has become healthier. They have become more constructive outside 

of the group in thinking of other things that they can do to make the house better. You’ve now 

captured their psychic energy. They, in turn, become your next generation of leaders. So, no, far 

from feeling that I had lost something. I celebrated the fact that I had gained something. 

 

Q: In your model in Project Forty-Nine, did people who had been through the program stay in 

some capacity as sort of staff or guides? 

 

Rosenthal: Great question. Yes, for a period of time. There were some who would stay for longer 

periods. We had a handful, maybe, who had been there as long as a year and had become, then, 

therapeutic partners, if you will. That’s true in Phoenix House. 

 

Q: That’s what I was going to say. That is part of the Phoenix House model. Quite a few of your 

staff are people who— 

 

Rosenthal: It used to be as much as eighty percent would be—like the army—people who had 

enlisted. People who were patients, and then came through and graduated a hundred percent 
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staff, and along the way are taking more responsibility, even while they are still, quote, patients 

or residents or students. They’re already— 

 

Q: That’s no longer—the percentage would not be so high? 

 

Rosenthal: It is still the case, but things have happened in terms of government squeezing 

treatment time and shortening treatment time. They’re not allowing enough time for some of 

those people to develop. If you look at a population of a hundred people, you don’t have thirty 

percent of that population who have been around for a year and who have much more maturity 

and self-understanding. 

 

Q: We’re up to, now, you’re coming back to New York and running the—is it called the City 

Drug Rehabilitation Division?  

 

Rosenthal: No. 

 

Q: What was it called? 

 

Rosenthal: It was the Office of the Coordinator of Addiction Programs, OCAP. 

 

Q: OCAP. But under OCAP, you were the head of a division. 
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Rosenthal: I was the deputy commissioner for rehabilitation. We’d have to look up the dates, but 

it became, within a year or so, it became ASA, which was the Addiction Services Agency.  

 

Q: OCAP became ASA? 

 

Rosenthal: OCAP became ASA. 

 

Q: But you were still the head of the rehab division? 

 

Rosenthal: I was still the deputy commissioner for rehabilitation.  

 

Q: Can you talk a little bit about what that experience was like? What that work was like, the 

politics, initially. 

 

Rosenthal: Every morning, I would drive down to city hall, and our offices were actually across 

the street in a building at 250 Broadway. We had a floor of buildings there. I would be in 

meetings with staff people, and then— 

 

Q: Was the agency related in any way to either the Department of Health or to the Health and 

Hospitals Corporation? Were there any linkages across the systems? 

 

Rosenthal: No, they were fairly independent. ASA, or the Addiction Services Agency, was doing 

the prevention work and doing community storefronts and so forth, and school prevention things, 
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and we were doing the Daytops and the Odyssey Houses and the Phoenix Houses, the house 

collection. The Department of Health—I’m not as sharp on this history. The Department of 

Health then began to take on some responsibility—I don’t think it was quite that early—for 

methadone programming. The earliest methadone programming was at Rockefeller University 

with doctors—the married couple, Dr. Marie Nyswander and Dr. Vincent Dole. I don’t think that 

history is all that relevant. Dole and Nyswander are gone, but there are some people who 

remember that, and there’s a woman, brilliant woman, over at Rockefeller University, Mary 

Jeanne Kreek, who would be more than thrilled to give us information, but I don’t think it’s 

terribly relevant. 

 

Q: I thought it was relevant in that there was, later, kind of a rivalry or tension. 

 

Rosenthal: The whole history of this field is that there have been a lot of silos. They don’t exist 

now the same way, but the silos and the jealousies and so forth were pretty fierce at that time. 

 

Q: As the deputy commissioner of rehabilitation, you oversaw Daytop Village and Odyssey 

House and Phoenix House, but you created Phoenix House while you were there. I know a little 

bit about the lore of that, but talk a little bit about how that happened. 

 

Rosenthal: Have you read the interviews, that stack of interviews, that I put together? 

 

Q: Yes. I have read that— 
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Rosenthal: Were they helpful? 

 

Q: Extremely helpful. Most of what I’m asking about is with those as a frame of reference. But I 

think we should revisit it if you don’t mind going through it again.  

 

Rosenthal: No, not at all. Not at all. 

 

Q: I think it would be nice to have this as a kind of stand-alone your version of the history, 

without having to refer to other past interviews. You may have other insights as well.  

 

Rosenthal: There were existing programs in 1967, when Phoenix House began, in the 

spring/summer. Daytop, Odyssey. Daytop was, in a way, the oldest one. Then I got contacted 

early—I don’t remember whether it was June of 1967 or July of ’67, but somewhere in there—

by Pete Falcone. Pete Falcone was a member of my staff, twice removed from me. Lovely guy, 

graduate of Daytop Village, who was working for the city. Don’t ask me how, but he started 

helping—and he may have known some of them through the street—started working with a 

group of six or eight men who had come out of the Morris Bernstein Institute, MBI, of the Beth 

Israel Medical Center. 

 

Q: Beth Israel was an early— 

 

Rosenthal: Who? 
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Q: Beth Israel was an early treater of— 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, it did two things. Beth Israel did a big detox business, and it was the place for 

detox, heroin detox, in New York City, for any borough. If somebody needed to be detoxified, 

they came in for a stay at MBI [Morris Bernstein Institute of the Beth Israel Medical Center]. 

The first six people who moved into what would become Phoenix House, at 205 West 85th 

Street, had been together in Beth Israel. I think they knew something about Daytop, Synanon. 

They’d heard about it. They said, we should do something like that. We should come together 

and see if we can, together, help each other so that we don’t keep cycling back into drugs. They 

found a landlord, Maurice Saltzman [phonetic] at that address. They were all on welfare. They 

rented the top floor of this building, or may not even have had the whole top floor. They had six 

rooms. Falcone came to me and said, “Dr. Rosenthal, could you help? We’re trying to do this, 

but we don’t know what we’re doing here at all.” I said yes. I went up there, and I liked these 

guys. I liked the spirit, and I also saw that it was so young that it could be shaped. It was like a 

puppy who hadn’t learned any bad habits yet. [laughs] 

 

Q: I don’t know if that metaphor works, but I get it. They were eager to— 

 

Rosenthal: They were very eager. They wanted to learn. I would then go every day at the end of 

the city hall day, at 4:00 or 5:00, and go up to Phoenix House and be in either meetings with 

them or therapy groups. I was doing therapy with all of them, and at the same time, teaching 

them the methodology.  
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Q: Pro bono, essentially? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Well, I was never counting my hours. 

 

Q: Tell me if this is too personal, but how did you integrate all of this with your personal life? 

You have a full day of work. You go and work with six men who have enormous needs and a 

very high level of commitment. It seems like a hard balance. 

 

Rosenthal: I think my personal life suffered a little bit. You’d have to have my kids tell it, who 

I’m very close to, but I don’t think I was as available a father. I was a very loving and 

compassionate father, but I don’t think I was on site as much, and then there were weekend 

things that I did with the group. Then, some of the guys who had been with me in the Naval 

Hospital, and some who I had known from Synanon, had stayed in touch, heard about what I was 

doing, and asked if they could come east and work with me.  

 

Q: These were former patients? 

 

Rosenthal: These were former patients. These were Navy guys who had gone back to active 

duty, finished their tours in six months or a year later, and had really liked the experience of 

being involved in therapy. They came east. It was more yeast. Then a couple of things happened. 

You had the unit at 205 West 85th Street. The city had already spent a lot of the state’s money in 

rehabbing a very old prison, dating back to Civil War times, on Hart Island, H-A-R-T, in Long 

Island Sound. I put that under flag then, at about the same time. Then I got an appointment at the 
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Beth Israel Medical Center, and then started a Phoenix House right within the detox 

community—we had a ward at Beth Israel that was drug free.  

 

Q: So people could leave the detox and actually had a place to go?   

 

Rosenthal: Right. We had one other place. Also, here we have, within the bastions of methadone, 

we have a drug-free unit. I loved that.  

 

Q: Were you opposed to methadone as a treatment mode? 

 

Rosenthal: I was opposed to methadone as an end in itself. It wasn’t ideological. For anyone who 

could transform their lives and become effective in their lives and use methadone, I had no 

objection to that. But my clinical experience was that, with the patients that I saw who had bad 

work histories, long terms on welfare— 

 

Q: Addiction was just a tiny piece. 

 

Rosenthal: Just a tiny piece. And that to think that you could give them methadone and then they 

would have table manners, and you could give them methadone and they would know how to 

raise their children and so forth, was so unrealistic. Where methadone was being used as a 

detoxifying agent, that was fine. But to think that somebody could be on methadone for life, I 

didn’t find satisfactory. It wasn’t something I would have wanted for my own child. Suddenly 

there were three Phoenix Houses. 
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Q: Hart Island, Beth Israel, and 85th—  

 

Rosenthal: And 85th Street. Around that moment, very early, I meet a man named Jack Aron. 

 

Q: Whose name is on this building, right? 

 

Rosenthal: Maybe we should put a semicolon on this and come back and start with Jack Aron 

and the building of the Phoenix philanthropy, which then facilitated the growth. Now we had our 

patients becoming staff. We had a path for building an army of therapists who were going to 

carry out this work, we had the city and governmental support, and now the third leg on the stool 

was the philanthropic support.   

 

Q: Was Phoenix House a separate 501(c)(3) at that point? 

 

Rosenthal: That’s where Jack Aron— 

 

Q: And development of a board. 

 

Rosenthal: That’s where Jack Aron came in, and where we created something not unlike Health 

and Hospitals, and not unlike the Central Park Conservancy. 

 

Q: I see. So something related to the city, but— 
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Rosenthal: Something related to the city, dedicated to the city, and yet independent.  

 

[END OF SESSION] 
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1 

 

Q: This is Sue Kaplan here with Mitch Rosenthal, and it is June 26th, and this is our second 

session of the oral history. We’re starting with his position as Deputy Commissioner for 

Rehabilitation Services in the city agency OCAP [Office of the Coordinator of Addition 

Programs], which became the Addiction Services Agency [ASA]. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. OCAP at that time was more vision than program, and its leader, Efrén 

Ramirez, was looking at community-based storefronts in neighborhoods to help people to come 

in and get information, called Community Orientation Centers. 

 

Q: A euphemism. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. And they actually worked. People came in, who had family members in trouble. 

And those centers would then be referral points for people to go into treatment, what little 

treatment there was. 

 

Q: What treatment was there at that point? 

 

Rosenthal: I don’t know that I can be exhaustive in the list. 
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Q: Sure. 

 

Rosenthal: But the most visible and well-known treatment program at that point was Daytop 

Village. There was also Samaritan Halfway Society, which subsequently became Samaritan 

Village. There was Reality House in Harlem. 

 

Q: Were these all— 

 

Rosenthal: By the way, Samaritan was in Queens, and Daytop, at that time, was in Staten Island. 

 

Q: And were they all residential programs? 

 

Rosenthal: Everything I’ve mentioned— 

 

Q: Mentioned. 

 

Rosenthal: —everything I’ve mentioned so far is residential. And then, Beth Israel Medical 

Center was running detoxification units, or a big detoxification programs. 

 

Q: What about Odyssey House? 

 

Rosenthal: And Odyssey House had already started. 
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Q: Right. And what was the difference between these models and Phoenix House? Were they 

similar, or in terms of philosophy and approach? 

 

Rosenthal: There was a core of similarity, in that they all depended on the therapeutic 

community, and the peer culture. The differences, then, were differences of style and particular 

leadership positions—the personalities of the leaders. 

 

Q: Yes. And what did Phoenix House look like at this point? Yes, I’m sorry, go ahead. 

 

Rosenthal: I think what Phoenix House brought to it was that, I came with both a psychiatric and 

a psychoanalytic background, and was very focused on people gaining understanding of their 

own development and their inner self. Only Odyssey House was headed by a mental health 

professional, or a psychiatrist. 

 

Q: So they were more focused on addiction as a disease, or something to be fixed? 

 

Rosenthal: They were focused like Phoenix House, at teaching people the right way to live, the 

right way to work, teaching responsibility. The values, the community values, were very similar. 

But if you were to go into some of the early Phoenix groups that I ran, those groups had a lot of 

underpinnings in dynamic analytic psychiatry. 

 

Q: And so, what was your job and your role embedded in this city agency? 
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Rosenthal: It was to advance programs. I mean, it was—in other words, a sort of—there was a 

non-specific mandate to grow the treatment capacity in the city. Now, the programs that I 

mentioned already had funding. That funding, for the most part, was city funding, some of that 

money coming from the state. As for Phoenix House, the clarifying point is that when I met this 

group of young men, with Pete Falcone, we decided to partner and build Phoenix House, and that 

gave me a path to expand the city’s treatment capacity. And if you look at what happened, in a 

relatively short period of time, we went from less than a dozen beds, right, to having hundreds of 

beds, which was remarkable in such a short period of time. 

 

Q: And was there attention over that, with the—because the city was already contracting with 

these other providers, or was just the need so enormous that people felt more capacity is better? 

 

Rosenthal: No, in general, there wasn’t too much sibling rivalry. 

 

Q: That’s a good word! 

 

Rosenthal: There was a little. 

 

Q: Yes? 

 

Rosenthal: Dr. Judianne Densen Gerber was probably the person who said, “Hey, you know, 

Rosenthal’s both a city commissioner, and he’s running the program.”  
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Q: She was running Odyssey House? 

 

Rosenthal: She was running Odyssey—she founded Odyssey House. And she—I think she felt a 

competitiveness, and at a disadvantage, because I had these city resources. In fact, the resources 

that Phoenix House had were limited. You know, I had staff, and lobbied for and—[interruption] 

 

Q: You were talking about the limited resources that Phoenix House had. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. We did something unique, in terms of building a revenue stream. The earliest 

people in the program were eligible for welfare. And so, we pooled that welfare money, and that 

was, then one source of money. We had the salaries of the staff, and that was not a big staff, we 

had the salaries of the staff were people who were on the payroll of the addiction services 

agency. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And then, as, and very early, we created the philanthropic/corporate structure of the 

501(c)(3). We then had a repository for donated money. And even donated goods, because we 

got a lot of donated goods.  Originally, neighbors might give an old refrigerator, or they’d give 

used clothes. But we became much more professional, by going to corporations and getting 

building materials and new clothing, and food. 
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Q: So, you were an interesting hybrid, because you were a city agency with staff that were city 

employees, but you had this 501(c)(3) that allowed you to have connections to the corporate and 

philanthropic worlds, and donations— 

 

Rosenthal: Well, it gave them a way— 

 

Q: —well, it gave them a way to donate. 

 

Rosenthal: —an official way to donate, you know. 

 

Q: Right. And so, what were some of the benefits and the challenges of being kind of in the city 

in that way? And your employees being city employees, I imagine there were some significant 

benefits to that, but then a kind of a set of bureaucratic and hierarchical structures that are a little 

bit countered at the culture that Phoenix has. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, Phoenix, at the house level, was not involved at all in the politics. It was really 

pretty pure. The people there were trying to get their lives on track, and they also had a lot of 

work to do, because they were cleaning the house, and making the meals and running a secure 

facility. Everybody had a job.  Nobody was sitting around in therapy. [laughs] Everybody was 

working, and it was highly structured. I mean, I always used to say that an early Phoenix House 

was like a cross between a military training center, because it was so structured, and a group of 

training psychotherapists, because you had these two dynamics going on. The houses were 

highly structured, everybody had a job, there was an org chart on the wall. Everybody knew 
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where they were on that chart. They knew what they were going to do at 6:30 in the morning and 

at 7:00 at night. And the residents, right— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: The residents of the house, they were carrying these responsibilities. They owned it 

with the staff. And the esprit de corps and the pride of what they were doing—remember, just a 

couple of months before, they had been in the street. [laughs] 

 

Q: So, who were these people, socioeconomically, and in terms of education level, at this point? 

Who were the— 

 

Rosenthal: They were mostly poor, lower middle class, occasional upper middle class kid who 

had gotten into trouble. 

 

Q: Yes. So, the culture of being part of the city didn’t interfere with the operations off the 

organization? 

 

Rosenthal: No. In a way, it was like two different worlds.  My day was two different worlds. I 

would be in a suit and tie, and down in my office across the street from City Hall working on 

planning and meeting with people who were leaders in other programs, or making visits. And 

then, at the end of the day, I would go up to Phoenix House, shed my jacket and tie, and be in 

groups with the—not everyone, but in groups with the resident leaders of the program. 
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Q: Right. And was it, at this point, as early as this point that you began to build this kind of 

incredible support network, I mean, you mentioned going from getting a refrigerator to getting 

significant donations, and getting very sophisticated about how to ask for things, and what you 

needed. How did— 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, it became a department. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: I mean, we had a group of people—I think their early—there were about three people 

who worked in that office, and they had business cards, and it was Hustler, Phoenix House! 

[laughs] 

 

Q: Really? That was their title? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. And that’s the name that they liked for themselves. And you know, when I first 

heard it, I was a little chagrined, because I thought it was a little tacky.  But in fact, it worked 

wonderfully. They’d go into a corporation and give their business card, and somebody was 

curious to see, who are these people? 

 

Q: And why did it work? I mean, how did it work? Because— 
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Rosenthal: You know why it worked? Because the people themselves, who were carrying the 

cards, they were authentic. You could see that, and they would tell their stories. I’m So-and-so, 

I’m at Phoenix House, this is what we’re trying to do…remake our lives, and now we need help. 

You know, anything will help— 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And some people would come from their offices to go to Phoenix House to see what 

was going on there! 

 

Q: Wow. And now, you had worked, you mentioned early on, I think it’s Dr. [Richard] 

Silberstein in Staten Island— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: —who you said was a kind of a master fundraiser. Did he, was any part of his legacy here, or 

the lessons you learned from that about how you raise money, or was this really kind of more 

grass roots from the bottom up? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, from the bottom up, at the house level and reaching to the people who were 

visiting. The houses were getting donations of goods and services. And then, at a higher level, I 

was building a board and identifying donors. And friends were introducing me to friends. 
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Q: So, how did that work? I mean, how did you develop that? 

 

Rosenthal: I would—let’s take an important example. You’re sitting in the Jack Aron Center of 

Phoenix House. Jack Aron was a major philanthropist in New York. His commodities company, 

J. Aron and Company, was very successful, ultimately bought by Goldman Sachs. In fact, the 

CEO [Chief Executive Officer] of Goldman Sachs today, Lloyd Blankfein, is the last of the 

J. Aron people who came into Goldman Sachs. 

 

Q: Oh, interesting! 

 

Rosenthal: But early in Phoenix, I would say within the first three months of me working for the 

city and trying to develop Phoenix House, I was at a small dinner party, a woman who had been 

a friend of my wife’s had invited us for dinner. And one of the two or three other couples there 

were Jack and Jane Aron. And Jack started to talk to me about what I was doing. And I explained 

to him that we were using the pooled welfare checks, that we were over a terrible barrel with the 

landlord, because we were paying these absurd rents, because he was renting to us by the room, 

and that if we had a corporate structure, we could go and rent a building—or buy a building. So, 

he called his lawyers the next day, Stroock, Stroock and Lavan [LLP], and said, “I met a young 

doctor who needs a foundation.” So, they drew up and filed our papers, and we soon had a 

501(c)(3). 

 

Q: And he became a donor as well as a connector? 
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Rosenthal: Oh, he became the first donor that gave us a line of credit, so we could buy our first 

building. 

 

Q: Wow. 

 

Rosenthal: You know. 

 

Q: And what do you think it— 

 

Rosenthal: And he was an unusual philanthropist, because he did it himself. I mean, he had help, 

but he was a hands-on guy. There wasn’t a program director and three assistants. You didn’t 

have to get— 

 

Q: Put in your proposal and have three copies, and— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: And what do you think it was that he found compelling about Phoenix House? I mean, from 

what you describe, you were talking to him almost as a fellow business man, you know, we have 

this financial issue, we have a model, we’re trying— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 
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Q: —you know, was it that piece, or was it the substance abuse? Recognizing that as a really 

important issue, or some combination? 

 

Rosenthal: I think he thought that a relatively small amount of money invested in Phoenix House 

would make a difference. And he believed in my leadership. And so, he did it. 

 

Q: Right. And then, that had a snowball effect? I mean, once you had the seal of approval of 

having a significant, high-profile donor, how did it keep growing? 

 

Rosenthal: You know, success begets success. And it’s very encouraging to the person who’s 

building. So, I was looking for board members and donors, and found them. And you’ll hear in 

Nancy Hoving’s tale how she connected me to people who helped us. 

 

Q: Right. And all of this building of this initial board was happening while you were still at the 

city? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, yes. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Now, the earliest, that early board, were not only rich people, they all had a little 

something, but they were people who believed in the particular mission. They were very 

enthusiastic about the Phoenix House model, and they were close to it. They didn’t just meet in 
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board rooms. They came to the house, they befriended the resident leadership. They were part of 

the family. And if you remember those times, those ’60s, there were a lot of things going on in 

the human potential movement. And so, it was in the air, if you will. And there it was. And it 

was very visible. And you could see this so-called miracle of transformation.  Here were these 

people who—the war on poverty, the war on ignorance, and everything. Here it was. Here was 

Phoenix House, taking people who were poor, who were relatively uneducated, and enabling 

them to be well, to manage their lives, and to help other people. It was a very compelling story. 

 

Q: Very inspiring for the people. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, a very inspiring story. 

 

Q: And you know, in my limited experience, people sometimes get involved in this world, 

because they have family members who have suffered, and then the see the need, which crosses 

class lines all the time. Is that what— 

 

Rosenthal: It happened all the time. And sometimes, you wouldn’t know it. People would have 

had a sister, an uncle, a father, a child. You didn’t always know it. Sometimes, yes, you were 

helping a family, and they then, in turn, helped you and led you to other friends and support. 

 

Q: Right. But twenty-five percent of American families have drug abuse somewhere. 

 

Q: Right. Right. So, it’s a big pool to draw on there. 
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Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: So— 

 

Rosenthal: I mean, let me— 

 

Q: Yes. Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: There’s a specific story, and stop me if I’ve told you this story. I guess, within the 

first two years of Phoenix House, Nancy Hoving introduced me to Roswell Gilpatrick. And 

Gilpatrick, at that time, was the managing partner of Cravath, Swaine & Moore [LLP], a very 

white-shoe, wonderful law firm. And Roswell Gilpatrick was also the former Secretary of the 

Navy. And so, he came to visit Phoenix House at 205 West 85th Street. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And he was very taken, like others were. Because you could see [laughs] this 

incredible thing that all these people were doing, and the way their lives were changing. 

 

Q: At its maximum, how many people were at that 85th Street location? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, we probably then, by that time, had taken over the whole house. 
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Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: We started on the top floor, and by that time, we had, say, we had seventy-five to a 

hundred people in the whole house. And it was a walk-up. I mean, there was no elevator. And it 

was a terrible old building, but it was polished and it was immaculately clean! 

 

Q: Yes. People getting up at 6:00 in the morning to clean, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Everything that could be shined was shined. Every pane of glass was glistening. And 

people see that. And the pride with which the residents were showing that they had done, you 

know, their blankets in their beds were tight [laughs]. It was things, you know, parents couldn’t 

do that with their own children! 

 

Q: Right. Right. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: And some of these connections— 

 

Rosenthal: And so, I just want to continue— 

 

Q: Oh, yes. Please. 
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Rosenthal: —with the Gilpatrick story.  

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, I don’t know, a couple of months later, and I’ve told you about this part, a couple 

of months later, [Abraham] Beame issues this terrible report on the Addiction Services Agency, 

but Phoenix House is the— 

 

Q: No, we actually haven’t gotten to this piece yet. 

 

Rosenthal: Oh. 

 

Q: Yes, so I want to get there. About, this is the [Judge Jerome] Hornblass investigation. 

 

Rosenthal: This, the Horn—yes. 

 

Q: How someone could have a name— 

 

Rosenthal: But I just want to tie up this loose end with Roswell Gilpatrick. 

 

Q: Yes.  
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Rosenthal: So, Beame is going to drop this report. Terrible report. And we had, at that time, a 

partner of Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Wood and Palmer [LLP] on our board. And Dewey, 

Ballantine was our lawyers. And the young, wonderful liaison partner went to the managing 

partner of Dewey, who was then Governor Thomas Dewey, and said, “Governor, we have a 

problem. The comptroller is going to issue this very negative report on Phoenix House, and we 

are the counsel, and I am on the board.” The Governor said, “Ben, there’s no problem. Resign 

from the board and resign as counsel.” And they did. Ben was very apologetic to me, but that 

was his boss—so I went down and saw Gilpatrick. 

 

Q: Oh! And they became your lawyers, and then they helped you in this— 

 

Rosenthal: They became our lawyers when we were under fire. 

 

Q: Right. Wow, that took guts! Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And they’re still our lawyers. 

 

Q: And the emotion around this is because of the guts that it took, and their vote of confidence in 

you at a very tough moment? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. I’ll see if I can verbalize it. Their trust, their generosity, the enormous amount of 

work. That comptroller’s report kicked off multiple other investigations. The Human Resources 
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Administration’s Office of Investigation, the City Office of Investigation, the state Attorney 

General’s office, I mean— 

 

Q: And they, and Cravath took this on pro bono for you? 

 

Rosenthal: And Cravath took this on pro bono. And great lawyers that you’ve heard of, like 

Carol Bellamy was one of the associates at the time. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Larry [Lawrence] Lederman, another Cravath associate at the time, and is still a dear 

friend, when he left Cravath and moved to the mergers and acquisition team of Wachtell, Lipton 

[Rosen & Katz]. Later, thanks to Larry, Herb Wachtell became chairman of the Phoenix House 

Foundation Board. So, relationships led to other relationships. And we were getting not just 

dollars, but we were getting the intellectual contributions, right, of lawyers of investment 

bankers. 

 

Q: Right. And I imagine you were also getting— 

 

Rosenthal: Of real estate. 
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Q: —a kind of an aura of legitimacy at a time when your legitimacy was being questioned. I 

mean, to have that kind of support from very well-regarded people and institutions at a moment 

when you’re under attack— 

 

Rosenthal: I think one of the reasons that the Phoenix brand, if you will, became relatively well-

known was because we were surrounded by people without standing reputations, who wanted to 

help. 

 

Q: Right. So, let’s go back to this kind of controversy, or fight within the city, and with Abe 

Beame as the comptroller kind of going on the warpath. 

 

Rosenthal: That’s already—we can do that. That’s already—[interruption] 

 

Q: Here we go, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Just remember that Phoenix House started in the spring-summer of 1967, and the 

Hornblass chapter is ’69, I believe. So, Phoenix House had, by this time, become a fairly large 

program. I think we were operating four facilities in Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx—I don’t 

know if we had a Queens facility yet. And I don’t know if this is part of the narrative, but Hart 

Island became a Phoenix House very early. 

 

Q: So, early within those first two years? 
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Rosenthal: Oh, Hart Island within the first four months. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Ramirez was very positive and excited because he could see that this thing was going. 

And he was thrilled, because this was making the agency look very good. 

 

Q: Sure. So talk—before we get to the Hornblass episode, talk a little bit more about the Hart 

Island opportunity. 

 

Rosenthal: OK. So, Hart Island was an initial notion of the city and the state, and was up and 

running as I hit the ground. But it was being run just as a small program, by somebody who 

Ramirez knew from Puerto Rico. I think it was Victor Biando, a good guy, who, himself, was in 

recovery, and knew how to run a house. But I saw that that should be part of a whole— 

 

Q: A bigger network. 

 

Rosenthal: —the confederation that we were building. And so, there really was no resistance. 

They wanted to do it on Hart Island. They liked the momentum that we had. And Ramirez had no 

problem. So, that became, I don’t know, the second or third Phoenix House, and we raised the 

Phoenix flag on Hart Island. 
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Q: Oh, OK. And how did people—so, the people who lived on Hart Island as part of Phoenix 

House, did they work? They commuted? 

 

Rosenthal: Great question. In the earliest part of this, remember, when OCAP started in the city, 

Rockefeller had already, in the state legislature, had already created the Narcotic Addiction 

Control Commission, NACC, or something. And the law also provided for civil commitment of 

people who were addicted. So, people were—if you thought I was an addict, you could go to the 

court, you could swear out a warrant. I’d be arrested. If I was found to be addicted, I would be 

committed for up to three years of treatment. 

 

Q: Oh, my goodness! 

 

Rosenthal: Up to three years of civil commitment. And if I had committed a felony and I was 

found to be addicted, it was now up to five years of treatment. This was Rockef— 

 

Q: A sort of an alternative to incarceration. 

 

Rosenthal: No, this was incarceration. 

 

Q: This was—yes. 
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Rosenthal: And this is important. And it started with incarceration. And most, not all, but most of 

the incarceration took place at Rikers Island. So, you had both incarcerated adolescents and 

incarcerated adults. 

 

Q: And was there a treatment program there? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. And the treatment program was, you guessed it, Phoenix House. 

 

Q: Oh, OK.  

 

Rosenthal: We ran it, and I had staff, and we ran the adult unit and the adolescent unit. The 

adolescent unit was actually a distinct—I think, as I recall, they’re called tiers—we had our own 

space for living and for therapy. I mean, it was a Phoenix House within the prison. The adult 

population was more complicated. The population was very big, they didn’t have separate and 

distinct space. They couldn’t give us a separate space. So, the adult inmates would come to 

groups three times a week. 

 

Q: But they weren’t living communally in the same way. 

 

Rosenthal: But they weren’t living communally. And so, when the New York City Liberties 

Union group took on this case because they thought that this was wrong, and there had been 

some reporters doing stories, going in, pretending they were patients and addicts, and then 

writing how horrendous the treatment was, that it was an empty suit. This thing had been—if you 
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want to go back on this, there’s more to it. But the important part was that the Rikers inmates, by 

and large, when they left Rikers after three months or four months, would then go to Hart Island. 

So, Rikers was the feeder for Hart Island, and Hart Island and Rikers, then, were a huge part of 

the state’s effort at civil commitment. 

 

Q: Interesting. 

 

Rosenthal: The Civil Liberties Union won that case, because the corrections, they were basically 

saying, listen, there’s not sufficient treatment here. You can’t say that three hours a week in a 

group constitutes treatment. They’re just like any other prisoner. So, all you’re doing is locking 

these people up. You’re not really doing treatment. And on that basis, they won the case. 

 

Q: And so, then, what happened to that? Then people were no longer incarcerated on the basis of 

addiction? 

 

Rosenthal: I don’t know, technically, whether civil commitment was taken off the books, and the 

law was changed, but for all practical purposes, nobody was civilly committed anymore. 

 

Q: So, where did your Hart Island patients come from, then, going— 

 

Rosenthal: Once that happened, then they were coming to us like they’d go to any other Phoenix 

House. How did somebody go to West 85th Street, or 87th Street, or Coney Island, or Phelan 

Place in the Bronx, and so forth. We were just using it as a— 
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Q: A residential— 

 

Rosenthal: —as a residential, right. It was a good facility. It has nice buildings, it had good 

meeting space, great dining room, and— 

 

Q: So, all of this is in ’67, ’68, ’69? 

 

Rosenthal: That’s right. 

 

Q: And then, suddenly— 

 

Rosenthal: So you have, so a lot of things are going on, right? 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And when you were saying, what were the responsibilities that you had as deputy 

commissioner, I had made, and the city had agreed, that Phoenix House was going to be their 

treatment program. The city’s drug treatment program was Phoenix House. 

 

Q: Right, Phoenix House. OK. And then you became a target from—so, A. Beame, who was the 

comptroller, decides he’s going after [John V.] Lindsay? 
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Rosenthal: So, Dr. Densen Gerber— 

 

Q: Who is the former head of, or current head of Odyssey House at that moment— 

 

Rosenthal: —who was the head of Odyssey House, went to Beame and said, “There’s a scandal 

in the Lindsay administration that is as much a scandal as the earlier Jim [James] Marcus 

scandal,” when he was Lindsay’s Water Commissioner, who had gotten kickbacks from 

contractors on the reservoir. And Dr. Densen Gerber told Beame that there were mafia members 

of the Phoenix House board who were selling real estate, and putting money in a Swiss bank 

account. Now, that’s a far-fetched story. 

 

Q: Now, you are, you were so very charitable in describing her earlier on, because when I asked 

about what you called sibling rivalry, you didn’t talk about—she really went after you. 

 

Rosenthal: She did, later. She got more— 

 

Q: Increasingly— 

 

Rosenthal: —well, here’s Phoenix— 

 

Q: —taking over. 
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Rosenthal: Here’s Phoenix growing, here’s Phoenix getting all of the accolades, and she is 

struggling hard to build her small program. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: I can understand the jealousy—I mean, you should get a copy of her book called We 

Mainline Dreams, because she gave me a copy subsequently where she had razored out those 

pages and wrote—I mean, she was a little crazy—and wrote a very generous inscription to me, 

because I was, at some point later, the chairman of the Therapeutic Communities of America’s 

New York division, and had helped her and Odyssey House. 

 

Q: So, she ultimately kind of apologized, that was a form of apology for misbehaving. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, it was a form of apology. 

 

Q: But she went after you with this kind of harebrained accusation that somehow got picked up. 

What was the— 

 

Rosenthal: Well, because, it got picked up, because Beame, as comptroller, was angling to 

become mayor. So he was looking to embarrass Lindsay. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 
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Rosenthal: So, it was perfect catnip, political catnip, for Beame. So, he then hired his cousin-in-

law, Jerome Hornblass— 

 

Q: When I hear that name, it’s right out of a Dickens’ novel! 

 

Rosenthal: [laughs] 

 

Q: I mean, how does anybody have a name like that in real life? 

 

Rosenthal: Right. So, Hornblass writes this report. It would have failed any accounting course in 

any college. It was just a trashy bit of work! And the framework was that Phoenix House 

foundation, right, the charitable entity, was profiting by its relationship with the city, much in the 

way Esso Oil might be profiting if the U.S. Navy was loading and unloading its tankers. It was a 

ridiculous construct, and one that Cravath ultimately just knocked down. And none of it held up. 

 

Q: And did you have a battle in the press, as well? 

 

Rosenthal: It was not a news battle, but there was an editorial writer named either Jack [John] 

Hamilton— 

 

Q: Jack Hamilton? I saw the name, yes. 
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Rosenthal: Jack Hamilton. And Hamilton must have written four negative editorials about the 

city, and ASA. And Phoenix House was referenced as well. Now, it certainly wasn’t good for us, 

but it didn’t kill us. And there was a positive outcome, in a way, because Lindsay was planning 

to run for president. And some of his inner cabinet were very concerned that this press that was 

going on was just going to keep bubbling around. And a very smart guy, Richard Aurelio, was 

deputy mayor at the time. I became quite friendly with him later. I didn’t know him very well. 

And he said, you know, it would probably be better if Phoenix House were not a direct operation 

of the city. And we agreed, in a friendly way, that we would separate Phoenix House. And the 

employees could decide whether they wanted to remain on the city payroll or come on the 

Phoenix House payroll, most everybody came to Phoenix House. A few of the old-timers who 

had city pensions and so forth stayed, understandably, with the city. And so, we were like the 

post office, and health and hospitals corporation. We privatized and became— 

 

Q: And even more, then, than they did. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. And it was really so fortunate, because there were other things about—if you 

were part of the city, the rules and regulations, the unions. There were a lot of things that would 

have actually hampered the growth of Phoenix House, which became apparent later. And so, my 

original pride of having written for the Department of Personnel in the City of New York, an 

addiction specialist series so that former addicts, some with prison records, were now were on 

city payroll. 

 

Q: Right. Right. Civil servants. 
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Rosenthal: —with civil servants! I thought it was great, but one very smart, experienced 

Corrections Commissioner said to me, “Mitch, you’re going to come to regret this—it’s going to 

become complicated,” because he, of course, had fought the union battles in the Corrections 

Department and saw what was going to happen. 

 

Q: Right. And some of the names that kind of pop up as helpful allies during this period, that I 

saw in other piece of writing were Bob [Robert] Wagner and Howard Rubenstein, and— 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, yes, these were important. 

 

Q: —maybe David Garth. I mean, these are people who know how to work a system, and know 

how to—I mean, how did you get connected to—these are, really, the big political players. How 

did you get involved with them, and what role did they play? 

 

Rosenthal: They were fabulous allies and friends. Former mayor [Robert F.] Wagner married a 

woman named Phyllis Cerf, who was the widow of Bennett Cerf, right, of, What’s My Line? And 

Phyllis had been a very effective board member, of the Museum of the City of New York, I 

think. She helped bring the museum out of obscurity. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 
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Rosenthal: She, and I don’t remember who introduced me, but I was so lucky. People were 

introducing me. You know, I was the Vartan Gregorian of that era. Brooke Astor put her arm 

around Vartan, and he came out of obscurity. And soon he knew everybody in town. 

 

Q: Right. That happened to you as well? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, there were people like Babe Paley, Stella Saltonstall, Dorothy Hilton, Dona 

Warner Vidor [phonetic], and Marian Heiskell of the Sulzberger family. I mean, people were 

wonderfully generous in making introductions and wanting to help. So, I was able to harness a 

lot of wonderful people. 

 

Q: And did some of these folks play a role at this moment? The David Garths and the—Howard 

Rubenstein? 

 

Rosenthal: Garth and Danny Melnick (David Susskind’s partner) were advisors to Lindsay. 

Howard Rubenstein, the iconic PR man, advised Mayor Beame. This was invaluable help with 

City Hall. Susskind and Melnick did an NYPD show on Phoenix House called “Candy Man.” 

And Kandy Latson. The point, though, is that the board, at that point, the most important 

stakeholder in Phoenix House was the city. So, having a board, then, that was connected to 

Lindsay was very important. With the help of Jan Cowles, wife of Look publisher [Gardner] 

Mike Cowles [Junior], Slim Keith, Peter Duchin (who brought Lena Horne, Benny Goodman, 

and Alan King), we did a major party at Roseland. It got great press. 
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Q: Yes? 

 

Rosenthal: Phyllis Cerf, now the wife of former mayor Robert Wagner, came to visit our big new 

Phoenix House on West 73rd Street. She strongly recommended that we do the benefit there so 

people would get a better understanding of our work. 

 

Rosenthal: At that time, we had just bought the Riverside Plaza Hotel—on West 73rd Street. 

 

Q: Oh, so this is after you were expelled from Hart Island, we’re talking. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Shortly after, within the next year. 

 

Q: So, that’s where you ended up, in what was originally the Level Club. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. It’s the now the Level Condominiums. 

 

Q: Right. 
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Rosenthal: It had been built by the Masons. It was a Masonic lodge with swimming pool and 

gym and radio station—I mean, it was an incredible building with great public spaces. When we 

bought it, it was leaky, the elevators didn’t work, it was a mess! There had been a shooting in the 

building, and there were addicts living in the building, and we bought it. With $150,000. [laughs] 

 

Q: Well, I’ll come back to that, because that’s a great story, too. So, she said do your fundraising 

there. 

 

Rosenthal: So, she came to that. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: She said, “Mitch, do the party here.” And I’m saying to myself, is this woman crazy? 

Look at this building! But she was very smart! So we did it. 

 

Q: Yes. What does—what was the thing that she recognized? That it was important to give 

people the real texture of the organization? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. That they would understand, coming as guests for the evening, what she 

understood coming to the building. What those early people understood when they came to West 

85th Street. By the way, and we can come back to it, somebody suggested that Lindsay hold 

his—maybe it was Garth or Melnick—hold his criminal justice coordinating council meeting that 

he chaired four times a year at Phoenix House. And so— 
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Q: This was when you were no longer part of it, you were no longer a— 

 

Rosenthal: No, we were still— 

 

Q: Oh, you were still— 

 

Rosenthal: —in the city. 

 

Q: —in the city. OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So the mayor came up to Phoenix House, with all of his commissioners. They all got 

the message and were all thrilled with what they saw. 

 

Q: I mean, one of the things that’s interesting to me as you’re talking, and maybe we can reflect 

on this more later, is during this period of kind of liberal idealism— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: —and you talked about this sort of notion that the human growth potential— 

 

Rosenthal: The human renewal movement, right. 
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Q: —the human renewal movement, there’s such a sort of idealistic and inspirational vision of 

what’s possible. 

 

Rosenthal: That’s right. 

 

Q: And there’s sympathy for people who are on a path, who aren’t there. 

 

Rosenthal: That’s right. We were, in a way, the birth of Phoenix House was at the right moment. 

 

Q: Moment. 

 

Rosenthal: Because I’ve said many times, if I were to try and rebuild this today, impossible! 

 

Q: Well, that’s—I’d love to hear your views on that. Maybe we can save that, because it seems 

to me that our—we are much more punitive and harsh in our judgment now. 

 

Rosenthal: We’re much more selfish. 

 

Q: And these are—yes. 

 

Rosenthal: We’re much less excited. You can still do it, but it’s much harder to get people 

excited about folks who are underclass. 
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Q: Yes. And you know, when you hear about these very high-level, prestigious people from 

prestigious organizations saying, “I want to go to this dump where I see good things happening,” 

people are willing to do that in Africa now, but I don’t think they’re willing to do it in New 

York. And I— 

 

Rosenthal: There are some fabulous philanthropists around this town— 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Paul Tudor Jones at Robin Hood, and Roger Altman, who is the chairman of 

Evercore Partners. 

 

Q: It was a different vibe. This seems like there— 

 

Rosenthal: But there are people, but it’s a different vibe. And there are—these folks are harder to 

find. Much harder to find. 

 

Q: Yes. So, you have this wonderful group of people. But then, suddenly, so you separate from 

the city. You thought, actually, this turned out to be quite a good thing. But then, the next thing 

you know, Hornblass reappears as the commissioner. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Hornblass—Beame becomes mayor. And appoints Hornblass, right, just when 

you thought it was safe to go in the water! [laughter] And Hornblass becomes commissioner. 
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And I don’t know whose—whether it was my thought, or mulling it over, I had come to know 

Bob Wagner through Phyllis Cerf. And I asked Bob to join our board. And he did. Now, 

suddenly, we had great protection from Hornblass. Bob Wagner was a god to Abe Beame. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, it was a— 

 

Q: Oh, that—yes. 

 

Rosenthal: It was a great bit of political chess. 

 

Q: But Hornblass was the one behind your—his—the push to push you out of Hart Island. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: So, can you talk a little bit about that? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, yes! Yes, yes, yes. So, now, it is 1975, ’76, the city is in its fiscal crisis. It’s Big 

Mac time, the city is possibly going to go bankrupt, and thanks to people like Felix Rowayton 

and Victor Gotbaum and a bunch of other wonderful people, the city survived. But it gave 

Hornblass the moment to say, “You’ve got to get off Hart Island. It’s too expensive to run the 

program there, because there has to be a ferry going back and forth to take your people on and 
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off the island.” And I said, “Commissioner, you can do that. But think of it this way. All of the 

money that is paying for the ferry and paying for Hart Island is coming out of a state contract for 

the drug treatment program. If you knock us off there, you’ll lose that money. The city will be 

paying for whatever ferry service you need.” And by the way, in the interim, here’s another great 

Jack Aron story. In the interim, we cut the hours of ferry service, but buy in a launch. And Jack 

Aron was also a sailor. So, he went with me and we bought a launch! 

 

Q: So, you had your own boat? 

 

Rosenthal: We had our own boat! [laughs] 

 

Q: Amazing! Oh, my gosh, that is something! 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: So, for Hornblass, this was not really about the money. This was a kind of revenge— 

 

Rosenthal: I think it was prompted by the continued vendetta. And he was going to best us. 

 

Q: Yes. Did you ever have a conversation with him, personal conversation, to understand more 

his motivation? Or, were you ever— 
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Rosenthal: Well, we had conversations, but he was such a stranger to his unconscious. [laughter] 

You couldn’t engage him and say, “Commissioner, think about this: Why are you carrying on 

this way?” So in the end, he gave us six months to get off the island. 

 

Q: And you had how many people living on that island at that point? 

 

Rosenthal: About 350. Men and women. 

 

Q: Women too? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Mostly of color. And it was a great program. There were a lot of things going on 

there. We had theater, we had—I had gotten one of the senior people from the Outward Bound 

program in Maine to come down, and we ran a Sea School and Outward Bound school on Hart 

Island. There was art and theater and summer festivals. 

 

Q: Wow. 

 

Rosenthal: And suddenly, where are we going to put 350 people? 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: The city was in its fiscal crisis. The real estate market was very, very bad. And the 

Level Club, or the Riverside Plaza Hotel, had been sold to Roger Baldwin [phonetic] of the 
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Baldwin School, which was next door, here. And he couldn’t go through with the deal. So, the 

hotel owner had—except for perhaps twenty or thirty—people cleared out the hotel for the 

school. And then the deal fell through, and suddenly he’s sitting without being able to close, he’s 

bleeding, because he doesn’t have tenants in the hotel. 

 

Q: Right. How did you find out about it? I mean, were you scouring the territory? 

 

Rosenthal: One of our board members, Richard Davison, was also very active in— 

 

Q: Real estate? 

 

Rosenthal: —real estate, and was looking at properties, and gave us an enormous amount of help. 

So, we found the Riverside Plaza Hotel—we bought it for $1.3 million, with a $150,000 down, 

and at purchase money mortgage at 4.5-percent, a fifteen-story, 270,000 square foot building. 

 

Q: A magnificent building, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And then, thanks to Phyllis Cerf, we started to do this archaeological dig and take 

down some of the plasterboard—and found the old wonderful woodwork, and everything else. 

And when we did the first gala there, it was a smashing success! 

 

Q: Yes. And what did the neighbors—what was that neighborhood like then, and what did they 

think of your bringing in 350 people of color who were drug addicts? 
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Rosenthal: They were beside themselves, because the Upper West Side was in decline. The last 

of the middle class and the older Jews who lived on the Upper West Side thought that this was 

the last nail in the coffin. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And at community planning board meetings, Phoenix House and Rosenthal were 

vilified. I mean, it was really—“You’re killing us! You’re killing us!” They were very, very 

upset. But thanks to good public officials, Ted [Theodore] Weiss, the congressman, Richard 

Gottfried, the state assemblyman, and other people. They acted as honest brokers and 

ombudsmen. And we had enough good people who had known our work on West 85th Street who 

said, “These are responsible people. They will run this, and you don’t have to be afraid.” And we 

did. There’s one other sidebar story in here. When we made the move from Hart Island to this 

property, how do you move 350 people, their belongings, their beds, their dressers, your 

furniture? How do you get all that moved? 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: What do you—you call schlepps? 

 

Q: Right. [laughter] 
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Rosenthal: How do you get all those people—through a friend in Albany, Dave [David W.] 

Keiper, I contacted the General Vito [J.] Castellano, who was the head of the State National 

Guard. 

 

Q: How did you even think to do that? 

 

Rosenthal: I don’t know. [laughs] 

 

Q: I mean, it gives—it also creates such theater around it, in a way, which is— 

 

Rosenthal: It was great theater. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, the National Guard made a weekend training exercise moving Phoenix House 

from Hart Island to the Riverside Plaza Hotel. 

 

Q: For free. 

 

Rosenthal: For free. So, on a Saturday, they loaded up the convoy. So the trucks and the Army en 

masse. 

 

Q: Yes. Wow. 
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Rosenthal: When they pull into West 73rd Street, I mean, it was a big statement, and official. 

 

Q: Yes. Right, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Again, this is a post-script. A couple of years later, I walk in one night, left the office 

late and wanted to get a bite, and I walk into this little steak place, on West 72nd Street. 

 

Q: Yes? 

 

Rosenthal: Said, “I’m Dr. Rosenthal, I don’t have a reservation.” She says, “I know you!” 

 

Q: She was a former resident? 

 

Rosenthal: No. No. 

 

Q: Oh! 

 

Rosenthal: She was an Upper Westsider who was originally terrified of our move into the 

Riverside Plaza Hotel. 

 

Q: Oh! 
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Rosenthal: She said, “I made one of the biggest mistakes in my life. I was so opposed to you. 

You guys have been the most wonderful neighbors!” 

 

Q: Oh, my gosh! What a great story! 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: And how many years did you stay in that location? 

 

Rosenthal: Until, let’s see, we bought it in ’76, and then, I don’t know, ’80—not long, because 

the real estate market turned around in New York, and what we bought for a million three was 

now worth almost ten million dollars. And so we sold it, and bought a Phoenix House of Long 

Island City, which was a nursing home that had never opened, it had been built during that 

scandal of nursing homes. 

 

Q: Oh! 

 

Rosenthal: And we were able to buy that. And we bought the wonderful Yorktown facility in 

northern Westchester. So, we quadrupled the bed space and put five million dollars in the bank! 

 

Q: Oh, that’s amazing! That’s a great story!  

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 
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Q: Can you talk a little bit about what your relationship was like— 

 

Rosenthal: I want to say one other thing— 

 

Q: Yes? 

 

Rosenthal: —about the board of Phoenix House at that time. 

 

Q: Yes? 

 

Rosenthal: It was very gutsy of them to put money down on two new properties that we never 

could have closed on unless the sale of this building was completed. 

 

Q: Oh, so you put down the money before the sale of the Level Club was finalized? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. And so, if that sale had not gone through, we would have been in a lot of 

trouble. And the board was very courageous. I guess we were poor enough so that it didn’t— 

 

Q: You could declare bankruptcy? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. It didn’t all that much matter. And the neighborhood, right, the neighborhood 

had come to like Phoenix House so much over there, that there was move to landmark that 
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building. And if the building had been landmarked, the builder would not have closed the deal, 

because it set for him certain limits of what he could do, and what his bottom line would be. And 

it became unprofitable, if it was a landmark. And it really wasn’t worthy. I mean, it was a 

sentimental gesture, it really wasn’t worth being a landmark building. So, there we were in 

another public campaign to prevent landmarking, and a number of architects and city planners 

came out and testified for us that this was not— 

 

Q: Oh, that’s interesting! 

 

Rosenthal: —right. 

 

Q: So that allowed you to make the sale that funded the other—the expansion into the other sites. 

 

Rosenthal: That’s right. 

 

Q: And this, and then, as you’re expanding at this moment, your patient, or your client 

population, has really stayed pretty much the same? It’s people who are generally poor? 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: Not particularly well-educated. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 
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Q: And being served through this model that really developed with a different population, 

initially. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. Other things were happening, too, that the age of onset of drug use was 

dropping. We were seeing more adolescents coming into treatment. It became clear that they had 

needs to continue their education. 

 

Q: And they came into your program? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: Your program was serving that group as well? 

 

Rosenthal: And we had adolescents and adults in the same facility. Not all bad, because 

sometimes when you have all adolescents and not enough adults, the population’s a little too 

volatile. 

 

Q: Right. Did the model change to serve the adolescents in any way? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, yes. I mean, if you were to go to the Phoenix House in Yorktown called the 

Phoenix Academy, it is a boarding school. So we always, by law, were able to have, if we had so 

many adolescents in treatment, you could get a teacher on a ratio of one teacher per eight 
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students, or something. But, you know, it’s really—in these situations, it’s turning something 

that’s difficult—it’s like getting off Hart Island, right— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —it became a plus as you began to see it another way. So, when we bought the 

Yorktown facility, 150 acres, a Jesuit seminary built in 1954 at a cost, then, of $12 million, for 

500 seminarians. When we bought it, the town, even though we had told them we were going to 

do this—we bought it at public auction. The Baptists had bought it from the Jesuits. And Baptists 

were going into bankruptcy, and the Jesuits foreclosed, so as not to lose it all. And then, at public 

auction, we bought it. Well, no sooner had we bought it, then the town passed a zoning 

regulation that said that there couldn’t be any health facility in that area. What they didn’t know, 

and I didn’t know at the time, but we figured out, was that there was a law on the books in the 

State of New York that said that any of the five largest cities, New York, Albany, Buffalo, 

Rochester, can have a public school anywhere in the state, as a matter of right. So, I went and 

saw Frank Macciarola, who was then the chancellor of the Board of Education. And Frank was 

very sympathetic. And we raised the school flag over the treatment flag, and then we were in 

Yorktown as a matter of right. 

 

Q: Oh, interesting! 

 

Rosenthal: Now, it took fifteen lawsuits, and it took a year and a half. 
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Q: But you were operating during that period? 

 

Rosenthal: We were operating in that period. 

 

Q: And was Cravath representing you during that? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, but they couldn’t represent us properly in the Westchester Court. 

 

Q: Oh, OK, they needed local counsel. 

 

Rosenthal: They knew that we needed local counsel, and indeed, we got very good local counsel. 

 

Q: Oh, that’s interesting! And then what was the history? Did the community eventually come 

around, too, on that? 

 

Rosenthal: Loved us. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: When we had the NIMBY [Not In My Backyard] fight in California over the 

Nancy Reagan Center, the Westchester community wrote to them and said, “You know, we had 

been worried about Phoenix House in the beginning, but they are reliable neighbors.” 
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Q: Oh, yes. You’re making a mistake. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: Oh, that’s a great story, too! I think maybe the last topic I wanted to just talk about a little bit 

was, going back to your relationship with the Beame administration, and there’s— 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, there’s one other great story. 

 

Q: Well, maybe it’s the one I wanted to ask about. Which one are you thinking of? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, I’m thinking of the one in 1975, during the fiscal crisis—and that’s when I was 

also chairman of the Therapeutic Communities of America, the New York Chapter. And not just 

Phoenix House, but all of the other programs— 

 

Q: Yes, this is it. Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —were going to lose money. And we came up with an idea, a public relations event, 

if you will, of camping out—and did I tell this story? 

 

Q: No, but I know a little bit about it, and it’s a wonderful story. 
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Rosenthal: We did an encampment on the sidewalks outside of Gracie Mansion, and we were 

very orderly, very responsible. 

 

Q: And who were the campers? Who camped out? 

 

Rosenthal: Were residents of Phoenix House and Daytop Village, and Project Return and 

Odyssey House, and so forth. And we had buses three blocks away, warm buses, so that every 

couple of hours— 

 

Q: Oh, it was in the winter? 

 

Rosenthal: —yes, and it was cold—very cold. 

 

Q: [laughs] 

 

Rosenthal: Every couple of hours we could rotate the camper-outers. Well, we were getting very 

good press. People like Elaine of Elaine’s Restaurant, and other restaurateurs, were coming and 

feeding the troops, and we were getting good press. 

 

Q: And it was called, The City of the Forgotten. 

 

Rosenthal: The City of the Forgotten. 
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Q: That’s a fantastic name! Who came up with that, do you remember? 

 

Rosenthal: I think it was actually a great advertising man, who was helping me at the time, 

named Joe Sacco, who did the ad, I think his ad was “Let Hertz put you in the driver’s seat”? 

 

Q: Oh, OK. OK. He knew what he was doing. 

 

Rosenthal: He was a very, very clever copyrighter, he did other well-known stuff. And I think it 

was him, but you know, we had a lot of people who were wanting to figure these things out. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And Beame was getting fed up with that protest, and it was getting good coverage, 

and he was looking like a bad guy. 

 

Q: And this was to increase city funding, or not diminish. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, they wanted to cut it. 

 

Q: So it was to keep city funding for substance abuse treatment. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. And I’m trying—Howard Rubenstein now was in the picture. But we had 

become friendly. I called Howard, learning that Beame intended to have the police clear us out of 
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there. And I said, “Howard, I think that’s a terrible, terrible idea. It’s not good for the mayor, it’s 

a bad story.” He said, “You’re right.” So, he called me back, and he said, “I spoke to the mayor. 

He’s willing to meet with you without the press at Gracie Mansion and go down with you into 

the group and meet the group, and try and understand what’s going on.” And I don’t know if I 

can tell this story without crying. So, I go get the mayor at Gracie Mansion. He’s, you know, five 

foot four. [laughter] Not that I’m much taller! But going down to the encampment, there is a sea 

of black faces, of big people. Here the mayor and I are, walking down the sidewalk. And as we 

walk into the group, the group sings, “We love you, Abe, oh, yes we do! We love you, Abe, we 

love you!” And the mayor starts to tear! 

 

Q: How—was that a planned— 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: You planned it. Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Totally planned. 

 

Q: Wow. 

 

Rosenthal: Totally planned. And he turns to me and he says, “Dr. Rosenthal, you can sure get 

more with honey than with vinegar.” 
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Q: More, sorry? 

 

Rosenthal: You can get more with honey— 

 

Q: Than with vinegar. 

 

Rosenthal: —than you can with vinegar. And it was a game changer. Because he then signaled 

his Albany lobbyist to work for our funds. And they worked for our funds. And we actually—

that set the stage—we actually got rid of the Addiction Services Agency. In other words, we 

said, listen, money’s very short. Let’s let the money go directly from the State to the programs. 

We don’t need the city in between. It’s just taking up too much money. 

 

Q: And this was another convenient way to get rid of Hornblass. 

 

Rosenthal: I don’t know— 

 

Q: Oh, he wasn’t there anymore? 

 

Rosenthal: —I don’t know if Hornblass was now gone. It certainly would have been on my mind 

if he was still there. 

 

Q: [laughs] Right. 
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Rosenthal: But it was really about— 

 

Q: It was really about money. Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: —about money. And Beame did that, we became friends, and on a personal level he 

became a contributor! 

 

Q: Oh my gosh! Amazing!  Let’s stop there for a moment, at least. 

 

Rosenthal: No, for the rest, until he died— 

 

Q: Oh, well, let’s not stop. Is this still going? Good. 

 

Rosenthal: Until he died, he sent a check, to Phoenix House every year. 

 

Q: Oh, that is a fantastic story! 

 

Rosenthal: And it was the, you know, I was the guy on center stage, but the people who were 

making this happen were the residents, right? It was their energy, their stories, their behavior. 

That’s what made all this possible. 

 

Q: Well, it’s this wonderful combination of their behavior, their stories, but with this kind of 

ability to give voice to that—that you brought to it, that’s just such a powerful combination. Did 
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Beame ever talk to you about what that experience felt like to him, other than that—in the 

moment? 

 

Rosenthal: No. 

 

Q: Yes? But it led him to a whole set of actions. 

 

Rosenthal: It absolutely did. I mean, the most telling is that he sent a personal check every year. 

 

Q: Amazing! Right. 

 

Rosenthal: The guy who instigated the Hornblass report. 

 

Q: Right. There’s a pattern there, I think. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, there’s a saying in Phoenix House that truth will set you free, right? 

 

Q: Yes. 
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Rosenthal: But, so, if you stay with these things, and you’re doing the right thing, we’ve been 

very lucky. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

[END OF SESSION]  
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Q: This is Sue Kaplan with Mitch Rosenthal in his office on July 10th, 2014. And we're going to 

start by talking about the move from Hart Island, and the creating of an out-post, or a site on the 

Upper West Side, on West 73rd Street, and what that dynamic was like in terms of community 

response, and how that community response was overcome, and how that place turned into a 

community anchor and a valued community institution. 

 

Rosenthal: Let me see if I can set the picture; describe the picture of what the Upper West Side 

was like. 

 

Q: Great. 

 

Rosenthal: Remember, the first Phoenix House was at 205 West 85th Street, as of May 2nd, 1967. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, the Community Planning Board, Community Planning Board 7, was very familiar 

with the Phoenix House. And for that particular building, for 205 West 85th Street, they didn't 

have to grant any special license or certificates, or occupancy rules, because it was already 

owned by a landlord; it was a single room occupancy building, and so, it was there. 
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Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: We were just tenants in that building. But, a lot of the people on the Community 

Planning Board were activists, humanitarians, liberals. The Upper West Side was a bastion of 

democratic, liberal, progressive thought. The assemblyman was, and is, Richard Gottfried. The 

congressman was Ted Weiss. And so, there was a great deal of interest and support. And I 

believe that some of those Community Planning Board members actually helped get early 

supplies for the people at the mother house, at 205 West 85th. 

 

Q: So, if you didn't have to go to them for any regulatory permissions to be in that site, how did 

you get to know the board? How did you interact with them?  

 

Rosenthal: I think it actually happened sort of on the block. People were interested, 

conversations started, people were introduced. And I'm forgetting his name right now, but there 

is a man who chaired that board at the time, who became a very good friend of Phoenix, of mine. 

Ronny [Ronald] Williams may— 

 

Q: Was it [John] Kowles, by any chance?  

 

Rosenthal: Yes, it was. 

 

Q: Yes, that's what I saw in some document I looked at. OK. 
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Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, we knew those people. Now, that was in '67. There was other acquisition of 

buildings. There was a rental at 207 West 84th Street, and then there was another rental at 325 

West 85th Street. This was the cluster that existed when we bought the Riverside Plaza Hotel. 

And in terms of dates, I'm not sure whether this building, 164 West 74, came online after or 

before the Riverside Plaza Hotel, the Level Club. Probably before. 

 

Q: Oh, this building that we're sitting in— [phone ringing] 

 

Rosenthal: This building— 

 

Q: —may have predated it, too. OK. 

 

Rosenthal: This building that we're sitting in. But, now we make moves to buy and to use the 

Level Club, the Riverside Plaza Hotel. And now it's a big deal, because now we're going to bring 

350 people from Hart Island to this neighborhood. 

 

Q: And what year was that? 
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Rosenthal: That was '75, '76. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: I can't— 

 

Q: I just needed a ballpark, because I— 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, that's '75. 

 

Q: This is a period of such enormous expansion that keeping track of it is— 

 

Rosenthal: It's very hard. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: It's very hard. And so, you have a community that is positively disposed to Phoenix 

House, both the elected officials, the Community Planning Board, many of the neighbors. And 

we had had good relations; they had watched us from '67, right? They watched us for eight years. 

We had a history, and we were well-regarded. But now, we're going to a level or scale that is 

something quite different. And, it starts to affect people saying, "This is going to change the 

neigh—" Now, the neighborhood was already, right, going down. The bottom of the real estate 

market in New York was '75, '76. 
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Q: Right. Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And so, here we are, taking the Level Club—and the Level Club is sort of a symbol 

of the Upper West Side going down, all right? 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: If you go back, the Upper West Side and the middle class was very strong here, and 

the Jewish middle class was very strong on the Upper West Side. And here's this beloved Level 

Club which, as it was the Riverside Plaza Hotel, was going way, way down. I mean, there had 

been two shootings in the building, most of the tenants were welfare people, and so forth. And 

I'm just thinking of another wonderful story, here. So, then there were opponents, and there were 

public—the Community Board held formal hearings. And it was very intense, because a lot of 

people were just frightened, that this was too much. It was too much to have this many what they 

viewed as disorderly negative people coming into the community, [phone ringing] and so the 

discussions were quite heated. 

 

To their everlasting credit, the elected officials didn't grandstand and play the negativity, but, in 

fact, they were honest ombudsmen. [interruption] So, the elected officials acted as ombudsmen, 

tried to help clarify the discussion. There were a lot of people who got up and spoke up about 

that we had been good neighbors, we'd been responsible, and that we should be given a chance to 

do this. So, the Community Planning—but we got the OK from them to proceed with the project. 
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Q: And is the story that you mentioned relevant to this particular period, the Mr. Falacho 

[phonetic], is that— 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Because— 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: —when we bought the building, we got the building, but it had, I don't know, I'm 

going to say twenty some-odd tenants that had rooms there. Now, a few of them were selling 

drugs. Not a good thing if you're trying to set up— [laughs] you're trying to set up a drug 

treatment program! 

 

Q: Right. [laughs] 

 

Rosenthal: And so, we worked closely with the police and the narcotics unit, and the special 

prosecutor at that time was Sterling Johnson. 

 

Q: Oh! He's now a federal court judge! 

 

Rosenthal: Right. He would talk, too, to this [unclear]. 

 

Q: Oh, interesting! 
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Rosenthal: And Sterling put undercover people in the hotel, and we were able to arrest, you 

know, the three or four bad actors, and move them out pretty quickly. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Then, we had the problem of where were we going to move other people, and how 

were we going to do that? 

 

Q: Other people being in addition to— 

 

Rosenthal: Other tenants. 

 

Q: Oh, tenants who were still in the building. 

 

Rosenthal: Other tenants. 

 

Q: I see. 

 

Rosenthal: They weren't a negative influence— 

 

Q: But they weren't part of the community, or the— 
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Rosenthal: They weren't a part of the Phoenix House community. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, we got a lawyer who specialized in this, and he was very helpful. And we were 

able to find housing for almost all of these tenants. In some cases, we had to give them a little 

money. It was all reasonable, and not contentious. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: We wanted to be helpful, and they were appreciative. And in a way, the very fact that 

we were there and then bringing order to where they had lived, because it had been, as with the 

previous landlord, it had been a mess. There was a lot of chaos there. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And the first thing we did in the building was spend more money than we had put for 

a down purchase to get new elevators, because we had a fifteen story building without elevators. 

 

Q: Oh, my gosh! Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So it was a mess. And leaky roofs, oh! 
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Q: And so, you were doing a lot of fund raising for capital improvements? 

 

Rosenthal: That $150,000 that I was able to raise from board members and friends was the down 

payment. It turned out to be transformational. That relatively small amount of money got us the 

hotel. We bought it with a mortgage, right? It was $1.3 million, and four years later sold it for 

almost $10 million. I mean… [laughs] 

 

Q: Yes, it was a crazy time! [laughter] And I imagine, though, you know, bringing in 350 people 

who are in varying degrees of the process of recovery, I mean, were there issues and incidents 

that you had to deal with, with people not behaving right in the neighborhood? I mean, that must 

happen all the time. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, look, you always, in a treatment community, you'll always have somebody who 

says, you know, "Screw you, I'm not going—" But by and large, the compliance is terrific. 

Because if people don't want to comply—and some don't—they will say, "I'm out of here." And 

they will leave—nothing is holding them there. 

 

Q: And this group that was there, they weren't there under a court order. It wasn't the choice of 

stay here, or get— 

 

Rosenthal: No. Great point. Many, many of the people, the majority of people who had been on 

Hart Island had gone to Hart Island were under court order. So if they left against advice, we 
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notified the Corrections Department, the Probation Department, and a warrant was put out for 

their arrest. But they weren't—to your point—causing a problem at the Phoenix House. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Now, do you occasionally have somebody who is violent? Very rarely. Because the 

cardinal rules in a Phoenix House are no violence, no threats of physical violence, and no drugs. 

So that if anybody is violating any of those rules, they are going to—there will be sanctions 

and/or expulsion. We're very tough about that sort of thing. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And we were tougher about it in those days than we are, even now. That's a whole 

other later chapter— 

 

Q: OK, I'm making a note of it. Good. 

 

Rosenthal: —of why the treatment communities are less demanding, and less—I'm looking for a 

word—I don't know, we'll leave it at that. 

 

Q: OK. No, that's great. 
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Rosenthal: You have a note. OK. So, then we were—and so, we got everybody out, except one 

man, named Mercurio Felatro [phonetic], eighty-six or eighty-seven years old—dresses 

beautifully. His clothes may be fifty years old, but I think he was a set designer, a movie set 

designer. And he was living out the rest of his life. So, we moved him. That why, I think, we had 

this building before. We moved him, after a while. Or, it may have been when we sold the 

building four years later. But in any event, we made him an honorary Phoenix House resident! 

 

Q: Oh, my gosh! That's wonderful! Did he participate in any way? Or, was he part of the 

community, or he— 

 

Rosenthal: We fed him. 

 

Q: Yes? Oh. 

 

Rosenthal: We fed him and as he got older and sicker, there was a Phoenix House resident whose 

job it was to be an aide for Felatro. 

 

Q: That's wonderful! That's a great story! So— 

 

Rosenthal: Somebody may have in the collection pictures of him. 

 

Q: Yes? He sounds like quite a kind of a character, and also a kind of an Upper West Side 

fixture. 
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Rosenthal: The lovely thing about it is that it says something about the humanity of Phoenix 

House. 

 

Q: Yes. Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: OK. 

 

Q: OK. So, the other topic that I wanted to go back on a little bit was, we had talked about the 

[Judge Jerome] Hornblass kind of tumult and controversy, and accusations. And we got up to the 

point, clearly, where you became independent to the city, eventually the agency for addiction 

services was eliminated at the city level. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, but there was a—we became independent of the city, and I don't know if your 

review of the board minute books makes that clear. But I think that was around '69, '70, '71, 

something in there. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. And the fiscal crisis was mid ‘70s, and the Hornblass investigation was ’69 or 

‘70. 

 

Q: OK. 
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Rosenthal: I think— 

 

Q: OK, well, we can— 

 

Rosenthal: No, no, no, no, no, no, no. I remember— 

 

Q: I thought his— 

 

Rosenthal: —I remember traveling to Russia with Richard Ravitch, and we were coming back 

and the Hornblass thing was going on. 

 

Q: Going on. 

 

Rosenthal: No, that happened—the [Abraham] Beame investigation was in that '69, '70 period. 

 

Q: Right. When you were still part of the city, and so vulnerable to that attack. 

 

Rosenthal: And that, then, led Dick Aurelio and the mayor to say, you know, it probably would 

be better. And it was clear to me that it would be smarter. 

 

Q: Right. 
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Rosenthal: As much as I had loved the idea that we were empowering people to be part of the 

city, to have the benefits of being city employees, the complications, or the political 

complications were a negative. 

 

Q: Right. So, one of the lessons you learned was the value of being independent of the city, and 

steering clear of some of the politics. Were there other lessons that you learned? 

 

Rosenthal: But think of the other lesson. The other lesson was that there was synergy, just as in 

Central Park, in the Central Park Conservancy. There is great synergy when you have a not-for-

profit that is working with and facilitating and helping a city agency. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: Because they can do things, they can raise money. I mean, we did that before the 

Central Park Conservancy. But the principle is the same. 

 

Q: Right. So, there's a power in the separation and the connection. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: And walking that line. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 
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Q: Were there other lessons or— 

 

Rosenthal: And that exists today, not only in Central Park Conservancy, it exists with a number 

of our museums, where you have this public, private partnership. 

 

Q: Yes. It's really become almost like a cliché about how important these things are, right. 

 

Rosenthal: It is really—the best institutions have been able to do that. 

 

Q: Right. Were there other lessons you learned, or structural changes you made within Phoenix 

House to protect yourself from these kinds of assaults? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, yes. The—you'll remember me saying to you that the first financial system in 

Phoenix House was the checking account of Pete Falcone, who couldn't balance his 

checkbook—so, and then we got three notches better and we had somebody who was working 

for the new structure, who was an accountant, and so forth. But the financial records just were 

not—needed to jump to a notch of professionalism that— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, one of the early things I did was to reach out and get an Arthur Anderson partner 

on the board of Phoenix House. And the guy that did it was Pat Murphy. And he brought in a 
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team. He really helped us to set the—to bring the systems, now, to a new level of clarity and 

transparency. 

 

Q: Right. I imagine it's particularly complicated because you have so many funding streams— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: —that are tied up with government. 

 

Rosenthal: Exactly. And every funding stream. We’ve got 125 contracts with government 

entities. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And each entity wants an audit trail, and should have an audit trail. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, if you want to do business with government, or governments, it's expensive. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So not only do you need accountants, you need your own internal auditors. 
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Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: I mean, it is— 

 

Q: And you, and so that was during that period you started to build that. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: That's a hard thing for not-for-profits to build, because people with that capacity often didn't 

have very high salaries, too, that— 

 

Rosenthal: Absolutely. Absolutely. So, we started to hire people, you know, not-for-profits are 

generally hiring below, before-profit market. But it gets close. 

 

Q: Yes, particularly for those positions. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: Did anybody in the organization—was this growing pains? Did people feel like, oh, we used 

to be a kind of a more mom and pop, and now we're getting all professionalized? Was there any 

of that kind of keepers of the flame, feeling like we're losing our— 
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Rosenthal: You know, that's a great question. I mean, I'll give you an example. In the beginning, 

not only were the residents of Phoenix House in groups, but the staff were in groups. If you 

wanted to be part of the Phoenix House organization, everybody was going to be fallible. 

 

Q: In groups integrated with—across— 

 

Rosenthal: In groups, so, they were in—you could call them therapy groups, but they were—you 

could call them management groups, you could call them personal growth groups. You 

remember, those were the days of est and Esalen, and so forth. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, and everybody knew everybody, right? You had this small Phoenix family. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And then, as it starts to get bigger and professionalized, you can't do that anymore. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: It's just—you're spread out. So, I think that there were some growing pains. But 

maybe something will jog my memory on that more. 
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Q: So, let's move ahead in history—yes? 

 

Rosenthal: You know, there was an excitement about—we always had, even when we were 

much poorer, we always had high standards and high hopes, and wanted to do things right. So, 

we were always reaching to the Richard Meiers and the Robert Stearns and the Charles Moores, 

and the great architects, and we went to a great law firm. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, as poor as we were, we had a vision of excellence. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And so, trying to make the program better. And a lot of volunteers came in and 

helped us. For example, George Lang, the restaurateur of the Café Des Artistes. He was one of 

the early people who came to help us to make our kitchens better, and to put out better food. 

Alan Lewis, who ran the restaurant Windows on The World, came and helped us too. The first 

benefit we put on, the first gala in a Phoenix House on West 73rd, Alan came for a month with 

his staff and worked with our residents to teach them how to wait those tables, and— 

 

Q: How did you make that connection, and what motivated him to do that? Because it's such a 

pattern in how you kind of pull people in, and kind of excite them about the mission. 
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Rosenthal: Well, because everyone I would meet, everyone I would meet, I would be sharing my 

excitement about the work. 

 

Q: It was contagious. 

 

Rosenthal: Many of them got the bug—but then, so many people had problems! Alan Lewis had 

a woman in his life who had had problems. I mean, families—everybody's been touched by 

drugs and alcohol. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, if you then say, hey, there's something here that is really helping people, and you 

can help us to be better. And the other thing is, when a guy like Alan would come up and work 

with our people, or other teachers—oh, I'm thinking of Alice Trillin, [Calvin] "Bud" Trillin's 

wife, who came and taught literature. The teachers all felt—got such psychic reward, because the 

students were so hungry for information. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: You know, once they had given up drugs, and they really, now, saw a different future 

and felt empowered. They were hungry to learn! 
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Q: Right. That's wonderful! I'll tell you a personal story about that topic when we turn off the 

tape, but so at this point, you also, then—after you sell the building on 73rd Street, one of the 

kind of products that you were able, and you told us last time to start this school, the residential 

school in Yorktown— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: —can you talk about what that meant to start an actual school, a boarding school, for 

adolescents, and how the model changed or didn't change? But what did that model look like, 

since it was a younger group, a concentrated group of young people, it had to have an 

educational focus, that had to be very strong. What did that model look like? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, we had been housing in Phoenix mixing adolescents sixteen, seventeen, 

eighteen years old, in the general population. And we'd been providing, having tutored teachers, 

one per house, that the Board of Ed actually supplied, running little teaching programs. 

 

Q: But one of the things you said last time, I think, was that mixing adolescents and adults had a 

sort of stabilizing effect on the adolescents. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Well— 

 

Q: OK. Yes? 
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Rosenthal: So— 

 

Q: So, I'm wondering when you kind of depart from that. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, it happened in two phases. So, when we went to Yorktown, we intended to do, 

to now have most of our adolescents there. We also knew that we wanted to have some older 

egos at the place, so it wasn't all adolescents, it was adolescents and adults. The adults, for the 

most part, older, been in the program longer, role models. They were a stabilizing influence on 

what could be a more volatile population. But then, the community fight, remember, because, 

you know, you think of all of these fights we've had, the one on the Upper West Side, which then 

prepared us well for the battle of Yorktown [laughter], which then prepared us well for the battle 

of Lakeview Terrace, and Nancy Reagan Center in California. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, when we discovered, when we were in a fight as to be able to use that property 

for a treatment facility— 

 

Q: Right? 

 

Rosenthal: —and the town passed a regulation that said, no health or health-related programs 

could operate there, and we discovered that any of the five larger cities in the State of New York 

could operate a school outside of the geographic boundaries— 
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Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —so then, when Macciarola became, and the Board of Education became our 

partners, at a—they had been our partners at a very local and not for—but now, we're putting the 

John F. Kennedy High School within Phoenix House in Yorktown. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And now, we don't have one teacher, we have a principal, assistants, and a number of 

teachers. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And we have lots of diff—we have teachers and classrooms and courses and 

materials. 

 

Q: And a whole other set of regulatory requirements that come to bear. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, but they weren't on us. 

 

Q: Oh. 
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Rosenthal: The school—so, what happened was, the school said, we will—you got the building. 

We'll operate— 

 

Q: Oh, they took over the operation of the school! 

 

Rosenthal: —of the school. Right. Wasn't even in our budget. 

 

Q: Oh! 

 

Rosenthal: So, the Board of Ed now put a school within the Phoenix House. And it's been there 

for—since, I don't know, what, 1976. 

 

Q: So the Phoenix House is the residential component, and a set of services that surround the 

students, and you select the students. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: And they run the school. 

 

Rosenthal: And they run the school, they test the students, they put them in the right classes. 

They decide what the academic program is going to be. And then, they work very closely, the 

teaching staff and the principal, assistant principal, work with the directors there, so that if there's 
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a problem with the kid, or they conference about children, the way they would conference about 

parents. 

 

Q: Right. Oh, interesting! 

 

Rosenthal: Right. So, we're the—and it works out very well, because again, you don't have kids 

in class who are not, for the most part, not motivated to be there. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, and the turnover of teachers at Yorktown is very, very small. The Board of Ed 

teachers love that assignment. 

 

Q: Are they specialized in any way? 

 

Rosenthal: Some. 

 

Q: But not— 

 

Rosenthal: Some. 

 

Q: Yes? 
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Rosenthal: But there are two breaks; many of the teachers, because of the economics, it paid for 

them to live in Westchester, not in the city. And it was just a nicer life. So, now they had easier 

commutes to work. 

 

Q: Right. Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, that was good. But then, they didn't have—for the most part, they didn't have 

acting out in the classroom. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: They had orderly kids who wanted to learn. 

 

Q: And what's been the success of that whole enterprise? 

 

Rosenthal: Great question! NYU did a study, which is available, and it said that for every year a 

kid was in a Phoenix, they made up two years. So we did quite well with that. 

 

Q: And how did the kids get placed in the school? Was it alternative to an incarceration type of 

program? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, see, it wasn't—the question is, how did they come to be in that Phoenix House? 

And so, the Phoenix House, through its outreach to the juvenile justice system— 
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Q: I see. 

 

Rosenthal: —seventy percent of the kids who came in there were being referred from the 

Brooklyn courts, the Manhattan courts— 

 

Q: I see. 

 

Rosenthal: —the Queens courts, and so forth. So they were there, most of them, as alternatives to 

incarceration. 

 

Q: There are so many programs that Phoenix starts having at this moment. Was this a part of the 

court outreach program that you had, as that was the funnel to bring these kids in? Was there a 

formal— 

 

Rosenthal: The court—are you talking about Liz Harris' article in The New Yorker? 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. But the court outreach project that we were doing would bring us both adults 

and adolescents. 

 

Q: OK. 
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Rosenthal: Adolescents would go to Yorktown, adults would go somewhere in the system. 

 

Q: Right. OK. And then, the other expansion, as well, was into Long Island City at that time. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, there—yes. The two facilities— 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: —we bought, selling the Riverside Plaza— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —were Yorktown and Long Island City. And Long Island City had been a nursing 

home— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —that was built. And then there had been a big scandal in New York about nursing 

homes. That one had never been finished, and it lay fallow. So when we bought it, it was an 

unfinished new building. 

 

Q: OK. 
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Rosenthal: And we bought it, finished it, and have been using it ever since. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And bought some surrounding other buildings and land there, we have an adjacent 

warehouse. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: We have an adjacent warehouse, there. 

 

Q: Interesting. So, at this point, we're in—right now we're in the early '80s, is that what we're up 

to? 

 

Rosenthal: I'm trying to think of when we acquired Yorktown. 

 

Q: So at this point, you have multiple sites in New York. 

 

Rosenthal: We're in every borough. 

 

Q: You're in every borough? OK. 
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Rosenthal: We're in every borough, we're in multiple facilities, except Staten Island. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Except Staten Island. And— 

 

Q: Why not Staten Island? Because there were serious—continue to be serious substance abuse 

issues there. 

 

Rosenthal: For two reasons. One, when our colleagues, Daytop Village started, they started in 

Staten Island. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And they had, they really—and the population of Staten Island at that point when we 

started—I know it well, because I lived there for a while— 

 

Q: Oh, right. 

 

Rosenthal: —it was about 250,000 people, right. So, they had, at that time, it was enough. 

 

Q: The need was being met. 
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Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: Right. And what, during this period of expansion, did you see a change in the kind of drugs 

that were being used, and the population that was using it? Was this a point where we began to 

see more adolescent drug use, or—? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, one, as we moved to Yorktown, what was happening is, we were getting more 

people coming into Phoenix House, who were fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, than we had in the 

beginning. We had the occasional kids in the beginning. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: But we started to get a higher—which was pushing us toward the idea of having a 

separate facility for adolescents. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: I don't know if you've seen any pictures of Yorktown— 

 

Q: No. 
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Rosenthal: —but it's the highest site in Westchester County. The Jesuits had amassed 150 acres 

to build it on. And they built it in 1954, at a cost of eleven and a half million dollars. It is a 

370,000 square foot facility, with a chapel and— 

 

Q: Oh, my gosh! 

 

Rosenthal: —dining hall and auditoriums, and rooms. It was built for 500 seminarians. 

 

Q: Wow! 

 

Rosenthal: And then—this may help me with the dates—then, we wanted them, the Jesuits, as 

we were looking to leave Hart Island, to consider giving us that facility, because it was then 

lying fallow. They had to close it. I don't know, I think they closed it in the early '70s, because 

they didn't have enough seminarians. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And there's this gorgeous facility, and they kept the grounds, I mean, the place was 

immaculate. 

 

Q: Right. 
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Rosenthal: But they didn't want to give it to us, they couldn't. And they sold it to the 

International Bible College, the Baptist Bible College. And we bought the Riverside Plaza. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So that—I guess, when we sold that, if we bought that at the bottom of the market in 

'76, then we must have sold it in '81 or '82, and that's when we— 

 

Q: That's when this— 

 

Rosenthal: —and that's when we went to Yorktown. 

 

Q: —right. Right. So when does the California expansion occur? Is that the next wave of 

expansion? 

 

Rosenthal: So, in 1977, I think, and stop me if I've got this on the record already— 

 

Q: Yes? 

 

Rosenthal: William Edelman, Bill Edelman, a social worker and the drug czar of Orange County, 

California, trained at Columbia University, reaches out to me in New York, and said, "Would 

you, Phoenix House, think about coming to Orange County? We have no services here." And so, 

I had been thinking about California. 
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Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And there's a long story here, I think I told you this story. 

 

Q: I don't—I had read the story, I don't think you told us this story. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, good. It's important. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, I said, yes, we'd be thrilled to explore this. 

 

Q: And how did you know him? 

 

Rosenthal: I didn't. 

 

Q: Oh! 

 

Rosenthal: I think he—because he trained in New York, he knew of Phoenix House. 

 

Q: OK. 
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Rosenthal: And so, he reached out to me. I think he knew David Deitch, who had recommended 

that he reach out to me. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, I said, yes, we'd do it. And then he presented, excitedly, the fact that Phoenix 

House would come to Orange County to his boss, a woman named Margaret Greer [phonetic] 

had been a probation officer, and she was now head of all of Human Services, in mental health 

services and welfare in Orange County. 

 

Q: In Orange County. 

 

Rosenthal: And she looked at him as though he had had a psychotic episode! "Are you crazy?" 

You know, "You want to bring a New York treatment program to Orange County that is going to 

have staff that are—many of whom are former addicts? We can't do anything like that!" 

 

Q: And the population of Orange County just—yes. 

 

Rosenthal: "And if you continue with this, you're going to lose your job." I mean— 

 

Q: Oh, it was really a threat. 
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Rosenthal: Well, so, he called me, you know, really, "This isn't going to fly." But, the chairman 

of the Phoenix House Foundation board at that time, a fabulous guy, was David Mahoney, the 

chairman of the board of Norton Simon, and the biggest company in Norton Simon was Hunt-

Wesson, and Hunt-Wesson’s headquarters was in Orange County, California. So, I went out to 

see the president of Hunt-Wesson, Bill [William K.] Hood. [laughter] Sound familiar? 

 

Q: Yes! I see a pattern. Yes, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And he said, "Mitch, I can’t help, but I think my wife can.” 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So he introduced me to his wife, Rusty Hood, who was a juvenile justice 

commissioner. And she introduced me to one of the five County Supervisors, Tom Reilly 

[phonetic]. Tom had been the Inspector General of the United States Marine Corps. So, I go in to 

meet him, tell him the story of what we do, I'm a former naval officer— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —we hit it off. And he brings Margaret Greer into the office and says, "Margaret, 

don't you think it would be a good idea to let Phoenix House bid for—" You know, the RFP— 

 

Q: Right. Sure. 
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Rosenthal: —"the Request for Proposal?" She said, "Yes, sir! That would be a wonderful idea!" 

[laughs] 

 

Q: And so, was it— 

 

Rosenthal: So, then she tried—wait— 

 

Q: —did Phoenix House have a sort of an edgy vibe? It's like it's urban, it's more minority 

populations we serve, I mean, what was the— 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, I think the vibe was edgy. I think for her, and we see this in other corrections 

and probation departments; they don't like the idea of empowering the inmate. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: They really don't like that. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: They want a much—you're the inmate— 

 

Q: We're the professionals. 
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Rosenthal: —we're the professions, I'm the guard. 

 

Q: Got it. 

 

Rosenthal: And so, that can always be an undercurrent in working with them. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, she—they designed an RFP, and they put a curve ball in it, which was that on the 

staff of the program, there had to be a probation officer, because they didn't trust that, you know, 

if they didn't have their own eyes on the ground. 

 

Q: Oh. Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And a number of people who would have competed for this—no, we're not— 

 

Q: Right. It offended their— 

 

Rosenthal: We're pure. We're church. We won't take them— 

 

Q: Right. 
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Rosenthal: I said, "This is great opportunity." He'll see what we do, he'll be our ambassador. 

 

Q: Right. Right. 

 

Rosenthal: It worked brilliantly. 

 

Q: Can you talk a little bit about how it worked? I mean, what—who was that person? And how 

did the— 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, God, I can't remember the name— 

 

Q: I mean, I don't mean literally their name, but— 

 

Rosenthal: —I can't remember the name of this probation officer, very lovely guy, probably in 

his forties. He made a very good connection with our staff there. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: I mean, he liked the integrity, the enthusiasm. It's very moving to these guys, who had 

been probation officers for a long time, and are dealing with chronic failure to see people 

functioning in such a positive and responsible way, and getting better. So he became our 

ambassador. He was telling the Phoenix story to his colleagues in the probation department. It 

just— 
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Q: And how did, so, now you have a pretty far-flung empire. How did they relate to each other? 

Was it all under, at this point, all under the New York Board? 

 

Rosenthal: No. It was instantly apparent that if we were going to do business in Orange County, 

we needed a—so we then had a—I don't remember what the first, whether it was Phoenix 

Houses of California or Phoenix Houses of Orange County— 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: — a 501(c)(3). And what we did there, we've repeated now many times over. The 

Phoenix House Foundation was the single member, but the board was local. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: But that member, then, formally appointed the board. But members were all local. So 

Rusty Hood, the wonderful Rusty Hood became the chair. I identified some other people with 

her in Orange County, and we created—and Los Angeles—and we created a small board of, I 

don't know, four or six people who became— 

 

Q: How did you deal with issues around quality control, around keeping true to the philosophy 

and spirit? 
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Rosenthal: Great, great point. The structure was, a person, and even today, a person running the 

Phoenix House, the director, has generally reported to a regional director, who was reviewing 

that work and saying this—there is fidelity here, to— 

 

Q: So you've had to develop matrix and things that people reported on to show that they were 

doing X-number of this. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: And outcome-oriented kinds of measures, as well? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, I had started as early as '68, and [George] De Leon will talk about this, to do 

outcome research. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And we did systematic outcome research, independent of the contracts, because the 

contracts were not going to pay for research. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: But I knew that unless we had research, people were going to say, well, you're just 

listening to Rosenthal's sales pitch, and the enthusiasm. What's the data? 
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Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, we started a follow-up. 

 

Q: And did you use outside—partner with outside academics to do that? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Yes. 

 

Q: OK. And the data were always—I mean, did it provide a feedback loop, where you said, oh, 

this isn't working as well as we thought, or did it really kind of just continue to validate the 

model? 

 

Rosenthal: What—well, it validated, but it also pointed out something very important, which was 

held true, that time in program was going to be the best predictor. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: That if somebody had just came in and was gone in three or four weeks, it was 

unlikely that there was going to be any effect. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 
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Rosenthal: So T-I-P was a big early De Leon finding. We looked at many things that would 

influence outcome— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —especially things that would improve retention. Because once we had proven that if 

somebody stayed and got the full dosage, once we showed that, then we said, well, you look a lot 

of people in programs like this very early. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: They come in and two weeks later say, "I'm out of here. I don't need this crap." 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: "I'm living in a fishbowl, everybody's minding my business, I'm too old for that." 

[laughs] 

 

Q: [laughs] You've heard this before! And I think in a future session, it would be interesting to 

talk about some of the current pressures on time in program, you know, and length of stay. 

 

Rosenthal: I'd love to— 
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Q: Because I would imagine there was a huge pressure for quick fixes. 

 

Rosenthal: Huge. Huge. 

 

Q: Yes. OK, so we'll put that aside. So when—you were in Orange County, and then you began 

to expand elsewhere in California. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, because two things happened pretty close together. San Diego had no services. 

And so they had kids in trouble, and knew of Orange County. And they, then, arranged with us to 

send kids to Orange County for treatment, and said, couldn't you come to San Diego? 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, I had a friend in Los Angeles, he was a doctor, went to medical school together. 

He was now the chairman of the department of pediatrics at UCLA [University of California, 

Los Angeles]. And he introduced me to a couple of remarkable people from San Diego. One was 

Gayle Wilson, and Gayle, at that time, was married to Senator Pete Wilson, who became 

governor.  

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, Pete Wilson was governor. Gayle came on the board, and introduced me to 

another wonderful guy in San Diego, John Davies. So, we now had the beginnings of a San 
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Diego board. And we found property, first temporary rental property, and then found a terrific 

piece of property which we still owned, in rural San Diego, in Descanso. And we bought that, 

and it had been a doctors' summer retreat and compound in the mountains for their families. Very 

picturesque, lovely place. And then the wonderful American architect, Charles Moore, came 

traipsing through the property with me, and he, and his assistant Arthur Anderson, designed a 

school house there, which is still there. 

 

Q: So, these programs are all very much continuing? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, yes. 

 

Q: Yes. And is there a different population that's being served in the California sites? 

 

Rosenthal: Today? 

 

Q: Well, just even back then? Was it different from— 

 

Rosenthal: Well, if you look at the kids in the adolescents in California as opposed to here, two 

things stand out. One, California is whiter, and less minority. Two, that by the time kids came 

into Phoenix House in New York, their criminal justice histories were longer. They tended in 

Orange County to—they were on them much earlier. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 
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Rosenthal: And the age was different. The average age in Phoenix House residential school in 

New York was sixteen and a half to seventeen, and in Orange County it was fifteen and a half to 

sixteen. 

 

Q: OK. So, can you—is this the right time to talk about the whole Nancy Reagan Lakeview 

Terrace incident? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Let's— 

 

Q: Is this—yes? 

 

Rosenthal: —just do one lead—so, now we're in San Diego. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And we're in Orange County. And of course, I’m eager to get to L.A., because— 

 

Q: Yes. It's the big city. 

 

Rosenthal: —it's the big city, and it's the communications capital, and I'd always had a dream 

that there'd be a movie about Phoenix House, not a documentary, but a film, a general audience 
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film, like we have now, the reality shows because there's so many great stories, that people could 

understand the work, and it would be de-stigmatizing, as well. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And I had friends in California, in Los Angeles, going back to Navy days, and 

Geoff Nathanson was one of them. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, out of the blue comes a small program on Venice Beach called Tuum Est, in 

Latin, "It's Up To You." And Tuum Est had been started by a guy named Jesse Pratt, he was out 

of Synanon, and they had a nice little adult program. And the board came to me and said, 

"Would you guys take this thing over—" 

 

Q: The board of Tuum Est? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. They said, “It's too tough for us. We don't have the depth to run it; if we lose a 

staff member, it’s a problem. It would make much more sense if you guys ran it.” And since we 

wanted to be in L.A., it made perfect sense. And then we had—so, we moved in that direction, 

and I was able to reach out to L.A. friends and identify some additional board members. And 

then the community in Venice sort of played out a David and Goliath fantasy, where we were the 

big New York operators— 
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Q: Oh, coming in to take their precious little— 

 

Rosenthal: —coming in to take over the precious little Venice Beach program. And no good 

deed goes unpunished! And so, we were in public meetings. We were attacked, and we had a 

supervisor and his assistant, whose territory was Venice Beach. Mary Gray was her name. So she 

and a small group of neighbors were fighting us. But we prevailed. 

 

Q: What do you think was behind that? I mean, just kind of a paranoia? Or was there—what was 

the— 

 

Rosenthal: I can see that here they have had for fifteen years a little program that's part of their 

beach community, and now it's going to be taken over by the national drug organization. 

 

Q: Right, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: They didn't realize that we were really very neighborhood-friendly, and knew how to 

operate on that level. But we got through that. And then we ran that for a little while as an adult 

facility, but again, the pressures were mounting for adolescent service. So we then started 

treating adolescents there. 

 

Q: Was that a reflection of what was happening in the world of substance abuse? 
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Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: That the problems really were manifesting much earlier? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, the age of onset. It was the age of onset of drug use was dropping. 

 

Q: And what drugs were being used? I mean, was it a different set of drugs? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, we're talking crack and methamphetamine. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: With adolescents, though, then and now, the number one drug of choice for 

adolescents who them end up coming into Phoenix House and needing residential services is 

marijuana. 

 

Q: That's on my list to talk to you about as well, given the current debate. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: OK. 
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Rosenthal: So, we get into that, and we're operating it, and then I start to get very connected with 

Nancy Reagan. And that's an important— 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: —that's an important chapter. I guess the Reagans were in the White House eight 

years, and they left in '89, so I guess they went in in '81. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And she got into a little bit of trouble early, public relations, because she did some—

she spent some money on fancy china. 

 

Q: Yes, I remember. And she didn't seem to have a cause that she was— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: —which seemed to be— 

 

Rosenthal: And she had a very good friend, a classmate from Smith College, Democrat to her 

core, named [Muriel] "Mickey" Ziffren, the wife of Paul Ziffren, the lawyer and national 

Democratic chairman for the state, and maybe even nationally. Mickey had become a good 

friend of mine, and was on the Phoenix House board shortly after we had taken on Venice. 
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Q: The California board? 

 

Rosenthal: California board. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: She lived in Malibu. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So did Geoffrey Nathanson. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, we had the beginnings of a board in L.A., and also met a couple of other great 

people through board members there. And so, Mickey calls up Nancy Reagan in the White 

House, and says, "Nancy, you need a real cause. I mean, you've got to stop fooling around with 

China, and the cause you ought to get involved with is drugs. And the person that you ought to 

talk to is Mitch Rosenthal." 
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Q: So that was—I didn't realize that! So, Nancy Reagan did not come to that through any 

personal experience, or personal commitment. It was really through a friend that you shared, who 

said to her, "This is an important issue." 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, and a friend she listened to. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, I went to the White House, we became friends. She came and visited Phoenix 

Houses in California and New York, so she made probably six or eight visits over, now, the eight 

years. 

 

Q: Now, correct me if I'm wrong, but my recollection of her statements and policies, and maybe 

it was— 

 

Rosenthal: You're thinking of "Just Say No." 

 

Q: —yes, the kind of caricature of "Just Say No," and not having much depth of understanding, 

or— 

 

Rosenthal: She actually traveled on the drug campaign probably over those years about two 

million miles. 
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Q: So she really knew something. Or, she saw something. 

 

Rosenthal: She saw something, the kids touched her, she felt for them. She didn't read in depth, 

she didn't read much, unlike her pal Mrs. Ziffren, who read everything, or our wonderful 

Dorothy Hirshon in New York, the wife, the first wife of [William] Bill Paley, who was the vice 

chair of this board, who also read everything. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, Nancy was involved. I was, then, well-positioned. I was invited to the White 

House, to state dinners, to events. It was all good PR for Phoenix House. And the fact that she 

was paying attention to the drug issue didn't hurt. These things are always funny, because people 

think, "Oh, you've got Nancy Reagan, you don't need my money." But money is not necessary 

flowing because you've got the relationship. 

 

Q: Sure. 

 

Rosenthal: Same with our board member Gayle Wilson. They thought, because of Gayle Wilson 

and her husband Governor Pete Wilson, that we had a special path to state funding. We did not. 

 

Q: Right. 
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Rosenthal: But the way the money flows is different. But, coming to the end of Reagan’s last 

term, Nancy visited our adolescent boarding school in Yorktown. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And she was really taken with Yorktown. I mean, it's quite a spot. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: I don't remember if she came in by helicopter, but it was quite something. And we 

were up and ready for that tour. 

 

Q: I bet. Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And I said to her, I said, "Mrs. Reagan, you know, we could do this in Los Angeles 

and create a Nancy Reagan Center at Phoenix House, just like this." And she liked the idea. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, she asked—even though she knew me pretty well, she asked [Richard] Dick 

Helms, the former director of the CIA [Central Intelligence Agency] and our ambassador to Iran 

to vet me, and clear that I was an OK guy to do this with. He did, and I passed the test, and we 

became friends! 
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Q: [laughs] Of course! 

 

Rosenthal: [laughs] It was one of those serendipitous things. 

 

Q: Now, can I ask before you keep going with the Nancy Reagan story, did you have—was she 

the first kind of major contact at the federal level? Or did, for example, did you work with 

Joe Califano [Jr.] when he was in at HEW [Health, Education and Welfare], and— 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, I worked with Califano. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: I worked with Califano and Jeff [Jeffery] Carples— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —who was his aid. 

 

Q: OK, so, we'll come back, I want to make sure. 

 

Rosenthal: All right. 
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Q: But let's keep going with Nancy Reagan. 

 

Rosenthal: But—and, in the Carter administration, I worked with Peter Bourne, I worked with 

Robert DuPont. So I— 

 

Q: OK, you were already part of that world, very much. 

 

Rosenthal: —I was part of the drug administrator's world. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And also had met with leading senators, [Jacob] Javits and Abe [Abraham] Ribicoff, 

and others. Our board members were often helpful in making those introductions. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. And it's not without importance that during the [Tom] Brokaw years on the 

Today Show, I was the child psychiatrist on the Today Show. 

 

Q: And that was during this period of time, as well? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 
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Q: So let's come back to both of those things, later. OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, that was—it's important, because that visibility gave me additional credibility. 

 

Q: Credibility. 

 

Rosenthal: Which was good for Phoenix House. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And helped me build our Boards of Directors in New York and California. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And all these things— 

 

Q: Right, played into each other. 

 

Rosenthal: —all these things connect. 

 

Q: Do you want to talk for a minute about your role in the media, or should we keep going with 

the Nancy Reagan— 
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Rosenthal: Let's keep going with— 

 

Q: OK. Good. 

 

Rosenthal: —let's keep going with Nancy Reagan. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, she says she'll do it. 

 

Q: What did she mean by that? Or, what did you think she meant by that? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, that she would help us. We would raise money. 

 

Q: Together. 

 

Rosenthal: Together. And we would then find a site for the school and it would become the 

Nancy Reagan Center at Phoenix House. And we looked and looked, and we found a site up at 

Lakeview Terrace, where we are today. And then another NIMBY [Not In My Back Yard] fight 

broke out. And because Nancy Reagan was involved, it gave the opponents something to grab 

onto, and to picket against. 

 

Q: Yes. 
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Rosenthal: And we had now had, I think, two, maybe three, receptions at the White House for 

donors. They were quite lovely and elegant receptions. The White House, the Marine Corps 

band, the caviar—when you have a reception at the White House, there is nothing like it. 

 

Q: I hope I learn that someday! OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Very high end. And, we had one of our—always would have a young graduate of 

Phoenix House speak. I remember this one attractive young woman spoke beautifully. A little 

sidebar story: my assistant Ira Mothner's down there at the White House, as he had helped to 

prepare her remarks.  

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So she's standing at the reception and violins are playing, and he said, "Elizabeth, 

come here. I want you to taste this, so that later in life, you can say—"You know, the first time 

[laughter] I had caviar was at the White House.” 

 

Q: Oh, that's a wonderful story! Do you know what happened to that young woman? 

 

Rosenthal: No. No. 

 

Q: No, yes?  That's a great story. Oh, it shows wonderful— 
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Rosenthal: Yes. So, we raise three million dollars with all these efforts. We have purchased an 

option on the Lakeview Terrace property. And we had another three million in pledges. We had 

people like Merv Griffin and Fred Hayman, and other friends of Mrs. Reagan, who were giving 

major gifts, some as much as $500,000. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: She's coming back to Los Angeles, she's going to be an important person in the— 

 

Q: Oh, this was at the end of their administration. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: This was now in the year and a half before the end of the Reagan presidency. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And then, we have a big fundraising dinner in January of '89, at the Beverly Hilton, 

where all the Reagan friends attended. I was presented with a check from the Hiltons for a 
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million and a half dollars. So the Nancy Reagan Center is going along very well. And we knew 

that we were going to need a vote of the city council to approve this project. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And we were counting votes, and one of our board members is one of the outstanding 

land use lawyers in L.A., a man named George Mihlsten. And we ran a campaign to get this 

done—and get the majority of the 15 necessary votes. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And two weeks later, on January 20th, the Reagans fly back to L.A. for good.  

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And then, I don't hear from her. 

 

Q: Yes? 

 

Rosenthal: And we're moving ahead to get City Council approval. 

 

Q: Yes. 
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Rosenthal: An LVT [Land Value Taxation] neighbors group is fighting against the project. And 

then, in May, they plan to picket their home in Bel Air— 

 

Q: Is that nearby it? I don't know my geography. 

 

Rosenthal: No. It's not near Lakeview Terrace. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Lakeview Terrace is another half hour, sort of northeast of Bel Air. 

 

Q: OK, but they were targeting her. 

 

Rosenthal: But she's now been on silence, and someone had advised her that she shouldn’t raise 

money for a Phoenix House project, and that if she raised money for a Nancy Reagan 

Foundation, she could have the staff and the travel that first ladies lose when they leave the 

White House. 

 

Q: Oh! 

 

Rosenthal: You remember that before [Harry] Truman, when presidents left, they also had 

nothing in the way of support staff. 
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Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: Now presidents leave and they have staff, offices, and help. But First Ladies who are 

supported at a level of two million bucks or more walk out with no help. And for Mrs. Reagan, it 

was troubling. She had gone through a period where, as a child, I think after a divorce, where she 

was— 

 

Q: Quite poor. Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —quite poor. And being poor was not playing well. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And I think what happened is, when the pickets came out, she said, "Here's my 

chance to leave." So George Mihlsten, the lawyer, calls me on May 26, 1989, and says, "Mitch, 

what's going on with Mrs. Reagan?" I said, "George, I don't know." He said, "Well, she's 

announced that she is dropping the Phoenix House project." 

 

Q: Without calling you first? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Without calling me. So— 
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Q: What does that mean, to announce that in this moment, where you have three million dollars 

in the bank and three million dollars in pledges toward the project, I mean— 

 

Rosenthal: So, Mickey Ziffren calls her that afternoon and says, "This is outrageous. It's 

outrageous you didn't call Mitch after all this." So, she calls me at, I don't know, 5:00 or 6:00 

New York time, at home. "Mitch, I'm so sorry." I said, "Mrs. Reagan, I don't know who has been 

advising you about this, but I think it's a terrible move. You've invested so much time in this. It's 

really going to question your credibility." 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: "Anything that you needed to do could be done through Phoenix House." "No," she 

said, "I didn't spend sixteen years in public life to come back to controversy." 

 

Q: Oh, you don't think that was the real motivation? 

 

Rosenthal: No. No. Actually, they didn't picket her home. Where they had picketed—in January 

at the Hilton event, there were five pickets. 

 

Q: Oh, it was just literally five people? 

 

Rosenthal: Five people picketed outside of the hotel. 
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Q: Oh. 

 

Rosenthal: She didn't even see, she didn't even see them there. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: But it was just—there was controversy. And there had been opposition by a small 

group. None of it was new. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, it was just, it was really just an excuse. Then, two weeks later, I got a call from 

the man who was the executive director of the Greater Washington Community Trust [GWCT] 

(like the New York Community Trust). 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And he said, "Mitch, we've been asked by Mrs. Reagan's lawyers to offer the donors 

to designate a new entity, the Nancy Reagan Foundation, to receive the money that was 

originally donated to the GWCT." 

 

Q: Is that the repository for the donations? 
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Rosenthal: Not for our money, but for other donations that had come to Mrs. Reagan. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Our money came to Phoenix Houses of California. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: But there was other money that she got that she could use for projects of hers 

where—and some of it came from other governments, and so forth—where it was the repository. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And that board decided to give the money back to the donors who requested it, 

because they knew that if they didn't do it—they felt that if they didn't that future first ladies 

might not use them as a repository. 

 

Q: Oh. 

 

Rosenthal: Now, the executive director was very unhappy— 

 

Q: I'm sorry. Let me make sure I understand. 
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Rosenthal: OK. 

 

Q: A portion of the money that she had raised for Phoenix House was being held by the—no. 

 

Rosenthal: No. 

 

Q: OK, so, whose— 

 

Rosenthal: All the money that was raised for Phoenix House was sitting in the bank accounts of 

Phoenix Houses of California. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: But other monies that Mrs. Reagan had raised were in the GWCT. 

 

Q: OK. OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Phoenix House raised money with her friends, and those checks were written to 

Phoenix House. 

 

Q: OK. 
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Rosenthal: But other monies, or other checks, went for the Nancy Reagan fund within the 

Greater Washington Community Trust. 

 

Q: And she had—it promised that money to you? Or— 

 

Rosenthal: No. 

 

Q: No. So, this has nothing to do with it. 

 

Rosenthal: That money was never promised to us. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And I don't know what the earmarks were on that money. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. I see. 

 

Rosenthal: But the board of GWCT decided they would—if the donors wanted it back—give it 

back, so that the donors could redirect it to the Nancy Reagan Foundation. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So, I was waiting for the other shoe to drop, since I knew that. 
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Q: Oh. 

 

Rosenthal: And sure enough, ten days later the phone rang. “Dr. Rosenthal, this is something-

something, I'm a lawyer, I represent Mrs. Reagan. And she really wants to know whether you 

would consider writing to the donors—” 

 

Q: That had given to Phoenix House? 

 

Rosenthal: “—that had given to Phoenix House—” 

 

Q: I see. 

 

Rosenthal: “—and see if, and offer them the chance to have their money returned to them, so that 

they could donate it to the Nancy Reagan Foundation.” 

 

Q: Well, it's so craven, and— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. So I said to him, and you can—or we can edit it or not. 

 

Q: Yes? 
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Rosenthal: I said, "Listen," I said, "many people have said I work too hard and that I'm 

masochistic, but I'm not stupid. Go fuck yourself." 

 

Q: You did say that? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, I did. 

 

Q: [laughs] That's great! Was he shocked? 

 

Rosenthal: No, no. 

 

Q: He probably expected it, you know? 

 

Rosenthal: I don't know. No, he may have expected it. I don't know that he expected it, since he 

had success— 

 

Q: With the other— 

 

Rosenthal: —with the Greater Washington Community Trust. 

 

Q: Right. 
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Rosenthal: And then, I wrote a thoughtful letter to the Attorney General, John Van de Kamp of 

California saying this has happened, and some people, like Merv Griffin, I mean, people were 

asking for a half a million dollars, whatever— 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —you know, these were not inconsiderable sums of money. And he wrote me back 

the most careful letter saying, "The money was given for the purpose of Phoenix House's work. 

It has nothing to do with the name. It would a be a breach of your fiduciary responsibilities to 

even consider it." 

 

Q: Right. That's good. Now, did you have a lawyer representing you during this? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, sure. 

 

Q: I'm sure. Right. Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Sure, we had a lot of— 

 

Q: A whole team, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: —sure. O'Melveny & Myers were our lawyers. 
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Q: And did you have discussions with Nancy Reagan during this period? 

 

Rosenthal: No. 

 

Q: So she was just letting her, you know, minions do it. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. And so, I, then, wrote a letter to the donors saying, “I'm so sorry, but we've 

given a lot of thought to this. It's not possible for us to give this money back. We would be, as 

the attorney general has said in the attached letter, we would be breaching our fiduciary 

responsibilities to do that.” So that was over. So now, we had three million in hand. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: We had three million in hand, but the pledges, which you can legally go after, but— 

 

Q: You felt like the politics were too ugly. Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: —I thought we'd be salting the earth— 

 

Q: [laughs] That's a great way to put it, yes. Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: [laughs] So, we did not do that. However, we had to drop the project, because we 

didn't have enough money to close the deal. So, we lost our option money. 
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Q: Oh! 

 

Rosenthal: A couple of hundred thousand dollars in options. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And we walked away from the property. And if you look at the Leslie Bennetts article 

in Vanity Fair, “Mitch’s Mission,” this is part of that piece. It had been commissioned by Tina 

Brown. She had wanted to do some serious reporting and decided to do a drug story, I was the 

person they were going to do the story around. But then when Nancy Reagan walked away, it 

became part of the story. 

 

Q: Oh. 

 

Rosenthal: So Leslie Bennetts, if you read to the end of that article, Leslie Bennetts describes the 

scene at Lakeview Terrace where we're walking away from it. And I think she says, at the end of 

the article, "I wouldn't be surprised if this chapter is not over." Doesn't she say something like 

that? 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And five years to the day, May 26th, five years to the day, we opened that facility. 
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Q: Oh, my gosh! How—how did that happen? 

 

Rosenthal: A woman I knew knew another woman, Patty [Patricia A.] Brown, who was the 

executive director of the [Burton G.] Bettingen Corporation. She became interested. The 

Bettingen Corporation is actually a charity, and its charitable purposes are to help kids, 

adolescents, in trouble, and delinquent kids. Patty saw the facility and knew what we were trying 

to do. And their board gave us the additional money that we needed to buy the facility. And, 

another break happened. The real estate crash in California of '87 reduced the price even further. 

 

Q: Oh, I see. 

 

Rosenthal: So we were able to go back then— 

 

Q: And renegotiate the price? 

 

Rosenthal: —and renegotiate the price and buy the building. 

 

Q: And did you ever hear from Nancy Reagan again? 

 

Rosenthal: I never heard from her. I reached out to her twice to say that even though this hadn't 

worked out the way we had planned, that I thought it would give her great pleasure— 
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Q: To see the facility? 

 

Rosenthal: —to see it. And she didn't take me up on it. And I've seen her twice in other social 

situations in the last five years, but she's much more frail now. 

 

Q: Well— 

 

Rosenthal: —she's not going back to this conversation. 

 

Q: Yes. I mean, what she did, at some level must know was very selfish, and inappropriate, and 

she must feel humiliated. 

 

Rosenthal: And, she used funds in the Nancy Reagan Foundation for a couple of years. And of 

course, she had no need for them, a little later on. And they folded all the Nancy Reagan 

Foundation assets into the Hilton Foundation. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So there is no, there is no Nancy Reagan Foundation anymore. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And that whole chapter is gone. 
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Q: Gone. 

 

Rosenthal: But, Phoenix House has a beautiful 200-bed facility in Lakeview Terrace. 

 

Q: And what happened to the NIMBY fight around that? I mean, did you have a lot of—apart 

from the whole Nancy Reagan piece, how did that other piece play out? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, and I don't know if I told you, the people, as we were fighting the NIMBY fight 

there, the people around in the Upper West—oh, no, not the Upper West Side. The Yorktown 

people who had fought us wrote to the Lakeview Terrace people to say, "You know, we fought 

this too, but these are wonderful neighbors. You'll be happy with them.” 

 

Q: Oh, that's so great, yes! 

 

Rosenthal: "You'll be so happy." It didn't change having to fight that through. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: But we did, and we have good relations up there, now. 

 

Q: That's amazing! Yes, that's great! [interruption] Good. So, we're going to talk for a minute 

about the role that Mitch— 
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Rosenthal: The role of media. 

 

Q: —played in media. 

 

Rosenthal: The role of media. Because Phoenix House had a communications department, we 

felt that good communications of our work was going to be helpful to kids and to families.  We 

felt that it would help people to access treatment. We also wanted to frame the public policy, and 

what governments ought to be doing, that it would be helpful in making us the go-to organization 

for board and for donors. And so, we were as aggressive as we could be, and we got some 

excellent press. 

 

Q: Did that include providing information— 

 

Rosenthal: And I told you the A. Beame—I told you the A. Beame story, the City of The 

Forgotten? 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. OK. 

 

Q: Which was a wonderful story. And in that—did the communications department also do drug 

education? Was that—or, was this more— 
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Rosenthal: Interesting, it morphed—it started some, and then, actually, we set up a department 

that did drug education and prevention. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And you may have read some of that—maybe you read some of that in Kevin 

McEneaney's interview, because Kevin, who we had an interview with, Kevin was the guy who 

became communications director. There were some people before Kevin who were quite famous 

communications people who held that role, one of them was John Scanlon. 

 

Q: Oh, my gosh. OK, I know of the name, I mean— 

 

Rosenthal: Well, Scanlon, dead now ten years, was the hired by CBS [Columbia Broadcasting 

Station] during the [General William] Westmoreland trial. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Scanlon was a sensational PR [public relations] man. When he came out of the 

Lindsay Administration, he worked with me as the first head of both communications and fund 

raising. 

 

Q: OK. So, you had a very strong focus on communications, right from the beginning. 
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Rosenthal: Early. 

 

Q: Getting the message out, de-stigmatizing drug and alcohol users. And then, how did the 

research that you were doing play into that? Were those linked at all, or sort of separate? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, where it was appropriate to underpin the work with data and science, where you 

could use that in the message and talk about outcomes, we did it. 

 

Q: Right. But you personally had quite a broader role in— 

 

Rosenthal: Well, two things, personally. I did a book with Ira Mothner called Drugs, Parents and 

Children: The Three-Way Connection, that Houghton Mifflin published, I think in 1972. But at 

that time, I didn't have any connectivity to either The New York Times or to television. So, the 

book did OK, but it never was a best-seller. And then, I got to know Tom Brokaw. He and his 

wife, wonderful wife, Meredith, had known my good friends the Nathansons in Los Angeles. 

And then when they came to New York, she told them that they had to meet me and my wife, 

and we did. And we met, and we became friends. And Tom and I used to play tennis and jog 

together. He was in New York to do the Today Show. And he was looking at how to make the 

Today Show more interesting. And they were developing new segments. 

 

Q: Right. 
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And so, he said, "You know, I think we ought to do a segment with you once or twice a month 

on issues about kids, drugs, and issues parents face." So, I did two segments a month for the time 

that he did the show, and then I did it with Jane Pauley after that, and with Bryant Gumbel for a 

while. So I had about a total of a four-year run doing the Today Show, you know, in the midst of 

everything else that you hear was going on. It was a very instructive experience, because you'd 

be sitting with someone at dinner and talking about something, and they'd half-listen to you. But 

if they then saw you on television saying the same thing— 

 

Q: Yes, oh, it's so validating! 

 

Rosenthal: —saying the same thing, they'd say, "You know, that was really important!" But 

anyway— 

 

Q: And how did you—yes? 

 

Rosenthal: —but, playing that out, then, the validation, the fact that I was on television, talking 

about kids, talking about treatment, gave me a lot of credibility. And it gave me access that I 

wouldn't have had otherwise. 

 

Q: Access to—? 

 

Rosenthal: Access to donors and access to government officials—making our board a more 

attractive board to be on. 
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Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: It gave Phoenix House a buzz. 

 

Q: And how did you choose the topics? What did you—did you have a set of messages that you 

wanted to get across, I mean, that cut across—or—? 

 

Rosenthal: I would think about topics. We did things like babysitters, summer camps, school 

problems, drug and alcohol use. Discipline, curfews, et cetera. 

 

Q: So it was really about just children and parenting. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: But since parenting and drug use was so timely, I would say half the shows— 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 
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Rosenthal: Now, I don't know if any of that's important here, or accessible. I don't know whether 

the museum or broadcasting, where I know people in high places, I don't know whether it would 

be accessible, but it might be. 

 

Q: Did you have any training to do this, or do they—? 

 

Rosenthal: I got a little media training around the book tour that I did, not a lot. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: But I did it, and then you do it a few times, and then you get more comfortable and 

confident. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: It's like Mike [Michael R.] Bloomberg, right, when he started speaking when he first 

became mayor. 

 

Q: Yes, not so great, right? 

 

Rosenthal: Right. But by the time he was leaving office, he was really quite good at the podium. 
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Q: Yes. Interesting. Now, at the same time that all of this is happening and you're on the media, 

and you're doing all these other things, there were a number of new expansions to the Phoenix 

House portfolio, as far as I could tell. So, you had a program for prisoners in a correctional 

system, actually on-site in a prison in New York? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. But if you go back to the earliest Phoenix House, right? We were in Riker's 

Island. Remember the Riker's Island— 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: So now, you're talking about a new initiative within the Corrections Department. I 

don't know the year, but we did start to get active, and we were then working—we then had a 

division here, working in New York State prisons. 

 

Q: Right. Is that something that's continued? 

 

Rosenthal: No. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: That has not continued. 

 

Q: OK. 
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Rosenthal: The Corrections Department changed some of that. 

 

Q: OK. I wanted to just see whether my list was complete, here. You also developed a drug 

education unit that began to put forth and provide information to schools and to other settings? 

 

Rosenthal: Right. And there were mergers of two organizations into Phoenix House; the Children 

and Alcoholics Foundation— 

 

Q: Oh, and the American Council on Drug Education. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, and the American Council on Drug Education. And so, we merged those. And 

that, then, became the center of our drug education. 

 

Q: Can you talk a little bit about that, because it is quite different than providing services on-site, 

or to people thinking about how do you communicate— 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, it's very different. But it really is part of a continuum of having parents learn 

about drugs, learn about—aspects of parenting vis-à-vis drugs, and vis-à-vis their peers, and how 

they should encourage or discourage, and schools. So, we thought that this was really part of the 

mission. 

 

Q: Of the piece. Yes. And has that continued? 
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Rosenthal: That has continued. 

 

Q: It has? 

 

Rosenthal: It is not—there have been other organizations now who have taken that call up, what 

was the Partnership For A Drug-Free America that Jim Burke is best-known for. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: It now is The Partnership For Drug-Free Kids. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: So, they are messaging and working actively in this space. 

 

Q: But it is still something that Phoenix House does, producing materials? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Yes. It— 

 

Q: And how do you measure the impact of something like that? That's, you know, any effort like 

that is so hard to assess. 
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Rosenthal: There have been assessments of prevention programs, whether it was the work that 

DARE [Drug Abuse Resistance Education] did, the partnership that used to measure the impact 

of its advertising campaign, and going back and doing attitude surveys. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: We, at Phoenix House, didn't do research on the— 

 

Q: On that piece. 

 

Rosenthal: —on that piece of school activity. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: We could barely get the money to do the research on the treatment outcomes. 

 

Q: Right. And the other piece that I saw that also seemed like a new piece was a hotline, a 

cocaine hotline? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. The 1-800-COCAINE was a hotline that the for-profit guys—I'm trying to think 

whether it was Fair Oaks, Arnold Washburn, or Mark Gold—I'm forgetting the company. But 

there was a for-profit high-end drug treatment program. And they developed a 1-800 line to be 
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the feeder to people to their programs around the country. And they would quickly establish with 

somebody whether they had the insurance, the wealth, the this, the that. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: Then if they didn't, they'd give them the number of Phoenix House, or somebody else. 

But as that company was being sold at some point, or that number was no longer so useful to 

them, there was a connection with somebody on our board, and they came to us and said, "We'd 

be happy to give you guys this number." So we took it on and ran it for a while. It wasn't worth 

it, for us. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, we tried it for a couple of years, and eventually didn't do it anymore. And now, in 

the last two years, as we are trying to build some insurance-based income, because say, in some 

of our facilities where the government is paying us to deliver services to a hundred people, we 

may have capacity for a hundred and ten. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, we could take another ten people who were coming in with insurance. 

 

Q: OK. And that's a new development for you? 
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Rosenthal: That's a new initiative. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And it has to do with shrinking government funds. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: But, we are back, but we're outsourcing the hotline. So there are hotlines now, but 

there's nobody on site at Phoenix House. 

 

Q: OK. But that would be a way to get insured people into the program to fill kind of the fixed 

costs— 

 

Rosenthal: Right. 

 

Q: —that you have to those beds. Yes. And I'll ask you about a couple of other ones, and then I 

wanted to continue on the timeline. The other program that developed also during these decades 

was IMPACT [Intervention Moves Parents And Children Together]. We haven't talked about 

that. We talked mostly about the residential piece of the program, but Impact is an out-patient, 

family-based kind of therapy. Can you talk about how that developed? 
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Rosenthal: It stood for Intervention Moves Parents And Children Together. [laughs]. 

 

Q: OK. [laughs] Good! Everybody needs a good acronym! 

 

Rosenthal: It kind of surfaced out of a need, as we were talking to parents and schools and so 

forth. And we were seeing kids who needed some help, but didn't need to be in a full-time 

residential program. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: We started a small after-school program. 

 

Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And it never was—it was never huge, it met here at 74th Street. And there would be, 

oh, somewhere between sixteen and twenty-five kids who were at IMPACT. These were kids, 

for example, now, who came from the schools we were working with. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: —so, we would then work with the schools and the families and the kids, and work 

out a conditional contract to stay in school. 
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Q: OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And so they worked in IMPACT after school for a year, and continued at school, and 

we'd see if we couldn't keep them drug free and making academic progress. We did pretty well at 

this. 

 

Q: Right. Is that something—is that, it's more of a sideline business than it is a core of the— 

 

Rosenthal: It was a sideline business, one that I hoped would grow more. We had wonderful 

clinicians who worked on that program, and still do. My wife did, my wife has a Ph.D in clinical 

social work, and she worked twelve years in that program. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: In fact, just last week, on the 28th, we had this fundraiser in Easthampton. Did you 

read about it? 

 

Q: No, I didn't see it. 

 

Rosenthal: Nice piece in The Wall Street Journal, which I will hand you. 

 

Q: Oh! Oh. 
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Rosenthal: And the girl, the young woman who spoke there, Sarah Levithan [phonetic], had been 

an IMPACT graduate fifteen years ago! 

 

Q: Oh, wow. 

 

Rosenthal: And I had introduced her fifteen years ago, and here she was coming back to talk 

about her life and her family, and what had happened. It was a nice story. 

 

Q: Yes. That's great. So, that program continues, but—or, it does continue, or—? 

 

Rosenthal: It continues, we are also including in that program now some kids who are coming 

out of Yorktown, and may need some continued out-patient help. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: I think that program is not as strong and focused as it was. 

 

Q: Yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And for—if you look at another side, there are very few families that come to 

Phoenix House who have means, and who can help support the organization. 

 

Q: OK. 
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Rosenthal: IMPACT— 

 

Q: That's where you do have upper middle class. 

 

Rosenthal: IMPACT had, you know, we were getting kids out of the private schools. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: And very often, those families would be in the position to help. 

 

Q: To make donations. 

 

Rosenthal: So, one point on IMPACT, you could have sixteen, twenty-five kids in the program. 

If you had a family group, though, or family groups, you would have father, step-mother, sister, 

half-sister. You could have big numbers there. At graduations, you'd go in and ten kids would be 

graduating, and you'd have sixty-five, seventy-five people attending. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

Rosenthal: So, it's important as you think about the lives that you touch— 

 

Q: Right. 
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Rosenthal: —that you look beyond the designated patient. 

 

Q: One question I had about that is, the model internally, you know, when people are living at 

Phoenix House, is very, very rule-oriented. Then you deal with kind of parents whose kids are in 

private schools in New York, where it can be very permissive and very few rules in the 

household. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. Right. 

 

Q: And the culture can be really different— 

 

Rosenthal: And so, in IMPACT, what the parents were getting was a crash-course in boundary-

setting. 

 

Q: Oh, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: And a crash course in coming back into control, and not being enabling, and passive 

parents. 

 

Q: So it was an intervention for the parents, as well. 
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Rosenthal: Yes. And as the parents would be in groups and get support from other parents. They 

would start to see that they were the biggest part of this problem. 

 

Q: Right. 

 

[END OF SESSION] 
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Q: OK, so this is Sue Kaplan here with Mitch Rosenthal to continue our interviews.  It's 

Thursday, February 19, 2015. I wanted to start, there have been, as we’ve gone back and looked 

at the transcripts of our previous conversations and then looked at some of the summaries and 

other materials that have been gathered, there are some very big themes that emerge that I think 

are enormously interesting and really provide a kind of a series of lessons about Phoenix House 

that could be shared with others and some real insights about the challenges and sort of what its 

future might look like. 

 

Rosenthal: Who do you think, as you talk about that, “sharing with others,” do you think it's 

something that could be shared with people at the not-for-profit business section of the business 

school at Columbia [University]—? 

 

Q: Absolutely. That’s actually the first topic I wanted to talk about, which are some of the 

management challenges of running an organization like this. So I think there’s an audience in 

management schools and business schools for—how you build something that has such an 

intense and kind of personal commitment from people. You know, these kind of people who are 

so passionate about this organization and see themselves as kind of keepers of the flame, whose 

personal lives and professional lives are very wrapped up in Phoenix House. How do you 

manage an organization filled with people like that? And how do you sustain it and how do you 
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grow it? It seems to me that there are a lot of lessons to be learned in that, and so I wanted to just 

start off by asking you if you could reflect on both some of the personal and management 

challenges of building Phoenix House and then sustaining it and ensuring its future, in that 

context? Where you have people for whom it was salvation and for whom it's a sacred place. 

You talk about the soul of the place, but that seems like it may present issues, in terms of 

management and in terms of growth. Is that clear enough? 

 

Rosenthal: I think keeping the flame alive and passing the flame—I’ve been thinking about it a 

lot, both because we’ll soon be in May, forty-nine years old and fifty is coming up—and how do 

you keep the passion for the work alive? We’re very fortunate because people who change their 

own lives and come to appreciate for themselves the essence of Phoenix House, the camaraderie 

in health, if you will, and personal dignity and—the emotional inheritance that they get from the 

Phoenix House family, it's very powerful. And they cherish it. They want to pass it on. 

 

Q: But they also feel like they own it and they’re not so sure that they want people to touch it, 

change it, grow it. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, they worry that—as you used the word “sacred”—they worry that, here we are 

with challenges from government and healthcare changes and people rewriting the ground rules 

of engagement and the ground rules of funding, that they’ll muck it up. And so they’re real 

worried and I think that’s right. I’m worried about this. 
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Q: Yes. But it predates even now. I mean, when you read back through the history, there have 

been moments throughout the history where people say, “We’re growing too fast, we’re 

becoming bureaucratic, we’re losing our roots,” or “We’re hiring people who are professionals 

and we’re not looking for the addict who’s become an accountant,” as you were saying before, 

but, “We’re hiring people who have professional—we’re letting that trump, you know, the 

experience.” 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Listen, I always tried to bring degreed people in and make them part of the 

amalgam.  But as government got more involved with credentials and so forth, the percentages 

started to change. I think it's a very legitimate worry, because the essence of this work has been 

the peer culture and empowering the peers to be the carriers of the message and empowering the 

peers to talk to their other peers, to help them discover themselves, change their behavior and so 

forth. The fear that even the early people had was that we would change that, somehow the 

delivery would start to be delivered in a more medical model where the therapist, the counselor, 

the professional was giving wise talk. Rather than, you know, brothers and sisters and peers 

talking amongst themselves. 

 

Q: I definitely want to get into that theme about the therapeutic community versus the medical 

model and sort of the changes there, but before we get to that, what did you do as a manager to 

ensure that that amalgam—when you bring in credentialed people—that the culture didn’t 

become their culture and too professionalized? Were there specific things that you did? I think I 

read someplace about accountants participating in, you know, peer group activities and… 
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Rosenthal: Well, in the earliest, in the earliest days, probably into the first five years, the 

administrative staff also participated in encounter groups. So they were learning the culture, they 

were changing some of their own behaviors. They were being held accountable for openness and 

honestly and so forth, just like the residents. And from my own earliest days and in bringing in 

others like [George] De Leon and other people—they were part of the therapeutic process as 

well. They weren’t coming in with their hats on. I mean that was the expression, right, “You get 

into this group, your hat’s off.” You're open game to talk to. “Rosenthal, there are a couple 

things we want to tell you about you that you need to hear,” so that leveled the playing field. 

 

Q: When you're growing, as Phoenix House has grown just exponentially, did you keep that 

flavor or that requirement? It seems like that would be very tough to do as you grow an 

organization and professionalize it—necessarily, in that context. 

 

Rosenthal: I think it was tough to do. I think I managed it pretty well up to about ten years ago or 

eight years ago. Because as long as I was the person in charge and I had reverence for the flame 

and reverence for what the real power of Phoenix House is, that the power was in the peer 

culture and that that had to be nurtured and enhanced and appreciated and approved of. Since it 

resonated with me, it resonated out with the team of people who, then, were the administrators 

and managers. Most of those people had clinical backgrounds and many of those people 

themselves were in recovery. So we had it in the—  

 

Q: In the DNA. 
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Rosenthal: In the chain of command and in the organizational hierarchy of Phoenix House. 

When I stepped down as CEO and Howard [Meitiner] came in, although he had appreciation for 

the lives changed and the mission and so forth, the process of change, the appreciation for the 

subtleties of peer culture were a much—I don’t want to say were lost, but it didn’t, it didn’t 

resonate for him in the same way. He was a man with a business background and then he began 

to think, or he thought, that the best way to manage—whether it was California or Florida or the 

other regions of Phoenix House—was to hire business people like him. So if you then looked and 

you took the top twenty people in Phoenix House in the hierarchy, most of them were business 

people and not clinicians. 

 

Q: Right. Can you talk a little bit about the decision to bring him in and what motivated that? I 

know that there was another candidate in the wings who thought he might be the leader, Kevin—  

   

Rosenthal: McEneaney. 

 

Q: McEneaney. How was that decision made and to what extent were you involved in that? 

Because it was really a fork in the road in some ways. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, I had begun to think about succession ten years before I stepped down. I wanted 

to step down while I was still healthy and not create a crisis for the organization because I got 

carried out one day [laughs] to a waiting ambulance. The idea I had in my mind was that I’d be 

around and I could help the new CEO and help with the transition. And early in that, say ten 

years before, even the fifteen years before, I had thought that Kevin might be that person. Many 
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board people who knew Kevin and liked Kevin said to me, “Mitch, I hope you're not thinking 

about Kevin to succeed you.” They were proud of him, they really appreciated the fact that he 

was a program graduate, but they didn’t think he had the personal, professional skill set to be the 

CEO. And I heard them. I tried as best I could to assist Kevin to gain more skills. Hired a—in 

fact you know her—hired a woman to help him on the fundraising side so he could learn more 

about that aspect, encouraged him to bring people he knew to the board so he could build a cadre 

of board members that supported him, encouraged him to get to know the board that existed 

better than he did, hired another person who was a professional speech and presentation coach so 

that he could do that. It didn’t take. 

 

Q: It didn’t take because he didn’t grow in that way? Or because the board — he didn’t. 

 

Rosenthal: He did not grow in that way. I think it was an unhappy time for him, because 

certainly he had been getting signals from me, not that it was going to happen, but that I would 

be very happy for it to happen and so forth. And then it became clear, I think, oh, maybe three to 

five years before he eventually left, that he was not going to be the person. And because he was 

close to me, had worked as hard as he had, his whole professional life was here. It was deeply 

troubling to him.  

 

Q: Yes, and it must have been to you, too. I mean, it must have been hard to —  

 

Rosenthal: Well, it was hard, but I had given it —  
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Q: So much. 

 

Rosenthal: I had been so supportive of him and so helpful in the development of his career that I 

didn’t feel in arrears. You know, some of your children don’t become doctors and lawyers. And 

you just have to—  

 

Q: And how did the decision get made to go with quite a different model, which was the business 

model? 

 

Rosenthal: I’ll tell you what happened. At the time a lot of the board was hoping they would find 

another young Mitch. And we hired a wonderful, large search firm called Spencer Stuart to do 

that search. They had done the search for the new head of the Rockefeller Foundation, brought 

Judith Rodin from the presidency of the University of Pennsylvania—I mean they were very, 

very capable people. But this was a tougher search. Because you've gotten to see what the unique 

characteristics of Phoenix House, so you didn’t need just a good manager and a good business 

person and even a person who was a relationship builder to community, to political leaders, to 

board and donors. You needed somebody with all of that, who connected with the soul of 

Phoenix House and had, first and foremost, an appreciation for the peer culture. 

 

Q: Right. Interesting. 

 

Rosenthal: So the search firm brought us a number of medical, hospital, health administrators, I 

thought —  
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Q: Were you on the search committee? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. 

 

Q: OK.      

 

Rosenthal: At that time I was. I was not impressed with that group of people.  

 

Q: Did you feel that the board understood and appreciated the peer culture? 

 

Rosenthal: Insufficiently. You know, insufficiently. It's not that they were totally ignorant of it in 

any way, but I don’t think that they realized how totally critical it was, that’s all. We were 

helping kids, we were helping mothers and children, we were helping young adults. They loved 

the services, they wanted to see us touching more lives and so forth. But they didn’t get the 

essence. And I don’t think I realized that as much at the time. I’m thinking about it much more 

today as we enter now a new search or have entered a new search for a new CEO. The 

organization can’t afford to get it wrong again. 

 

And by the way, I would like, as an aside here, for you to come back on that document that I just 

gave you, The Evolution of Phoenix House, and tell me whether, now that you know something 

about the soul of this organization —  
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Q: It's reflected in there. 

 

Rosenthal: —whether that document is reflective of that and going to be helpful in informing 

board and others, because if I shared with you the job description —  

 

Q: It doesn’t have that. 

 

Rosenthal: That Korn Ferry put out. There’s a disconnect. 

   

Q: Oh, that’s interesting. Well, it's a hard message to communicate and I want to get back to it. 

 

Rosenthal: So, let me just stay with the previous search. They did bring one woman who was a 

remarkable person. Her name is Cheryl Healton. 

 

Q: I know Cheryl well, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: And Cheryl, who—I’m telling the story which she would tell herself—Cheryl had to 

emancipate herself at age fourteen because her brilliant mother, statistician, was addicted. 

 

Q: Oh, I didn’t know that story. 

 

Rosenthal: Severely addicted. And Cheryl emancipated herself at age fourteen. 
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Q: OK, oh, chills. I mean, Cheryl is a powerhouse. 

 

Rosenthal: She’s a force, she’s a force. Creative, wonderful. And Cheryl, at that time, was the 

CEO of the Legacy Foundation, which had been created by the tobacco settlement with forty-two 

states and Cheryl was its founding president and CEO and did a great job in helping to change 

attitudes about smoking. I mean a lot of forces were going on, but Cheryl did wonderful work. 

She was the one candidate that Spencer Stuart brought forth that I thought was terrific and good. 

 

Q: She’s so impressive, just without knowing that fact about her family history, but to you that 

link meant something in terms of her ability to understand the culture, the need, to be able to 

relate to—so, did she not resonate with the board or—? 

 

Rosenthal: The search task force or committee or whatever we called it at the time, except for 

one woman on that task force, didn’t — appreciate her sufficiently. And they had an articulated 

fear, which was that she was strong and that she would just take charge and push me off the 

stage. 

 

Q: Oh, interesting. But you weren’t worried about that. 

 

Rosenthal: Not at all. 

 

Q: Interesting. 
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Rosenthal: Not at all. I saw her as somebody who would be a wonderful person to work with, to 

pass the baton to, so I wasn’t worried about that at all. And, at the same time, Howard had been 

on the board for three years, so he was known. The search task force was too male a culture. 

Howard, when he finished his last turnaround deal as a businessman, which was his Fortunoff 

deal, had time on his hands and volunteered to come in and help with the running of New York. 

So for six months Howard had been running New York. I pulled from California, a man known 

to you named David Deitch, because Howard needed a partner, a clinical partner. And so here 

we are now, fourteen months into the search. 

 

Q: That’s a long search. 

    

Rosenthal: It's a long search but it reflects how hard it is. Fourteen months in and Howard has 

now been in-house, running New York for six months. So some of the search committee says, 

“Well, what about Howard?” Right. And I thought, “Why not?” Well, sometimes you make the 

right decision and sometimes you don’t. Listen, he is a man of great intelligence, hardworking, 

amazing, I mean he wanted to succeed, succeed, succeed. But there were just a number of 

characteristics that he didn’t have that didn’t make him—a lot of the board would say, “Well, he 

was a very good chief operating officer,” he loved to operate, but he was not the leader. This 

thing that you were saying, what does it take to manage an organization like this? Because 

you've got to manage it. 

 

You've got to be the authentic voice for it. The authentic voice in the institution and the effective 

voice outside of the institution. You have to be messaging in Albany and Sacramento, in 
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Washington, D.C., in Tallahassee, you've got to be messaging it because your people are hearing 

it. And if you're not doing that, you lose the power of the people’s chorus and you need the 

people’s chorus of Phoenix House to make this successful. 

 

Q: So I was going to ask you this later or talk about it later, but I think now is a good time, which 

is, in reading through how other folks have described you and then just hearing you speak, those 

characteristics—you see throughout the story of Phoenix House, some potential for fissures. 

There’s race and class. There’s the therapeutic community versus the medical model. There’s the 

service versus advocacy. And somehow you span this divide. So people see you—and I think 

you see yourself—as both the outside face and then, one person described you in the interaction 

of the therapeutic community as a badass, which I thought was just wonderful. And so it's this 

ability to cross these worlds —  

 

Rosenthal: Badass meaning a hard ass, that I could get down and dirty —  

 

Q: You could get down and dirty —   

 

Rosenthal: I could get down and dirty in a group. 

 

Q: And could talk about this stuff and could tell people what you thought and didn’t hold back. 

Am I right? Yes. It was said as a compliment. And that seems like a very unusual combination 

and so I wonder if you could both reflect on that personally, how you have that breadth of skills 

and that span, but then also what does that mean for the next person? Because that is a very 
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unusual combination, particularly if you didn’t grow up in this environment, create it, lead it, 

know it inside out. Could you just talk a little bit about that ability to —  

 

Rosenthal: Well, some of this we actually touched on in earlier interviews. Because when I 

started to learn about this therapeutic community model, when I developed my first therapeutic 

community, the 49 Project in the Navy, I was not only its leader, I was a participant. My hat was 

off when I was in the group. People were talking to me. So I became forged or enlightened in the 

process. I became authentic in the process and so I knew not only what it meant for the patients 

or the other residents. I knew what it meant for me. 

 

I knew how events had changed my own life and that in being able to share some of my own 

fears, doubts and anything else with the group—how terrific that was. Then when I started in 

New York in the first three years, I was up to my eyeballs in groups. And though we all have 

wonderful memories, some of the people you've talked to and me, of those interactions—they, I 

think you probably got this in the interview, they saw that as not just compassionate and caring, 

but as reinforcing of how powerful these methods were. So I was authenticated, if you will, by a 

baptism of fire, which I cherish. Those relationships live on to this day with those people. 

Psychologically, I was a family member for them. And they for me. 

 

Q: Do you think that the next leader would be—I mean, it's hard to come in as a leader and then 

bear your soul, have that experience. It seems like it's tough to figure out what that next person 

might look like without that experience. 
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Rosenthal: Well, there are a couple of people already on the candidates list who have those 

characteristics. Now, the danger is that the board and search committee will be intellectualizing 

this and saying, “Well, here we are in a new era of healthcare. Here we are, a $150 million 

company,” and they will be going into a corporate fix for this and neglecting the soulful 

connection. But if you think of some of the great leaders of movements in this country and in 

other countries, they have been people who the populace has seen as authentic for that mission. 

So I don’t think it's impossible, but I think that we are facing a critical, critical time. That’s why, 

in this week ahead, I am sharing both the document The Evolution of Phoenix House, the interim 

report, because I think that ought to sensitize people more to what they ought to be thinking 

about.  

 

Q: You used the word “movement” just now, talking as an analogy, “Leaders of great 

movements,” and one of the things that has occurred to me and when you hear the voices of 

other people, is that the therapeutic community and that peer model—I guess it's a question—is 

it a set of values in a movement? Is it something that needs to be codified and evidence-based in 

order to meet a medical model and be reimbursable? What’s the tension there and the evolution 

of that model? 

 

Rosenthal: The problem is that—as Dr. De Leon would say—even if you have an informed 

medical model, one that is based on an understanding of therapeutic community principles, the 

method of payment where now the reimbursement is coming for a credentialed, degreed, 

professional person delivering a specific service to a patient, that may undermine the power of 
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the group and the significance of the group so that the method of payment may carry with it 

unintended consequences of undermining what is the essential power of a Phoenix House.  

 

Now, I’m optimistic enough to say that the right leadership can fight for this and be the voice 

with government, because governments don’t want to destroy Phoenix House or other similar 

programs. There are enough disordered people in [laughs] this state and in America, kids who 

grow up without sufficient family inputs and everything else, who need a socializing, civilizing 

force like Phoenix House. The last thing that anybody really wants to do is to disable the Phoenix 

Houses and the Samaritans and the Odysseys and all these programs. But somebody has to speak 

for it and work on it because if we the programs are passive and say, “Look, government has said 

here’s what you have to do to get the money,” and everybody says, “Oh, it's not good but we’ll 

do it,” we’ll fail.  

 

Q: And Phoenix House has a history of being very nimble in manipulating funding streams, as 

you did with the welfare checks years ago, managing that. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. Again, there’s always people who say, “You can’t do that. That’s not what 

government wants,” but you've got to have people who feel that they are peers with the 

government and not supplicants and don’t make the city fathers enchanted or the governor’s staff 

enchanted. They need to be talked to. They need to be educated. They need to be helped! They 

will be your partners, but you've got to treat them as partners and work with them and not, you 

know, lay back and say, “Well, yes, just hit me again.” 
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Q: [laughs] Right, right. I want to get back to the therapeutic community and its evolution in a 

minute, but now we’re talking about Phoenix House and you dealing with government. Can you 

talk somewhat about your role and Phoenix House’s role in advocacy? There have been a 

number of times where you have gone, and Phoenix House has gone to Albany and said, “Wait, 

this is how we want it to work in order for us to survive,” but there have been other times where, 

the example that someone gave, the drug laws, where someone criticized Phoenix House for not 

being more upfront and advocating against the Rockefeller Drug Laws and the harshness of that. 

So what is the role of Phoenix House? What have you seen your role being in terms of advocacy 

on policy? Is it about —? 

     

Rosenthal: I don’t think that, I don’t think that criticism is fair. We were advocating for 

treatment. We were advocating for treatment, not for prison sentences. We were very against 

mindless, long prison sentences. 

 

Q: Right. Part of the reason I’m asking is to sort of set the record straight, but did Phoenix House 

argue against the drug laws? Was that not the right role and the role was really to just say, 

“Look, that’s your business but we do treatment and that’s the important thing to focus on”? 

Where do you see yourself and Phoenix House falling in that somewhat difficult area of 

advocacy? 

 

Rosenthal: Look, we were always advocating for people to be able to change their lives, to get 

treatment. Whether it was Phoenix House or other forms of treatment. Whether, as the avalanche 

of that happened in this state and happened in other places, saying, “We’ll be safer if we lock 
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everybody up,” whether we were vocal enough in opposition to that, it's hard for me to 

remember all of that testimony. I certainly don’t feel that we were saying, “This is a fine thing,” 

but you also have to, you also have to choose your battles.  

 

Q: Right. And now getting back to the therapeutic community and the pressures that are now 

being brought to bear around reimbursement systems, which cripple many very important 

efforts—can you describe the evolution of the therapeutic and the peer group in other ways as 

well? For example, some of the original tools that now in retrospect may seem harsh, but at the 

time were very much accepted by the group, those I think no longer are used. The making people 

wear signs or the shaving the head or the enforced discipline in a group. Can you talk about that 

evolution and what’s been gained and lost in that process? 

 

Rosenthal: Somebody who betrayed the family values and in effect was sent to their room, sent 

to the prospect bench, had to publicly apologize and part of that apology was, “I’ll wear a sign,” 

I mean after all, nobody held anybody down. That person could have said, “I’m sorry, this is too 

humiliating for me, I’m leaving.” But the reason I think that people stayed for that public censure 

was that they felt that the family cared for them, that the family wanted to really help them to get 

better. It wasn’t to humiliate them and scar them. But the view out of context, outside, of 

somebody wearing a sign or something, was so harsh, it took so much energy to fight the 

perception that you were being thoughtless, cruel, uncaring. I mean it really, it really came out of 

a deep, deep affection and a belief that that person would get better. So I think we made the right 

decision and this is now—we’re forty-eight years old.  
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Q: It's a long time ago. 

 

Rosenthal: This is now [laughs] thirty-five years ago, we made the right decision to say, “Let’s 

just cut this loose.” But there are other aspects—this is a complex bit of discussion because there 

is also a literature that grew up out of people out of AA [Alcoholics Anonymous], which was 

looking at the group sessions that we ran, the encounter sessions that we ran as being too tough. 

Because people could get in those groups—there was no violence, no threats of physical violence 

and so forth—but they could really open up and scream at someone and so forth. And there were 

people A, that thought, “That’s too harsh, that’s too harsh,” and in some cases it may have been. 

Because as drug use spread in the population, we started to get people who had mental illness, 

who had anxiety disorders, who had depression, who had other mental health—co-occurring 

disorders. 

 

And so we needed to be more careful with that. How do you balance being forceful, honest, 

confrontational, with doing no harm? Right, because you may have to do an incision, but you 

also want to stem the bleeding at the same time. Thoughtful therapeutic leaders at the house 

level, at the group level, can manage this in a caring way and minimize abusiveness. But it's also 

dangerous. I mean, you're in an operating room, you can get infected. You're in an operating 

room, somebody can bleed to death. You can have the wrong person in a group and the 

vulnerable have to be protected.  

 

Q: That’s interesting about people with co-occurring mental illness. So how do those people fit 

into Phoenix House and how do you deal with issues that —  
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Rosenthal: Some don’t fit in. 

 

Q: Right, so it's not, OK. 

 

Rosenthal: We can’t have somebody in Phoenix House who is psychotic, right, who is 

hallucinating, who is not able to communicate with the group. Now, you could have a mental 

health residential unit with patients and employ therapeutic community techniques to be 

supportive and to help those people, but that’s a derived program. It isn’t a classic T.C. And 

some of our colleagues are doing that and doing it very nicely. 

 

Q: And is T.C. the origin of that? Did T.C. come first, and then sort of spawn these other kinds 

of group therapy modalities? 

 

Rosenthal: T.C., in America, came first. If you trace the origins into mental health and into 

childcare and so forth, you can almost sometimes map it with the people who migrated from 

Phoenix House and then started a program in a prison, worked in Phoenix House and then went 

to Odyssey House and became the leaders in their new mental health program, et cetera. 

Internationally, there was a psychiatrist named Maxwell Jones in Scotland back in the late ’50s. 

He started to say on psychiatric wards that, “A lot of the stuff that’s being done here in terms of 

restraints could be made more therapeutic if we had all the people on the ward and the unit come 

and meet together and talk and share concerns about themselves, about the staff and so forth,” 

and so Maxwell Jones called this a therapeutic community, but it was not connected with the 
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American therapeutic community group, which started with substance abusers and Synanon, 

independent of Jones’ work. 

 

Now later, fifteen years later, they discovered each other [laughs] and brought Maxwell Jones to 

America, he was now —  

 

Q: A guru? [laughs]  

 

Rosenthal: He was now a hero and he was very appreciative of it and so —  

 

Q: Were you involved with that at all? 

 

Rosenthal: Incidentally, because I was chairing the New York State Association of Therapeutic 

Communities at the time. But I was involved in it in another way. Because in 1963, a 

psychiatrist, [Harry A.] Wilmer at the U.S. Naval Hospital in Oakland, heard about Jones and 

went to Scotland, saw what he was doing in the psychiatric hospital, came back to the naval 

hospital and instituted that kind of morning gathering of staff and patients, sitting in pajamas and 

talking about what was going on. When I arrived at the U.S. Naval Hospital in 1965 and went to 

Ward 49A, right, which became the Forty-Nine Project, there I was with the vestiges of the 

Wilmer therapeutic community. 

 

Q: Right, how interesting, yes. 
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Rosenthal: Which I did not have—these were compassionate, nice people, but when you look at 

this rather dilapidated model, and then you went across the Bay and went to Synanon and saw 

the vibrant community and what those residents were doing and the dramatic life changes, you 

said, “This is nice but it's not going anywhere,” so I just flipped that and created a real T.C. 

 

Q: Right. And you mentioned the change in and the complexity of having people who have co-

occurring mental illnesses—and in previous conversations you've talked a little bit about the 

change in who the drug users are in our society, getting younger, people who have less family 

structure in their lives. Can you talk a little bit more about changes in the population that Phoenix 

House has served over these years and what some of the challenges have been in terms of either 

adolescence or you know age, class, race, and how that plays out in terms of the service delivery 

model and bringing together some of these very diverse groups? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, the general trend over these decades has been for younger, more socially 

disordered, fewer family inputs, more gang histories, more violent histories. With the youth, 

more criminal justice histories. And so, it's a tougher population to treat. There have been other 

trends and the most—you're seeing it now with giving kids a pass on marijuana possession and 

small marijuana sales and so forth. It's always a tough tightrope, because the last thing you want 

is to take a sixteen or seventeen-year-old kid, put him on Riker’s Island, lock him up in solitary 

confinement and abuse him. So how do you partner with a criminal justice system so that those 

kids come into treatment as an alternative? Much of what we've been doing has been alternatives 

to incarceration.  
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And some of these kids that we work with and treat today are quite behaviorally disordered, may 

have significant drug use or marijuana use, but they may not make the definition of DSM-5 for 

addiction. That may turn out to be a future problem, as the reimbursement —  

 

Q: How interesting. 

 

Rosenthal: As the reimbursement starts to come for the delivery of the medical service to a 

diagnostic category, rather than the state paying for a comprehensive problem for youth. We’re 

getting into uncharted and difficult times.  

 

Q: Is that a change in the pressures of the reimbursement system, or is it also a change in that 

you're getting people who have all of the fragilities and problems of a drug addict but may not 

have the actual addiction? 

 

Rosenthal: You see, I don’t think you can split these things. I think whether somebody is two-

tenths addict or six-tenths addict and you have all this messy behavior—you've got a kid in 

trouble, you've got a kid who is being self-destructive, you've got a kid who’s being destructive 

to his family, his community or society. You've got a costly person in terms of health, the 

criminal justice system and everything else. 

 

Q: Is that a new development, though? I mean, previous —  
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Rosenthal: No, it's not a new development at all. What I can’t tell you as precisely as you would 

like to know and I would like to know—I can’t tell you exact percentages. If you said to me, 

“Well, how many gang kids do you have now at Yorktown or at Lakeview Terrace in Los 

Angeles?” I don’t know whether it's twenty percent or thirty-five percent and if you say, “Well, 

how many were there thirty years ago?” I can’t tell you that. I can tell you that I don’t see the 

kids that I see today much differently than the kids I saw twenty-five years ago. And those kids, 

because of the absence of enough family inputs and everything else, it's not a detoxification 

problem. I mean, getting somebody drug-free is pretty easy. How do you get them socialized? 

How do you get them caring about their future? About caring about each other? How do they 

become right-thinking, right-acting people? It doesn’t happen quickly. 

 

Q: And how do you feel that the whole decriminalization or the legalization of marijuana plays 

into—does it play into that? And I think you've taken some positions on that. Can you talk about 

your feelings about that, and where we’re headed? 

 

Rosenthal: I’ll do the brief take on it. The youth that we see—first of all, youth. The developing 

brain is vulnerable to marijuana use. And there are medical researchers who are now showing 

that there are actual structural changes in adolescent brains with marijuana use. I have been 

concerned from the perspective of Phoenix House, about kids who use drugs and if you look at 

the population in Phoenix House of adolescents, sixty percent them, their primary drug of abuse 

is marijuana. So this means that a kid using primarily marijuana gets in enough trouble that they 

are out of school, in trouble with the criminal justice system, disconnected from their families—

problematic child. So I think that, while many adults feel that they and/or their friends should be 
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able to use marijuana responsibly, and I don’t have an ideological position on that, but I am 

concerned that as we normalize recreational marijuana use, the fallout to two populations, one 

adolescents, and two, people with a history or a potential for mental illness, will be severely 

affected. I think that there will be far more social and medical morbidity from marijuana use than 

the legalizers —  

 

Q: Have anticipated. 

 

Rosenthal: Contemplated, right. 

 

Q: Interesting. How do you relate that—I know that at one point—I’m thinking about alcohol, 

which you could argue has terrible consequences also. 

 

Rosenthal: It does. It does. But we’re there. Right. We’re there. It is part of our culture. Most 

people can use it. Most people can use it without a problem. But there’s a smaller group of 

people who have big, big problems and it's costly. My position, why would we want to add 

another, even if it's less harmful, we don’t need to add that in. Right.  

 

Q: Yes. We’re certainly learning that more and more about tobacco. Right? I mean when you 

have a product that is legal and then you begin to realize the health consequences —  

 

Rosenthal: And that’s what’s going to happen. That’s what’s going to happen with this. And on 

the medicalization side of marijuana—although in a way it's outside of this Phoenix story and 
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history—on the medicalization side, it was pursued as a political agenda by the legalizers. They 

wanted to make marijuana friendly and they wanted to go along with people who were claiming 

that it was a good medicine. In five years we will have teased apart the right ingredients, whether 

it's for epilepsy or glaucoma or, because the cannabinoids are part of the neurotransmitters of our 

bodies and/or similar. So, we will come to good medical use, but it won’t be smoking a plant. Or 

taking a pill that has forty-two things from a plant. We’ll be smart and take the good stuff and 

leave the bad stuff on the table. 

 

Q: Interesting. So we jumped the gun for political reasons, in that debate. I wanted to just talk for 

a second, really winding up in some ways, about where we are now and I remember early in a 

conversation, you said you thought it would be almost impossible to create Phoenix House now, 

in this current environment. Where we are as a culture, where money flows and how money 

flows. Where do you think we are as a culture in terms of understanding these issues and why do 

you think—I mean do you still think, do you agree with your earlier statement—that it would be 

almost impossible to create Phoenix House the way it was created, now? What was it about that 

moment in time and how have we changed? 

 

Rosenthal: I don’t think our governments, state or federal, have the kind of aspirations for — that 

would allow the support of these kinds of programs. So whether it's the governor of Wisconsin 

cutting back on the University of Wisconsin and all that means, or the cutting out of art 

programs—I mean, I’m not a scholar of government curtailment, but I think that anybody 

running educational programs or therapeutic programs for poor people is going to be in trouble. 

And I think that the divide in this country of rich and poor and how many people we have that 
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are poor and who have family difficulties as a result of that is very significant. I don’t know of 

any government that is saying, “We really need to do more.” 

 

Take a look at—we have a narcotic pill and heroin epidemic upon us now. Very significant. And 

there were—the governor of Vermont—or you know, a number of people who were talking 

about this, but there’s no Rockefeller treatment program. Nobody’s putting hundreds of millions 

of dollars into creating new services for these kids. You can’t run programs like Phoenix House 

on just philanthropy. These need to be supported by government and governments and I just 

don’t think—there’s not the money and the leadership for this kind of support. I mean, there are 

no Nelson Rockefellers, there are no John Lindsays. There are no champions for the underdogs. 

 

Q: And in the donor community, do you think that this is an issue that resonates with people 

these days? 

 

Rosenthal: I think that kids continue to resonate with donors. The right philanthropic leader can 

get donor support. Harder, but it's there. But again, you can’t run it all on—I mean, there was a 

time when fourteen percent of the budget of Phoenix House overall was philanthropic dollars. 

Today it's somewhere hovering under five percent. 

 

Q: Oh, that’s interesting. 
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Rosenthal: Now, that’s because we've grown a lot and gone into other states and localities and 

we have not been able to raise that kind of money. But there’s a whole other topic, if you will, of 

how do you get donor support? How do you get leadership?  

 

Q: Yes. Well, will you talk about that?  

 

Rosenthal: Phoenix House was, in the early days of Nancy Hoving and the early days of Frank 

Montero and Dick Davison and other wonderful people who were on the board, they cared 

deeply for the program. But they didn’t have deep pockets. They didn’t have corporate 

connections and so forth. Then, chance helps you out, and I got to know David Mahoney and 

Mahoney was CEO of Norton Simon and became the chairman of our board and then he helped 

bring three other people on the board of great wealth. There were a number of times in the 

history of philanthropy at Phoenix House that key individuals made an enormous difference.  

      

Q: To what extent are those donors and key individuals sort of in the grateful patient model? 

Either directly because they’ve had a family member —  

 

Rosenthal: Here, no. 

 

Q: Or they’ve had a family member with a substance abuse problem. 

 

Rosenthal: Not, not, not —  
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Q: Not so much. 

 

Rosenthal: I would say that there have been a number of directors and donors where there has 

been substance abuse in the family, but sixty percent, at least, of the board and donors have done 

it because they care about kids and they care about people and they have believed in the 

leadership of Phoenix House. I don’t know if I talked about it before, but Geoffrey Canada, 

Harlem Children’s Zone. 

 

Q: Right.  

 

Rosenthal: Wonderful, authentic person, Harvard Ph.D. in education, grew up in the projects of 

New York and so forth. He’s doing the Harlem Children’s Zone and really raising any money of 

significance. And then a college friend from—I think he went to Bowdoin. 

      

Q: Oh, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: A buddy of his named Stan [Stanley F.] Druckenmiller said, “You know, I’ll help 

you,” right. “But here’s the deal. I’ll come in and be chairman of the board. You run the 

program.” Well, suddenly they’re raising real money. 

 

Q: Millions. 
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Rosenthal: Millions. But that’s a whole other subject of how do you go from just a few bucks to 

really having significant philanthropic support?  

 

Q: Yes. And are there lessons that you learned in that? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, sure. 

 

Q: Yes. Can you talk about some of them? Because there are few, but this is one, organizations 

that really have done that in a significant way and built a board and created that kind of donor 

base and also the cachet, I mean it wasn’t just that you got financial support from your board, but 

you got connections and human resources and a network into a very powerful part of New York. 

 

Rosenthal: It's a combination of finding the right leadership for your board—if Mike [Michael 

R.] Bloomberg said, “Mitch, I’ll help you for the next two years and chair this board,” I’d have a 

line out front tomorrow [laughter] of people who wanted to come on the board. So that says a lot. 

So it's not just, “Are you the museum? Are you the hospital? Are you Phoenix House?” and so 

forth. It is people, so boards and people. This stuff that you have in a file here on LuEsther 

Mertz. I had a board member named Stella Saltonstall. She knew of LuEsther Mertz. She 

arranged for me to meet her. LuEsther liked me. 

 

She then went to Phoenix House and it made a big impression. Suddenly, forty years later, 

there’s a six million dollar history. Right? That’s the way — but on the institution side, they have 
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to be very mindful that they need to try and determine whether the leader has the potential for 

relationships. 

 

Q: The leader, the person, internal. 

 

Rosenthal: The CEO, the executive director has to have that, has to have that gift. You've got to 

have the Tom Hoving gift so that Brooke Astor wants to help him. When Vartan Gregorian left 

the University of Pennsylvania as provost and came because a few people at U of P were also on 

the board of the New York Public Library and they brought him here, nobody would have 

guessed that he would have become a gifted fundraiser. He liked to dance socially and you 

wouldn’t have thought that from his history. And Brooke Astor and a few others put their arm 

around him. Suddenly he was dancing around the best dinner tables in New York. And raising 

record funds. 

 

Well, to some extent I did that. Not as effectively. Because you also have to have Brooke Astor. 

But they go together. You've got to have it on the board, you have to have it in the organization 

as leadership. 

 

Q: And once you have them on the board, what are the challenges of managing them? Because 

people, as you say, like children, but they —  

 

Rosenthal: It's relationship management. It is not just saying, “Well, you're on the board now. 

We’re going to live happily ever after, you’ll write a check.” You've got to engage that person 
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and you have to have thought through, “What’s the role going to be?” Where are the points of 

interaction? So you've got to find jobs, projects, you've got to stay in touch. It is relationship 

management and organizations make a mistake because they just put somebody on a board and 

think, “Oh, now that they have the board designation they’ll know what to do.” They won’t 

know what to do. 

 

Q: Right. No, people want to feel useful and yes, yes. 

 

Rosenthal: Right. Well, but somebody’s got to, somebody in effect has to help —  

 

Q: Make that happen. 

 

Rosenthal: Engage them, educate them. Now, it could be the board itself.  

      

Q: Yes. You mentioned before in the decision to hire Howard that your concern was—and your 

remedying this since—that the board, you used the phrase, “Was not as familiar with the soul of 

Phoenix House,” as you wish it had been. How do you make that happen? In a board that is from 

a very different social milieu, maybe interested in kids but isn’t necessarily interested in a 

middle-aged drug addict and there are — different worlds that you're asking to come together. 

 

Rosenthal: I think given the insight, sort of after the fact, I would say it would have been better if 

we had spent some time with the board really talking through and having the sort of conversation 

we’re having today about what’s essential. And me not presuming that they’ve had it. 
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Q: They got it, right. Yes, it's interesting.  

 

Rosenthal: We should have made explicit what I thought was implicit. 

 

Q: Right. And boards get so wrapped up in their fiduciary obligation around finances that they 

sometimes don’t focus on the values, the mission, the culture of an organization. They get 

disconnected. 

 

Rosenthal: No. We would have at every board meeting what we called a “graduate corner.” 

 

Q: Can you describe that a little bit? I saw that referred to, but —  

 

Rosenthal: Graduate corner was, as an agenda item for the board, bringing somebody in who, 

like the people you've met, but generally younger and more recent graduates of the last one to 

five years, who’d come in and talk about life before Phoenix House, how Phoenix House had 

touched their lives and what they’re doing now and these were, you know, these were powerful, 

powerful stories of redemption and change and very motivating. But they didn’t necessarily talk 

about the peer culture, and those essential elements of Phoenix House. So while the feel good 

was there and while the wonderful success story was there, how we got there —  

 

Q: Sort of a black box in the middle, it wasn’t explored with the board. 
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Rosenthal: Right, right. 

 

Q: Interesting. Can we pause for a second? 

 

[END OF SESSION]



Rosenthal – Session 5 –  
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Q: Today is April 15, 2015. And I’m here as a part of the Columbia University Phoenix House 

Oral History Project. Dr. Mitchell Rosenthal, in his office at Phoenix House on West 74th Street. 

So, Mitch—I hope you don’t mind if I call you Mitch. 

 

Rosenthal: I prefer it. 

 

Q: Good—is here for his last session. Thank you again for all of your time. I thought today we’d 

go back to the beginning and talk about maybe how you became who you are, how you became 

Mitch Rosenthal. And early on, you talked about your great sense of optimism and your belief 

that people can change, and how that formed in your childhood and early experiences. So I was 

hoping you could tell us a little bit about that today. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, I grew up in a medical family. My father was a physician. His father was a 

physician. There was a second office attached to our house in addition to my dad’s primary 

office. And he was very positive about his work with patients and families and was often taking 

care of two, sometimes three generations of a family. In my childhood, I saw a very positive 

relationship with people. And I think I was lucky, whether it was my DNA or that experience, 

that I felt very positive. [interruption] 
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Q: You also mentioned that your mother was a big influence in your early life, too, and very 

involved in the community helping other immigrant families. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, there were other influences in my childhood. My mother was very involved in 

community work, in volunteer work. And her family, and my father’s family, too, at that time, 

worked hard at assisting family members who were coming from Europe to acclimate to 

America and to New York, often putting them up for months until they were able to be 

independent. So I grew up in a helping family, and in a family that was very focused on what 

they could do for other people, not just what they could do for themselves. 

 

Q: That’s wonderful. And so was it always—being from a family of doctors, was it always 

decided that you would go into medicine as well? 

 

Rosenthal: No. In fact, my father, who enjoyed the practice of medicine, didn’t necessarily see 

me becoming a doctor. And my mother, I think, had been a little disillusioned, thinking as a 

young bride that it was just going to be so wonderful to be married to a doctor, not realizing how 

much a doctor is married to his practice and work. So I don’t think either parent was necessarily 

keen on me being a doctor. And my father’s father, Dr. Isidor Rosenthal, he thought, of course 

I’d be a doctor. I mean, what else was there for a bright young Jewish boy to do other than be a 

doctor? And he loved medicine. 
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So that was a voice, but it wasn’t a command. And then as I became interested in sciences in 

college—I think by the time I was in my sophomore year in college it seemed to me that I 

wanted to study medicine. 

 

Q: And so now, you do become a doctor. You become a psychiatrist. And tell us about your time 

in Oakland [California] at the Naval Hospital, how you got there. 

 

Rosenthal: Let me, before we go to Oakland, I think that the—two things. In college, I was very 

lucky that some of my professors in biology and psychology were gifted and inspiring. And so 

that sharpened my interest in the biological sciences, and also in psychiatry and psychology. So I 

was already sensitized, then, to this aspect of— And then, in medical school, we had a large 

number of European psychiatrists and psychoanalysts who had migrated from Europe during and 

before the Second World War. So we had an unusual department that was very rich in the 

psychoanalytic and humanistic traditions. And as a first year medical student, I was exposed to 

that, and that then, too, started to sharpen my interest in psychiatry. 

 

Q: OK, great. And so the exposure in medical school, it was really to the traditional Freudian 

type of psychoanalysis in psychiatry? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, all that the psychiatry was doing, we’d already had the beginnings of using 

psychotropic medications. But there was a real interest in analysis, and that people coming to 

understand themselves would be able to control their lives better. That was a positive influence 

on me. 
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Q: OK. So, tell us about Oakland. How did you get to the Naval Hospital there? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, I had deferred my active military service for a number of years for medical 

school and psychiatric training. I had actually been in the Naval Reserve in college instead of 

infantry ROTC [Reserve Officers’ Training Corps]. That was during the Korean War. And I did 

a number of cruises as a college student, then as a medical student. I was at the Submarine Base 

in New London [Connecticut], and aboard an aircraft carrier, the USS Valley Forge. So, by the 

time I went to do the full two years of active service after I finished my training in child 

psychiatry, I had a lot of respect for the uniform. And I knew what it meant to be a Lieutenant 

Commander in the United States Navy. 

 

A couple of things came together. There I was, displaced from New York, and thinking that I 

was going to teach child psychiatry, but here was the Vietnam War going on. And Marines and 

sailors were coming back to the Naval Hospital in Oakland because of drug, alcohol, and 

behavioral problems. And the tradition at that time was for psychiatrists to simply say, “This 

person is unfit for military duty.” Give a diagnosis and process them out of the service. 

 

And I looked at that and said, “This is awfully wasteful. The Navy has invested a lot of money in 

training these people—there’s a crisis.” But if you look a little further back, most of these young 

men had been in some trouble in high school. This was not something that just happened in 

Vietnam. It might have gotten accentuated. And here we had a moment—maybe we could fix it. 
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So at about that same time, I got exposed to an organization in California called Synanon. And I 

said, “You know, what they’re doing could be translated into a model within the Naval 

Hospital.” And I was in charge, then, of a ward. It was Ward 49-A. And so I didn’t know it at the 

time, but that 49-A became a thriving therapeutic community. And it was really the precursor of 

Phoenix House. 

 

Q: Tell me what you saw in Synanon that you thought could be transferred to 49-A. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, what was dramatic in Synanon—it’s dramatic in Phoenix House—is that you 

can sit down with someone, get their story, and get how chaotic and self-destructive their lives 

were. And now you’re looking at them. And there they are, healthy, and vigorous, and 

participating in life, and sober, and helping other people to get through the same kind of 

problems. It is a revelation to see that. [interruption] 

 

Q: So you just talked about how Synanon was a very powerful example. Now, what did the 

hospital in Oakland think when you transformed Ward 49 into this new experiment, kind of 

modeling it after Synanon? Were they open to this idea? 

 

Rosenthal: The hospital, first the head of the psychiatric department, was open. And we arranged 

it so that it became a formal bit of research. And we were saying, “Let’s look at this and see. Can 

we make a difference? And what’s the measures going to be of outcome?” And the question was, 

can we return some, most, or all of the men to active duty instead of putting them out of the 
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service? And indeed, we were able to send more than sixty-five percent of the people back to 

active duty after three months, four months, sometimes as much as six months of treatment. 

 

And that was a very, very big deal. So the fact that we were looking at this as a bit of research 

was very helpful. And then we took on some other projects for the hospital. And maybe the most 

early dramatic thing we did was get people out of pajamas. Because typically, in psychiatric 

hospitals, people were sitting around in pajamas and bathrobes unless they’re going off for a 

weekend of an activity. We got everyone back into uniform. And that was an attention-getter. 

 

And then we started doing other things, like three or four times a week, the troops would drill. 

And so suddenly we have our people outside of the ward on the street in military order and doing 

what was called close-order drill. And that was another statement of, “We’re in alignment with 

military tradition.” 

 

And then we took some of the coffee mess money. You know, in military units, everybody’s 

always putting up a buck or two bucks to buy the coffee. Well, we increased the coffee mess tax 

and then bought machinery and acquired woodworking tools, and then started to make furniture 

for the hospital. And that was a home run. So, hospital loved us. 

 

Q: Well, that’s great. And then after your two years, you come back to New York after meeting 

Dr. Efrén Ramírez. So tell me how you started to work at the Addiction Services Agency [ASA]? 
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Rosenthal: Well, in 1966, Nelson [Aldrich] Rockefeller was governor. He also had a Republican 

legislature. And he and his advisors thought, “If we can do something big on the drugs, it would 

significantly reduce crime.” And New York was really in trouble with the crime rate. So the state 

invested hundreds of millions of dollars to create drug treatment in New York [Rockefeller I]. 

And as part of that, they asked the city—and the city was happy to do it—to become one of the 

places that would subcontract with the state and develop drug treatment.  

 

So, Mayor [John Vliet] Lindsay wanted to create an office of drug treatment, and they did. And it 

was the OCAP, the Office of the Coordinator of Addiction Programs, was formed. And Lindsay 

hired a psychiatrist from Puerto Rico, Efrén Ramírez, M.D., to head that effort. 

 

And as I thought about coming back to New York and my time in the Navy was coming to an 

end, I thought maybe I could go back and use the group techniques that had been developed at 

the Forty-Nine Project with mothers who had troubled kids, because I was a child psychiatrist. 

But my mentor and great professor of child psychiatry, Richard [M.] Silberstein, thought, “No, 

what you really should do would be to help Lindsay and Ramírez, because now you’re a 

psychiatrist who’s had experience treating drug abuse. And this would be useful.” 

 

So I came back and met Efrén Ramírez. We hit it off. And he knew about this work of the Forty-

Nine Project, and he knew of Synanon. So it was like I was the right fit for him. And he offered 

me to come back to New York and become his deputy in charge of all rehabilitation for the city 

of New York. That sounds like a lot, but there wasn’t much on the ground at the moment. 
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Q: And so how does Phoenix House start? Tell me about its origin story. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, there were—let’s see where we can start this. In the early spring of 1967 there 

were a number of young men who either were in or had been in the detoxification unit called the 

Morris [J.] Bernstein Institute, part of the Beth Israel Medical Center. And some of them had 

been there a few times, detoxifying. And they were saying, “Hey, we don’t want to live like this 

anymore. We really would like to finally get our lives together.” 

 

And so they moved in together to a single-room occupancy building at 205 West 85th Street. 

Then they came to see me. Their leader, Pete Falcone, came to see me and said, “You know, 

these guys are trying to do something but they don’t quite know how to do it. Would you take a 

look and see if you can help?” So I went there and met with them. And we began to work 

together in a sustained and regular way. And that little unit became the first Phoenix House. And 

some of those people became very significant leaders in the field, in the next generation. 

 

Q: And so they approach you when you’re working for the city. And so how are you dividing 

your time between your day job and this extracurricular activity? 

 

Rosenthal: You’ve got it right. There was a day job and a night job. The day job was at City Hall 

and the night job was up running groups and teaching the residents of Phoenix House. And we 

were growing it, too, because we started with a handful of people and pretty soon we were taking 

over the entire building. So that was Phoenix House number one. 
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Q: And the next Phoenix House that followed was Hart Island. Is that right? 

 

Rosenthal: Hart Island really was quite close, because about the same time as the Morris 

Bernstein guys were moving into West 85th Street, there was another small group with a man 

named Victor Biando, who Efrén had known from Puerto Rico, who were moving into Hart 

Island. And then it became really natural for them to become Phoenix House number two. And 

so we had West 85th and Hart Island. 

 

And then, because we were paying such a disproportionate amount of the little money we had for 

rent, we said, “Well, this doesn’t make a lot of sense. If we had a building and we had that much, 

we could own the building and fix up the building.” Because we had the muscle within the 

resident population. So, that then stimulated the creation—all happening relatively quickly—of 

creating the not-for-profit entity, the Phoenix House Foundation, to buy buildings. Now we had a 

place to put the money that the residents were contributing with their welfare checks (not unlike 

the coffee mess at the Forty-Nine Project).  

 

So we now had the welfare dollars, and could now take donated money. With the combination of 

the donated money of the residents, the donated money of the friends and then philanthropists, 

we were able to buy buildings, fix up buildings. And the residents themselves felt so fabulous 

about this because they felt this was theirs. They were not just there as patients. They were there 

as owners, owners of their own future. 
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Q: That’s powerful. And when you would come uptown after work and be with these guys, what 

types of things did you see? What were they doing in West 85th Street? What types of groups 

were they running and how were they organizing themselves as a community? 

 

Rosenthal: The original Phoenix House, the Forty-Nine Project, these were highly structured, 

organized places, not unlike military units. Everyone had a job, whether you had a job cleaning, 

you had a job cooking, you had a job greeting, you had a job coordinating—everybody was 

working. Laundry, kitchen, it didn’t matter—painting crew—you were working. So people had 

job functions every day and had different assignments. Sometimes those assignments would 

change. And as you were there longer and displayed responsibility, you got promoted and you 

got better jobs and better living space. You were recognized and rewarded for the contribution 

you were making to how you were living. 

 

And when you’re living together like that, it’s very important that people be socially responsible, 

and responsible to one another. Because if you’re in the kitchen and you’re supposed to be 

making a decent dinner and you screw up, I’m not going to eat very well that night and I’m not 

going to be very happy about that. And when we are later in a group together talking about 

responsible behavior, I’m going to talk to you about how you did not chop the onions. And I will 

get your attention. And if four or five people are talking to you about onion chopping, you never 

will forget it. 

 

Now, you look at this and say, “Well, we’re really not talking about onions and meatloaf here. 

We’re talking about being aware of your behavior and being responsible about your behavior, 
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and looking out for the welfare of others—and not just being a self-centered baby who wants a 

fix.” So you start to change the way people are thinking about themselves, community, others. 

You start to help people to become socially responsible. And that’s really what this is all about.  

 

And then the groups, the encounter groups that go on, the therapy groups that go on, are about 

here and now and current behaviors. But then they also lead to the past because people start to 

look back at family relationships with fathers and mothers and siblings, and the good things that 

happened, and the terrible things that happened. And they start to disclose their secrets and the 

things that they were ashamed of and that they carried around with them. And they start to 

connect the dots of the past and the present. 

 

Q: You mentioned the establishment of the Phoenix House Foundation and the beginning of the 

real estate story of Phoenix House, buying some buildings. How did you cope with the 

challenges of coming into communities who were, perhaps, somewhat resistant to having drug 

treatment centers in their neighborhood? I’m thinking about Riverside Plaza and the end of Hart 

Island. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, most communities are afraid of something new and potentially dangerous 

coming into their community. The idea of a group of addicts coming to live next door may be 

noble on one hand, but if you live next door, you say, “Not in my back yard.” And, of course, 

that happened a lot. 
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Very fortunately, I think, for Phoenix House, we began on the Upper West Side of Manhattan. 

And there were a lot of thoughtful people who became friends and ambassadors and saw the 

work up close. And so we started to get a positive vibe on the West 85th Street project. Hart 

Island had no neighbors. And then we got another property further west on 85th Street, and one 

on 84th Street. And they were relatively small and didn’t cause any stir. I mean, it was like more 

of the same. 

 

But then in, I think, 1975, ’76, during the fiscal crisis, the city wanted to shut down Hart Island 

because they felt that it was so expensive to run the ferry—you had to go by ferry between City 

Island and Hart Island. And even when they cut the ferry service and one of our great early 

backers, Jack [R.] Aron, bought a launch for us to use as our own private ferry service, but even 

then the city wanted to get out. 

 

So they gave us six months to get off Hart Island. And at the time, I said to them, “Guys, you 

don’t want to do this. The only municipal cemetery in the city of New York, the only potter’s 

field, is on Hart Island. You will still have to bury the dead there”—which they do to this day—

“and you’ll have to run a ferry service to do it. And you will have to bring a burial detail from 

Rikers Island. You will not get out of running a ferry.” 

 

“No, no, you’ve got to get off.” Well, they didn’t realize it, but they did us a big favor, because 

we had to find space for 350 men and women to move off Hart Island. And we found an old 

hotel, the Riverside Plaza. Before that, it was the— 
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Q: The Level Club? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. It was a Masonic Lodge, the Level Club. And it had a swimming pool and a gym 

and a radio station and dining room, but it was in massive disrepair. And the owner of that 

building had had a deal to sell it to a school. The school deal fell through and he had mostly 

emptied out his tenants. So he now had a building and he was hurting financially. And he had 

experience with addiction in his family, so he was very sympathetic to Phoenix House. And we 

bought that hotel for 41.3 million with $150,000 down. Now we had a fifteen-story building on 

West 73rd Street. 

 

The neighborhood got upset. And they were very worried that we’re going to have 350 people 

come in, and that it would be disorderly. And there were neighborhood meetings and community 

planning board meetings. And our elected officials at that time, Congressman [Theodore S.] 

Weiss and Assemblyman Richard [N.] Gottfried (who is still in office), were tremendously 

helpful in being kind of ombudsmen and helping further understanding and not getting polarized. 

And the neighborhood came to say, “OK.” They weren’t cheering but they didn’t block it.  

 

And then we finalized it with the move itself. And we got help from friends in Albany who 

directed us to the head of the National Guard—I think his name was General Vito [J.] Castellano. 

And they made it a weekend exercise of the National Guard to go to Hart Island on either Friday 

or Saturday. They loaded up everything we had there—the kitchen gear, desks, chairs, the beds, 

the dresses, everything, everybody’s clothing—and we moved. The Saturday morning, the 
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military rolled into the Upper West Side and put it all in the Riverside Plaza Hotel. And we were 

there. 

 

Q: That’s quite a statement to make when you enter the neighborhood with the National Guard. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes, it was—it’s funny. It was never a press story, and I never heard anything 

negative about it. I guess they just said, “Well, here they are.” [interruption] 

 

Q: So at this time that Phoenix House is moving into Riverside Plaza and expanding, is it still a 

part of the city government? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Phoenix House remained a part of city government until about 19— 

 

Q: The exact date doesn’t matter, but just— [interruption] OK, so Phoenix House began as a part 

of the city government? 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. Phoenix House, as it began, was a direct operation of the city of New York. The 

personnel who worked at Phoenix House were city employees. But then in 1969, we began to 

think that it would be less complicated and less politically contentious if we would separate. 

 

So we made an arrangement with the city to move out of direct operation, and those people who 

were long-time city employees from the health department or other places and who were in the 

Addiction Services Agency, some of them wanted to stay, for pension reasons, with the city. 
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Most were relatively new hires and were happy to come and work for Phoenix House, who 

became the employer. So now we had a contract from the city of New York to deliver the 

services of Phoenix House. 

 

Q: And how did that relationship between Phoenix House and the city of the New York evolve 

over the ’70s? I mean, they went through some tough times, I know, especially during the fiscal 

crisis of 1975 when there was the threat of that funding being cut. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. The city had, as we’ve just been remembering with the death of Victor [H.] 

Gotbaum, and looking back at the crisis in the city, the fiscal crisis of the mid ’70s. And so there 

was a lot of concern that funds were going to be cut for drug programs.  

 

And the drug treatment programs got active and created an encampment outside of Gracie 

Mansion, a small tent city called The City of the Forgotten, so that we could get press attention 

to the plight of the men and women of Phoenix House. And actually, other drug programs in the 

city were part of this. And we had a couple hundred people living in tents outside of Gracie 

Mansion. And after about ten days of very good press, the mayor wanted to move it and was 

about to tell his police commissioner, “Get these people off the sidewalk.” 

 

Q: This is Mayor [Abraham David] Beame? 

 

Rosenthal: That was Mayor Beame. And one of his advisors was a very brilliant public relations 

professional, Howard [J.] Rubenstein. And I called Howard and I said, “This is not a good idea, 
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to have police move these people out.” So he called Beame, and Beame said, “Well, if Dr. 

Rosenthal will come to Gracie Mansion alone and without press, I’ll go down with him and meet 

the people who are encamped there. And we’ll see if we can’t settle this.” 

 

So I went and got the mayor. And he was a little tense because we were now walking down into 

a sea of mostly black faces and big people—and the mayor was short. And he really didn’t know 

what to expect. But as we walked into the group, they started to sing, on cue, “We love you, Abe. 

Oh yes, we do. We love you, Abe. We love you.” And he tears up, turns to me and says, “You 

know, Dr. Rosenthal, you can get a lot more with honey than with vinegar.” And he then 

instructed his Albany lobbyist to lobby for our funds. So we kept the city funds, improved our 

position in Albany, and Beame personally became a contributor to Phoenix House. 

 

Q: Wow, talk about a transformation. And Phoenix House has had a long history with 

complicated— 

 

Rosenthal: If I can say, just to finish, Beame became a contributor to Phoenix House for the rest 

of his life. He would send us a check every year. 

 

Q: Wow, that’s really remarkable. Speaking of complicated relationships in politics, another one 

that comes to mind in the next decade is your relationship with the Reagans—in particular, with 

Nancy [Davis] Reagan. Could you tell us about that story? 
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Rosenthal: Well, the Reagans, Nancy Reagan, became connected to Phoenix House after she 

had, really, a small public relations debacle with White House china. One of her classmates 

called her and said, “Nancy, this is ridiculous. You ought to do something serious, and you ought 

to do something serious in the area of drugs. It’s a huge, huge problem.” And this woman, 

Mickey Ziffren [Muriel Ziffren], her classmate, had been and was on the board of Phoenix 

House in California. 

 

So she made the introduction, and I became a regular part of the team that was coaching Nancy 

on the drug issue. And she had good staff who were working on this as well. And she’s 

remembered more for the “Just Say No,” but actually, she traveled millions of miles visiting drug 

programs. She was at four different Phoenix Houses over those eight years. 

 

And toward the end of that period, I suggested to her that we create a Nancy Reagan Center at 

Phoenix House in Los Angeles, very similar to the Betty Ford Center at the Eisenhower Medical 

Center. And she was intrigued with the idea. We went forward with it, with her blessing. And we 

raised a good deal of money toward that project. 

 

And then they left the White House. And she got cold feet about the project. She called me to 

apologize and said, “I’m just so sorry, but I didn’t want to—after spending all these years in the 

governor’s office and then the White House, I didn’t want to get involved in controversy.” 

“Well,” I said, “Mrs. Reagan, you’re making a terrible mistake.” I said, “If you drop this project 

now, it will look as though you were insincere about it all along. I don’t think you’re getting 

good counsel on this.” She said, “Well, I’m so sorry, Mitch, but I’ve got to step back.” 
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Phoenix House didn’t have enough money to close the deal. We had to walk away from the 

option money that we had paid for this real estate and just regroup. Fortunately, several years 

later there was a philanthropic group in Los Angeles, the [Burton G.] Bettingen Corporation, 

who liked the project and came to us with the money so we could buy the property. And five 

years to the day that Mrs. Reagan had walked away from the project, we were able to open 

Phoenix House at Lake View Terrace in Los Angeles. 

 

Q: And it’s just called Phoenix House? 

 

Rosenthal: And it’s just called Phoenix House, yes. And there was a big story about that in 

Vanity Fair that Leslie Bennetts wrote. 

 

Q: Yes, very big story. So, you talked about Phoenix House now being in California. During this 

time, the ’70s and ’80s, Phoenix House has obviously expanded beyond New York City, across 

the country. And can you tell us about the peer culture that defines Phoenix House, and how that 

approach and form of therapy, the model, was continued in the new establishments as well? 

 

Rosenthal: Go through that question again. 

 

Q: OK. So tell us a little bit more about the therapeutic community, this whole idea of peer 

culture that’s kind of the root— 
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Rosenthal: Well, from the beginning, Phoenix House was about a peer culture. I mean, 

therapeutic community is a peer culture. It is a culture that recognizes that together, we not only 

can fix up a house, but together, we can gain self-understanding. You can help point out things to 

me about the way I behave, the way I’m socially responsible or not. You can point out to me 

things, insights, about my past life as you are exploring yourself. 

 

So there’s a sharing of current life, past life, psychological life. It is a way of helping people to 

learn about their inner lives. People come into a Phoenix House really strangers to their own 

unconscious and to their past, but as they go through this, they learn their own psychological 

stories. They learn each other’s, they learn their own, and they become reflective—if you’re 

successful. Remember, there are a lot of people who say in three weeks, “Hey, I’m out of here. I 

don’t want to live in this fishbowl and have you poking around.” But most stay, and those who 

stay the distance make huge gains and changes. 

 

Q: And you yourself participated in some of these groups and encounters. How did that shape 

you, both personally and professionally? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, I think that was going right back to the Forty-Nine Project, when I was in 

groups. And, by the way, the rest of the staff were in groups. It was a big statement that we 

believe in this. We can get insights from this, too. And we’re in this together. It created a great 

sense of solidarity and sort of psychological democracy, right? [laughs] I wasn’t the doctor and 

you the patient. We’re all in this; we’re all willing to be open and to explore together. 
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Q: Kind of becoming authentic in the process itself. 

 

Rosenthal: Yes. When everybody’s doing it, it gives great authenticity. You’re voting with your 

feet here. [laughs] 

 

Q: And how has the Phoenix House approach changed over time—or has it? I mean, how has it 

evolved in its almost fifty years of existence? 

 

Rosenthal: [pause] There have been many changes over time: some good, some bad, some we’re 

still trying to figure out. And the changes occur for different reasons. You may come to have 

research that tells you, “Hey, here’s a better way of doing something.” You may have political 

pressures or fiscal realities.  

 

For example, many of the governments that we contract with have, in recent years, reduced the 

length of stay in program. Well, we know from our research that better outcomes are connected 

with longer lengths of stay. Also, if you shorten lengths of stay, you start to cut down on the 

group of people in the community who have become more mature, more insightful, more helpful, 

more the partners of the staff. So you lose positive peer pressure and you lose some of the culture 

of the peer group. 

 

So I think some of those things are in flux, and many of them are being driven by budget 

considerations rather than research considerations. And I’m hoping that in the future, meaning 

the next three to five years, we’ll be able to do some more research that points out to 
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governments and funders that they’re really getting much bigger bang for the buck if they stay 

with proper lengths of stay. 

 

Q: Yes. So besides the time in program, the length of stay, and these budgetary concerns, can 

you talk about some other pressures that the therapeutic community is facing today? 

 

Rosenthal: I don’t know—give me more on that question.  

 

Q: Are there other models that are becoming more prevalent over time? Or other alternatives 

that— 

 

Rosenthal: No, I think that there have always been psychopharmacologic methods where people 

are saying, “Will this pill help? Will that drug help? Can we shorten treatment? Can we shorten 

detox?” And if you look at a Phoenix House today there’s a significant percentage of people who 

are also taking some psychotropic medication. Now in some cases, it may be warranted. In some 

cases, it’s not. But this is a bigger trend in American medicine of putting so many people on so 

many psychoactive drugs. And it has worked its way into Phoenix House as well. Sometimes it’s 

very useful. Somebody may have a biological depression, and being able to treat them while 

they’re in a therapeutic community is terrific. I mean, we’re not ideologically against it. It is, “Is 

it necessary? Is it useful?” And that has to be determined. 
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Q: And what about the challenges in terms of a social, political context of today, in the age of 

ObamaCare [Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act]? Where do you see drug treatment 

going in the future? 

 

Rosenthal: With ObamaCare, with managed care, there will be an overall pressure on everything 

from hospitals to Phoenix Houses to reduce in-patient stays. Everything that can be done outside 

of a hospital will be done. Let’s do it at CVS. Let’s do it at Rite Aid and let’s not bring 

somebody into a hospital to take a blood pressure, or to give an inoculation. That’s fine. But 

Phoenix House is not a medical model. Phoenix House is a social, psychosocial model that 

depends on groups and peer interactions. 

 

So if the money that’s going to flow into Phoenix House starts to come because a medical 

service is being provided, and you, the doctor, are delivering a service to me, the patient, and 

putting it in the electronic record, and that’s how we’re going to get paid, and we don’t pay 

attention to group interactions, people will be following the money and the practices will be 

following the money. So here’s ObamaCare, trying to bring poor people, uninsured people, 

bringing them the medical help that they need, but in terms of places like Phoenix House, it may 

have a negative, unintended consequence. And it does worry me. 

 

Q: And how has the population of Phoenix House changed over time, from the late ’60s to today, 

in terms of demographics and the types of drugs that people seek treatment for? 
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Rosenthal: Well, we’ve gone through different cycles of drug use in different decades. You 

know, we had the heroin of the ’60s, the cocaine of the ’70s, ’80s. We’ve had—oh, by the way, a 

lot of other drugs in between. Marijuana has always been a significant drug with our populations, 

especially the adolescent population. A high percentage of our adolescents who need to be in 

residential treatment, their primary drug of abuse was marijuana. So drugs have changed. 

 

I think we had more middle class people earlier. Many had more social capital in terms of work 

history and education. A lot of people we see who are coming in today have had very insufficient 

parenting, really low on social skills, highly socially disordered, bad work histories and 

education. So we have a more troubled population, percentage wise. Are these a new group of 

people that we never saw before? No. We saw them all along. But we had a better mix of 

demographics. The demographic is a little narrower now, and more on the deprived side. 

 

So, actually—here’s the irony—actually, this group of people need more time. They need more 

time not to just get drug free, but to learn socialization, to get the demons out. They need more 

time to get work skills. They need more time to really internalize all this new stuff, and here we 

are pushing in the other way, to shorten the length of stay. 

 

Q: OK. One of the themes that’s come through your interviews, and the interviews that we’ve 

done across the project, has been the importance of relationship building, relationship 

management. You have been fortunate to meet the right people at the right time, it seems, and to 

be well connected. Can you talk about how you’ve built such a supportive network for Phoenix 

House, the board members that you’ve found and recruited? I know a lot of times you say that 
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drug issues can touch many different people in many different ways, and so there’s often a 

personal connection. 

 

Rosenthal: I think if you’re looking at the development of institutions, you would find that what 

you’re calling ‘relationship management’ or ‘relationship development’ is key. You may have an 

inspired and important leader, but without the relationships and without the support of others, it 

wouldn’t go anywhere. 

 

And Phoenix was lucky because we captured two kinds of relationships. We captured the 

emotional relationships of the people in the program who found themselves and found their lives 

and found sobriety and sanity and dignity and future, and appreciated that, and appreciated each 

other, and created relationships in Phoenix House that then go on outside of Phoenix House and 

become life relationships. So those relationships, and those same people, help build the 

organization. I worked with the first generation, but the first generation worked with the second, 

and the second with the third. So thousands of people have been touched by the relationships of 

Phoenix House. 

 

And on a donor side or even a political side, right—because a lot of our donors have given us 

political support. And with that political support has come government support. It has been on 

reaching out, giving them a chance to connect and have the excitement of seeing people change 

and sharing in a movement of sorts, right? And people get a lot of psychic reward from that. 
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So I’ve been the messenger in a lot of cases, but people pick up on what it is that you’re really 

doing. And that’s what I think has kept it together. 

 

Q: And how have you made the work of Phoenix House so appealing to so many different types 

of people over the years? 

 

Rosenthal: You tell the story many times. [laughs] And also, it hasn’t been just me telling the 

story. I’ve generally tried to have people who’ve been in the program, graduates of the program, 

people who are in the program tell the story. The way many board members have come to 

Phoenix House, some of them have been at a Phoenix House event and heard a young man or 

woman get up and tell their story. They never forget it. Or somebody will come and go and tour 

a Phoenix House and meet a few young people and hear their stories. They never forget those 

moments. So I think that the personal stories, the personal sharing, that sense of hope and change 

is a very compelling theme. 

 

Q: I think so, too. And what do you think has made Phoenix House so successful over the years, 

looking back to its growth, the fact that it has touched so many lives and done so well? In a time 

when many other drug treatment programs have had to close their doors and walk away, Phoenix 

House has grown and helped more people. 

 

Rosenthal: Well, we’ve had a great deal of commitment on the part of our staff. There’s a very 

dedicated workforce here over a long period of time. Many of that workforce and those people 
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had their own lives changed and came into that workforce, originally, as residents or clients of 

Phoenix House. 

 

And also, we’ve been able to attract wonderful leadership. I certainly have always looked for 

other leaders in business and philanthropy and so forth, because good leaders very quickly 

recognize what we do here and how important that is.  

 

I remember when General [Barry Richard] McCaffrey first came to Phoenix House and sat with 

me and six residents. These were adolescents. And he was very touched by it. And he said, “You 

know, in the Army, we give medals for this kind of courage.” Because he was taken with how 

people were so honestly telling their stories and sharing. It’s very powerful. [interruption] 

 

Q: So, now I’d like to conclude by talking about what you see as your legacy with Phoenix 

House, and what do you— 

 

Rosenthal: Before we do legacy, you asked a question before about attracting donors and about 

building relationships. I think that I always had a view of having people who I saw who had 

intelligence and wonderful leadership qualities as people who could be very helpful to Phoenix 

House. So I was always trying to recruit talent, not just money. And recruiting talent really paid 

off, because talented leaders reach to other leaders. You get resonance from that and you get 

secondary and tertiary play from that.  
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And if you think of the people who’ve come here, it really is almost like a cascade effect. Pete 

[Peter George] Peterson brought twenty other people after him, and he knew it. He knew when 

he said to me, “Mitch, you need help from the business community. They need to understand 

what the work of Phoenix House is. And here’s the way to do it: the way to do it is to have a 

public service award every year, recognize a significant business leader, and then let other 

business people be in that room and hear the Phoenix House stories.” 

 

Well, we’re coming up to the forty-nineth year of doing that. So look at what one person did—

remarkable. Pete was the first honoree of Phoenix House. The second honoree of Phoenix House 

was John J. McCloy. Now, you’re much too young to know who that is, but there’s a book about 

McCloy called The Chairman. McCloy’s life in and out of the government and Wall Street 

spanned from the First World War right up to the Iranian hostage crisis. He’s a remarkable, 

remarkable man. He was the second honoree of Phoenix House. And then that had an effect on 

other people. So if, in building an organization, you can find that kind of talent, it gives you great 

dividends. 

 

Q: That’s great. Can we ask the legacy question now? 

 

Rosenthal: Sure. 

 

Q: So what do you see, looking back at this long and lustrous career, as your legacy to Phoenix 

House and to New York and beyond? 
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Rosenthal: Well, I think the Phoenix House story and the Phoenix House legacy is on a couple of 

different levels. On the level of the participants and the residents and the clients of Phoenix 

House, there’s a great legacy for themselves. They’ve changed their own lives. They will have 

influence on their family’s lives, on their children’s lives. I mean, it’s a powerful second 

generation and third generation benefit that the residents of Phoenix House get. And there are 

websites now and Facebook pages and things connecting alums of Phoenix House. Even, like 

colleges, even people who were at Yorktown and people who were at Lakeview Terrace, staying 

connected. 

 

And it tells another story about these residents because there was a time, not so many years ago, 

when people thought that once somebody was addicted, they were always addicted; that they 

would never change. And while we know that people who are addicted have to pay attention to 

the management of addiction for the rest of their lives, they can be drug free for the rest of their 

lives. And so Phoenix House has not only changed them, but is a symbol of hope for people who 

are in drug and alcohol trouble. They are the success stories, and they are witnesses to hope and 

change. 

 

On another level, it shows that capturing that positive energy, and taking a positive energy and 

leaving aside the disease and the illness and the self-destructiveness, that those people can build 

a great institution. Because Phoenix House wasn’t built by one person, or even ten people; it was 

built by an army of people who wanted to change their own lives and the lives of others. So it is 

a story of group hope and group power, and the power of sobriety, the power of insight, the 

power of courage in facing demons. It’s a great story. 
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And then on an institutional—as a story of a large charity, a national institution, there’s a story 

here that you could teach at the business schools of Columbia [University] or Harvard 

[University] in the not-for-profit areas, of how to do this. And it would be a lot of fun to do that. 

 

Q: And personally? 

 

Rosenthal: Oh, I tell you where it hits me. I’ll be at a dinner party or a large public gathering, and 

somebody will come up to me who is vaguely familiar and say, “Mitch, I don’t think you 

remember me, but I’m Bill somebody. Ten years ago, I saw you with my son. And I want to tell 

you how much you helped.” 

 

Those stories of having touched a particular life personally are always touching to me. And it 

happens all the time. On the streets, a cab will pull over and say, “Mitch, where are you going?” 

I’ll say, “Who are you?” He said, “I’m Billy Rodriguez [phonetic] from Phoenix House 116th 

Street.” That happens a lot. It’s just always a reminder that you, we, I, all of us, have touched a 

lot of lives. 

 

Q: And what are your hopes for the future of the drug treatment field and drug treatment in the 

U.S. [United States]? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, I am worried about the future of drug treatment, because the best kind of drug 

treatment is not medical, but is social and psychological. Can medicines be used conjunctively? 
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Of course. But if we, in the midst of the healthcare reform, if we accidentally lose sight of the 

power of the group in changing lives, we’ll go backwards. 

 

Q: That’s a scary thought. And finally, I guess, I just wanted to ask— 

 

Rosenthal: Are you satisfied with the answer about the personal legacy, or you think there’s 

something else we ought to touch on? 

 

Q: Well, I think that was a really compelling story about how it affects you in daily life. But I 

mean, maybe personally/professionally you could talk a little bit about what— 

 

Rosenthal: You know, it’s always hard to have a perspective on yourself. It’s like looking at a 

photograph of you, or—I recently looked—the organization commissioned a portrait of me. And 

I’ve seen the portrait, and you say, “Is that me?” [laughter] So it’s hard to get that legacy right. 

But if I’m remembered as somebody who gave hope to a legion of people who didn’t have hope, 

to a legion of families who didn’t have hope, I’d be very happy about that. 

 

Q: There we go. That sounds good. And if you hadn’t gone down this path after leaving the 

Naval Hospital, if you had done something else and didn’t establish Phoenix House, what do you 

think you’d be doing instead? 

 

Rosenthal: Well, I might have just been working as a solo practitioner or as a group practitioner. 

I have a lot of friends and colleagues who do wonderful work in their offices. But I’m happy that 
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I was able, with the help of all these other people, to extend and expand this work and touch so 

many lives. 

 

Q: Yes, I’m glad that you didn’t end up as a child psychiatrist either. 

 

Rosenthal: [laughs] 

 

Q: Is there anything else you want to add? 

 

Rosenthal: No, I think we’ve—we can ask our film experts if they think we have enough.  

 

Cinematographer: I think we do.  

 

Rosenthal: Good. I’m happy. Thank you. 

 

Q: Thank you. 

 

[END OF INTERVIEW] 

 

 

 

 


